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REDIST 'RED 'I

22, main Road, Hockley,(Nr Southend) Essex. SS5 40S

General

01702

Shop hours 9am - 5.30pm Monday - Saturday
Web Site www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk
e-mail Sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk

Trade
Fax

01702
01702

20683
204965
203353
205843

HORA

Open -Day Madness

C-1 50

Sunday 30th May. The day when we sell at trade price on
many items. Also the day of the UK's biggest sea -front air
display, just ten minutes away. More details next month.

20 Memories
5 Watts (12v)

Digital Display
Keypad Entry

There are many claims made by our competitors, but only at
Waters & Stanton do you get the benefit of:
70cms Handy
Financially Sound
Public Limited Company
with CTCSS

1750Hz Tone

I

ISO -9002

Lowest UK Prices
Price match
Genuine UK Stock
10 -Day Approval
4 Service Engineers
Friendly Service

Dyrano

Guaranteed Standards
No need to shop around
Nobody beats our Value
Full Manufacturer's backup
No Risk to You
To give you Fast Service
We don't just shift boxes!

:;9111( Putil9r

2 Metre Handy
r
co

99.95

ADI AT -600

NOM

Dual -Band 2m & 70cms

£19.95

Ideal for car or camping. FM and AM radio plus powerful
torch. Can be powered from 3 x AA cells, internal dynamo
(hand cranked) or built-in solar panel. No more flat torches!

Includes
Wideband Receive

5W Output (12v) E199
AM Airband Rx
Full Duplex
Alphanumeric Display
200 Memories
CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
Ni-cads & Charger

FC-130 Counter
1 MHz - 3GHz

IC -706 II Still Available £799

This handheld counter represents amazing value
Sensitive enough to sniff signals up to 200h away.
every ham should have
one Ideal for checking
handhelds. oscillators
etc.The 600mAh pack
gives up to 6 hours operation and the bargraph is
ideal for field strength

Our 10 -Amp Switch -Mode Supply

Fits in a Briefcase!
Over Voltage and

Over Current Protected W-10SM

tests

Fan Cooled

12 Amps Peak

Very Sensitive
12 Months Warranty

0

Ehti:Ify

4411111

Fan Cooled

AA Cell Operation
Programmable

95

ribr.119

10 Amps Continuous

130 - 174MHz Rx

Counter supplied with ni-cad
AC charger, and antenna-

2 Metre Mobile

ADI AR50

at

of Mobile Power

Switch Mode
Weighs just 1 litg

Length. 23.5mm (9.251
Height 83mm (2.5

Width: 98mmI4

£169

EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales

vvis
r_,

u FT -847 HF - VHF UHF

UK's Lowest Price!
Phone W&S

Icom's "Top
Dealer"

Includes 70MHz Transceive
vaesu's great new base station design lets you operate on all bands
horn 160m to 70cms One small package but what a package' Glue
us a call for the FREE leaflet

9teat Pot Exc./tale Vat& -

In Stock Now!

FT -920 1.8 - 54MHz

P494te

1.8 - 440MHz 100W HF + 6m 50W 2m 20W 70cms

1,8 54MHz 100W OSP fitter MOSFET PA Internal ATU "
Auto notch ' Tarn VFOs Auto glow display ' Shuttle jog Drgita
voice memory 'Electronic keyer RS -232C converter Quick
memory bank - lots mole phone or einarl for colour leaflet
'

FT -100 1.8 - 430MHz
All mode. - All Bands - One Box

IC -706 MkIIG looks like being another great rig

£1899

FT-1000MPDC (AC £2199)

1 8 30MHz 100W ' SS8CW FMAM Rx 100k14z30MH2

Message memory Dual inband n EDSP filter RF processor RF
:Tramp ' Electronic keyer IF shtt width' CdWs filters' ornorehen' RS232 ,..--race and more - se-rt
'

horn the loom stable To have a complete HF and
VHF/UHF station in one box that fits in the car or in
the draw of the shack desk is amazing - but icom
have done it What is more, the track record of the
two earlier versions are such that you should have
no wornes about reliability Give us a call and well let
you have the latest information

KENwOOD L
New TH-D7E

iI

Dual bander VHF / UHF

Built-in TNC Data Display
Now &Noy the benefit of a

KENWOOD SALE

TNC a

APRS (Automatic GPS Packet Reporting
System) The hancteicl that takes you Irv.:
the Year 2000'
Features ' 144.430MHz ' Wide Narrow

coming - first shown at Dayton 9 months ago
- really are promised n for March As usual we will have the
cest paces

rr s been a long r

IC OM

IC -746 1.8 - 144MHz

TS -870S

Model
HF Transceivers

77 Ai

-

- TS -870S
4

Price
Phone for "Near Trade"

TS -570
TS -790

Normal

Sale

£199
£999
£1959

£1495
£849
£1295

Deviation ' 120096000ps TNC ' DX
Ouster Monitor' Dual Rx Data Vosce on
VHF 12 digit 3 -line display plus scroll
function 200 Memories CTCSS plus
1750Hz tone MP IVHF) APRS ' Bohm 13.8V DC charger ' 6W on 13.8V DC
AC charger 8 Ni-cad pack

Phone for "Naar Trade" Price

FT -50R 2m170cms Handy

The IC -746 has proved to be one of the best value base station

Wdeband Rk (AM *bang

transceivers around All bands from 1 8 '44MHz and a straight
100W makes this great value. Give us a call for the latest
brochure and the best price around'

' FM Broadcast receive
CTCSS 5 1750Hz
' 112 Alphanumeric Memories
' Dual Watch - Marian, rated
' SW from 12v DC Input
Ni-cads and AC Charger

Irlik M;

ti

FT -840 1.8 - 30MHz

s a ven: sc,d

VHF Transceivers
TM -255E
TM -742

you are hooking 'Or a good. relable 100W transceiver then this

TM-V7E
TMG-707
THG-71E

£1059
£879
£569
£349
£279

£449
£549
£479
£295
£235

ICOM
6m
2m

lust the lob Supplied with FREE Base Mit

117.1,k

Li

FT -8100 Dual Bander Mobile

£599

IC-T8E Triple Band Handy

All in one
small package.
5W output (13V)
' 25 12 SAHr (NOV

70c ms .v.tetwid

SGC-2020 QRP HF Transceiver
0.20 Watts SS5
1.8 - 30MHz
and CW with CW
steak -in Runs from,

Hydride bait
Wide FM broadcast

/411_441

AM for outland
Rapid scanning
Alphanumeric

0
ICOM Dual Bander

12V DC and has

very nice SCAF

aumo filtenng Very
low current require-

1 1r

Sir f

ments

Yaesu's top selling dual band mobile transceiver very thing you could wish for including wideband receiver

0

IC om New

IC -2100 2M Mobile
It $1404 & 25k H.,

Rx 500kliz

email:

sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk

Thrs pocket handheld provides 300mW
of FM on 2m & 70cms plus wideband
receive FM AM WFM from 30MHz 13DOMHz - no gaps. Runs from 2 x AA

SW Output 112v,

Deviation 2 5. 5kHz
Battery 8 Temp. Displays
Barometer 6 Altitude (with SU-1I
220 Alphanumenc Memories
CTCSS decode ti Encode

The radio with such a wide Ax coverage, it's like having a free scanner.
Medium wave. short wave, WFM
arband. UHF, cenutor. Manual or auto
mode changing.

rr?";et(41:17E:

2m & 70cms FM & AM Rx
In Stock NOW

LJ VX5R Three Bander
999Mliz 6m 2m 70cms

Spectrum Display

TheIC-2100 Mobile transceiver from ICOM features switched filter mg, 55 Wads with 113 memories. And ad thus at a very competitive price In stock NOW

!ha, i5 orns'ce one of

Cefis

O

ICOM

IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile

£Phone
' 2rn cl 70cm

' SOW 30W
Detachable head

UK's largest Catalogue £3.95 inc. post

WRON

lerWhere Value & Quality Come Naturally

Base Antennas

p

NiMH High Capacity Battery Kits

'

Twice the capacity of Ni-Cads
No Memory Effect
Very High Current Capability
Up to 500 Charges

r M No.M11 ten

WEP-501

Adjustable Boom Mic

(69 95

Single Band 2 metres

II

W-285

(14 95

5 8th foldcwer base

Dual Band 2rnl70crrts

4 rAAAN.MH

F-.1qc

W77LS

uow profile 0 39m long

(14 95

W -770H9

35 513 1 1m long

£24 95

W.7900

57 6d13 1 5m long

£32 95

Triple band 6m 2m 70em
W-627

W50 Base A. -'Fr

Come complete vote PTT

L ton

W3HM

Hatch Boot mount

WCK

handhekls whilst motile
Suppled with a locking PTT
switch you can talk hands -

W-ECH

5m low loss cable kit
.5rn standard cable kit

YVA142

13NC window clp mount

£12 95

WMM7

Magnetic mount

£10 95

There are models for

W-3HM Hatch Mount

Yaesu and Kenwood
£24 95

WEP501 Kenwood
WEP501 Motorola

£24 95

L X6

Yaesu etc

£24.95

L X 8K

Kenwood

X0-17 Neat til,c

Great for construcbcn projects these boxes have
internal side cheeks for mounting PC boards The

Just the thing to have m any

cabinets have louvred vents and are finished in a
cream coioured plastic pent Front and rear panels
ane r. ar alloy ready for dnIling and finishing
EIO 95

EM -02

210w x 150d x 85n mm
200w x 170d x 110h mm

£1295
£1596

X0- 1 7 Throat Mic.

X0 -17M

!actor), models and far cheaper yet win super
performance There are models for most of the
current nandheids if in doubt phone for

covers 1.1' 8NC SAW. TNC
UHF & hkii UHF Suppled et

confirmation wnen ordenrig

050-110

smart zip -up case

Ref CONK 149.85

This headset has been designed by
Watson to match the modern HF
transceiver Dual earphone and an
adjustable boom microphone mount onto a
lightweight assembly Supplied with mono
audio plug and open ended mic lead We
can also supply PTT box if required
W-184
As described above
E39.95
W -184W
Wired for your rig
£49 95
W-184PTT W-184 PTT box
£49 95

£59 95

WM-308W Wired for your ng £69.95

IN-184PTTW 2iI54PTT

re:

la,:

For Yaesu. Icon etc

£16 95

050-110K For Kenwood

£16 95

WMN-227

£1995

For Motorola

Antenna Analyser

HF Headset at a Great Price

impedances from 500 to 50k Ohms
Supplied with open ended lead and
8 -pin plug plus wiring diagram

E39.95

These are a great atemative to the official

to anything' This 32 piece set

SSB FM response switch Matches

For Motorola

Speaker Mics.

ham radio station Now you
can connect virtually anything

ideal for all base station applications,
this high quality unit has electronic
PTT .1 latching. plus pre -amp and

£12 95

version offers amazing quakty Ideal for use in high POle levels or
where discretion is of rillxItance Comes rote PTT box la
attachment to Geeing and a lighhveght earpiece Versions
.1.alable for Yaesu Standard loom Kenwood and Motorola
X0-17
E39 95
For Yee% Iccm Standard
00.17K
E39.95
For Kenwood

£2495
E2495

Connector Kit

150* a120da75hmm

(14 95
£1895

No. not the old fashioned type with nor -.tile acid te,s .alest

WE P-501 Yaesu etc

EM01

E34 95

with single earphone is
ideal fix use well

tree

Equipment Cabinets

2154 87 2dBi 162m

Accessories

Tnis new Doom, microphone

L:ghtwegN earpiece and
lexible and rotatable boom

As above

2 156 2 8 4d8 2 5m long

£49.95

£995

some copies does not
cveak after five minutes'

WM-308

(5995

W-2000

Hands Free Mobile
With Handhelds

WM-308 Base Microphone

659d8 3 1m long

4 IAA NOAH

This brand new design is
41111y adjustable and unlike

EM03

W-300

£39.95

Mobile Antennas

AC cnarger salable for ether NiMH

Additional Cells

£2995

W-50

2 4 5dEl I 09m lay
36d8 1 15m tong
4.57 2d8 1 ten long

Triple bander

Or Ns -Cad oelts size AA AAA or PP3 plus a set ol
4.4 NMH celis
£18 95

manta, ony Kt coffcru:

2m/70cm

WVA-100
W-30

laea! for Digital cameras GPS & Transceivers
KII comprises

Dual Band

This professional qual,ty unit

covers 1 8 - 170MHz The
BR -200 measures VSWR

and impedance from 12 5
300 Ohms Dual gate ernes
and excellent slow motion
dial mean accurate tuning Requires 6 x AA cx 12V DC

6

Made :n Japan

BR200 1

:5995

- 170MHz £329

BR -400 100 - 500MHz £399

Watson VSWR / Power Meters

Watson Power Supplies
The UK Market Leaders

VAie

(

A really accurate range of
VSWR Meters - 5 / 20 /200W
W-220
W-420
W-620

1 8 - 200MHz
118 530MHz
1 8 - 530MHz

£49 95
(49 95

(89 95

V1GeTs & Stanton PLC
W- 3A
W- SA

W-10SM

W-10AM
W-25AM

W30AM
WPS-312

13 8V fixed 3 Amp continuous 5 Amps peak
13.8V fixed 5 Amp continuous 7 Amps peak
13.8V switch mode 10 Amp continuous. 12 Amp peak
0 15V variable 10 Amp continuous_ 12 Amp peak
0 15C variable 25 Amp continuous 30 Amp peak
0 - 15V variable 30 Amp continuous. 35 Amp peak
Inpu 12V DC Output 1 5 9V 800mA Cigar plug

£22 95
£29.95
£49 95
£59 95
£89 95
£119 95
£9 95

22. Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 40S
Tel. (01702) 206835 204965 Fax. 205843
Trade Enquiries 01702 203353
Free -Phone Orders 0500 73 73 88
e-mail: sales (tg wsplc demonco.uk
web: www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk

VISA

LmiLli
MAY 1999
(ON SALE APRIL 8)
VOL. 75 NO 5 ISSUE 1106
NEXT ISSUE (JUNE 1999)
ON SALE MAY 13
EDITORIAL OFFICES

.411( e

Rob Mannion G3XFD reviews the Alinco
DX -70TH transceiver in use with
the remote
mounting and
operation kit.
Including a very
special offer for PIN

I xri)

52 ANTENNA WORKSHOP

22 KENWOOD TH-D7

Join John Heys and his 'Double
Dipole DX Antenna': A simple
design which gives three different
radiation patterns at the turn of a
switch to work that DX.

REVIEW
Kevin Nice G7TZC. Editor at sister
magazine SINAI. brings you his
opinions of the new TH-07 handheld dual.bander tram Kenwood.

Sieve Hunt iArt Director)
John Kitching 'Art Editor)

28 VHF CONTESTS -

if (01202)659920
19.30am - S.30pM
FAX: 111120,!1 65995(

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Roger Hall G4TNT

GETTING STARTED
Neill Taylor G4HLX. long

1111111

wrvitig adjuiJn.1104 of the
Practical Wireless 144MHz
QRP Contest, brings you some
lop lips for successfully
competing in v.h.f. contests and he should know!

8
10

LETTERS

30
44
56
67
68

SUBS

7

32 HIGHLANDER
ANTENNA REVIEW!

Tr 0171-731 6222

Richard Newton GORSN reviews
the Highlander Antenna, courtesy of
Paul Reevers GIC.CVNKbLJTE and his
Talkaboui Antenna Co.
Was he impressed?
Read on and see!

FAX: 0171-384 1031

Mobile: M9851891185

BOOKS & SUBSCRIPTIONS
Michael Hurst

This month Tex Swann G1TEX
lakes a look at (-DRCES.is, books
and your letters and protects.

...

in his new series called 'Looking Al ...'.
This month he takes a look at the mixer

Chris Steadman MKIM tSalesi

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

This month Ben Nock G4BXD is
bringing his usual 'military' theme
into the vintage wireless shop.
spy
And it may he a case of
with my little eve....'!

Gordon King CAM brings you the next

1(.ineral Enquiries to Broacistorie ( tit icei

PO Hos 948. London SW(. IDS

42 VALVE & VINTAGE

47 ANTENNAS -IN -ACTION

18 LOOKING AT

ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

Peter Eldrett iTypesettine/Produc tioni

Phil Cadman G4JCP takes a dose look at a very
tikl friend - the lead -acid batters' now
commonly available in 'sealed' form.
Phil thinks they're useful read on and
find out how you can use them to
Your advantage.

readers.

SW.1111f1 (,I 11 X

ADVERT SALES & PRODUCTION

37 SEALED FOR A LONGER LIFE!

16 ALINCO DX -70TH REVIEW

Technical Projects Sub -Editor

ki Uhlli ins

This month the Rev. George Dobbs G3RIV
guides you through the USU. of a DBM and
explains how to USI2 it in a direct conversion
eceover project.

Rob Mannion G3XFD begins the intrucluc lion
of the next protect in the 'Radio Basics' series a special receiver 'front end' for %MI -It by
looking at tuning methods.

Editor

NC, I-

35 CARRYING ON THE PRACTICAL WAY

14 RADIO BASICS

FAX: (01202) 659950

News & Production Editor

5 11 111

I

David Hewitt GBZRE shares his personal
experiences in operating IP' during the
PW 144MHz QRP Contest. From last to
first - almost!

.111,Nel IlIft 111.11111nel

Mainiiini

\I

13 'FIRST TO LAST - ALMOST'!

Practical Wireless
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

012021 659910

I

72
75

The Kenwood TH-D7E Reviewed... Page 22

KEYLINES

NEWS

BOOK PROFILES
RADIO SCENE

RADIO DIARY
BARGAIN BASEMENT
BOOK STORE
COMING NEXT MONTH

Carrying On The Practical way... Page 35

Tr (01202) 659930
+1' -hours xrvur In answering not hind

FAX:10120216599511

E-MAIL
PWs 'Memo address is:

pwpuhlishing.ltd.uk
You can send mail to anyone .11 PW, just

insert their name at the beginning of the

1mi

,/

address.

e.g. robv.pwpublishing.11cLuk

,J

-111G

Editorial Note: Due to a lack of space this
month, we're sorry to announce that the Modern
Microwaves Article promised this month and the
second part of the Panther Project for 144MHz
Ed
has had to be held over. Our apologies.
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PROFESSIONAL
ADVICE
Our professional
sales teams have a
huge wealth of
knowledge both in
amateur and
professional
communications
equipment. We are
waiting to advise and
help you.
We will give you fact
not fiction.

Fact or Fiction?

We think you would prefer the truth not a load of bull

This new equipment is NOT available anywhere in the UK
despite what you have read - delivery expected Late April

o0'2,0

(COM

NEW from

0 G°1em '1614
3,

Two receivers enabling simultaneous receive 2m & 70cm.

eat

External Video Input
Separate Controller 50 Watts of Power on VHF, 35 Watts on UHF

Wideband receive
9600 Baud Packet Ready 6 -Pm Connection Point on the Back Panel

CTCSS Encode/Decode
232 Memory Channels
Built In Diplexer

HM98 Remote Control Microphone
4 Power Settings Per Band
Cloneable with Optional Software and Cloning Cable
Alpha Numeric Display

Bandscope

cot?

Geoff Brown

1

Ifp

1

not

for thy UK

15.950
latill1

;_BIM

1.1440 [loci all
Illliz:assia9911111

ICOM PRICED at £549.99
Up to 5W of power on 2m.6m,70cm

1W on

23cm(13.5 VDC)

MultiFunction 'Joystick' band change
Ni-MH Powered
Derick Hitchins

Transmit/Receive 50-54MHz. 144-148MHz,
430-440MHz. 1240-1300MHz

124 memory channels with 20 scan edges and 'Ica
for each band

Tone squelch with pocket beep is standard
Backlit display with timer Built in guide function
JIS grade 4 water resistance
RIT & VFO Function for 1200MHz band
9 DTMF memories
Handheld to handheld cloning capability (opt. OPC474 cloning cable) or PC programming capability
'ne UK mark)!

IC-T81E

ICOM PRICED at £399
odney Perry

HQ: S.M.House
School Close
Chandlers Ford Ind Est
Eastleigh
Hants. S053 4BY

Reg Ward & Co
1 Westminster House
West Street.
Axminster
Devon EX13 5NX
.

Monday - Friday 09:00 - 17:00
Saturday Morning 09:00 - 13:00

Monday - Closed
Tuesday - Saturday 09:00

Fax: 01703 246206
Email: amateur@smc-comms.com

Fax: 01297 34949
Email: regward@smc-comms.com

17:30

South Midlands Communications Ltd

Southampton

01703 246222

We have limited stocks of these specials so HURRY
We have only two of these sort after
VHF / UHF Base station radios
BRAND NEW STILL BOXED.

FT -1 000MP

£2199 - PHONE

£1299 - PHONE

FT736R 2m / 70cms BASE STATION

d .?

-rf 1

FT -847

£1499 - PHONE

If you are really keen on VHF / UHF
then this is the radio for you.
ONE ONLY original cost £2000
BRAND NEW STILL BOXED

£1525 - PHONE

TS -790E 2m / 70cms BASE STATION

FT -100

This is still the best 2m mobile radio
on the market. Built to miltary
standards, superb performance
BRAND NEW STILL BOXED

£1195 - PHONE

FT -2500M 2m Mobile Military spec

IC -706G

£275 - PHONE

£1195 - PHONE
This just has to be the best value
power supply on the market for
running that HF radio 30amps peak
output at 13.8Vdc
PS -30M 30 amp PSU

TM -G707

£299 - PHONE

£83 - PHONE

We also have a mint condition
FT -767 with the additional 2m board
Bargain at £599

on,ezaza
THD-7E

£310 - PHONE

VCH-1

£399.95 - PHONE

BOTH
ITEMS

SPECIAL - PHONE

A3S
A4S
DX77
R7000
R80 Kit
R6000
A5OS

Axminster

01297 34918

CLIO
CL6DXX
CY103
SQ144
A144-10SN

HF 3 ele Beam
HF 4 ele Beam
10-80m Vertical
10-40m Vertical
80m Add on Kit (R7000)
New 20 -6m Vertical
6 ele 6m Beam
Create 5 ele 28MHz Beam
7ele 6m Beam
28MHz 3 ele Beam
2m High Gain Vertical Beam
2m 10 ele Beam

was £389
was £469
was £368
was £389
was £129
was £299
was £249
was £298
was £279
was £179
was £69
was £89

NOW £275
NOW £325
NOW £277
NOW £336
NOW £99
NOW £275
NOW £199
NOW £189
NOW £179
NOW £119
NOW £49
NOW £65

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

SRP TRADING

Road South, Rednal, Birmingham B45 91Z

DX -394 Shortwave
Communications
Receiver
150kHz to 30MHz AM, USB, LSB,
CW digital receiver with 160
memories

£_19.9-95 £99.99

+ P&P.

PRO -2042

PRO -2045

Base Scanner

Base Scanner

200 channel AM/FM (switchable)
scanner. Covers 66 to 1000MHz
(with gaps)

1000 channel AM/FMNVFM
(switchable) scanner. Covers 25
to 520MHz and 760 to 1300MHz

Lq9-.9ti£129.99

q9.9-5§ £149.99+ P&P.

P&P.

Vie doll lid pie midi.% give you better deal! Nue vs let,
AOR
AR -8200

BEARCAT
UBC-220XLT

£349.95

£149.95

- P&P

P&P

2i; J

L_
BEARCAT
UBC-3000XLT
£ 189.95
P&P

Lino

worth £49.99
with most

hand-held scanners

YUPITERU
MVT-9000
£319.95 + P&P

£269.95 P&P
COMMTEL
COM-214

£129.95

ICOM IC -R2
D - P&P

AOR
AR -8000

TRIDENT
TR-2000

£149.95 P&P

- P&P

YUPITERU

MVT-7100
£199.95 - P&P

Opening times. Mon -Sat 9.30am to 5 15pm. We are Kenwood, Yaesu, (corn, & Alinco dealers.

Call Rod (G8SUP), Richard (G6ORA) or Mary (MOBMH) on

TEL: 0121-460 1581, 0121-457 7788
6

FAX: 0121-457 9009
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frequencies and resonances

becalm the need for 'reality' takes

11:
ll,

i f pre una tely. before I

.in begin my usual
monthly 'chat' to readers
I have to offer a
profound apology. The
apology goes to those of
you who were unlucky
enough to receive a truly
'mixed up' version of the April
PW ono - that wasn't our 'April
Fool' joke you have to look
elsewhere for that!) thanks to a

problem at our printer*.
The problem was due to a faulty
collation of the various sections of
the magazine which led to readers
)as far as we know!, from Leicester
northwards to Scotland. the Isle of
Man, and Northern Ireland.
receiving issues with some pages
missing and others repeated.
The collation problem on the
faulty magazines begins after page
34 when the section with page 27
onwards i carrying 'Radio BaNIC14%

'Reminiscences Of The
Macrix4ectrnnic Era'. 'Lisle Street Radio's Memory Lane, 'Speakers &
Headphones'. are repeated. The
faulty magazine doesn't appear to

return to normal until page 51.
Please accept our sincere
apologies for the problems. As we
go to press on this issue we think
that most of the faulty issues have
been returned day 'Freepost) to us
for replacement. However, if you
have a wrongly collated copy please
contact Jo Williams g PW News &
Production Editor) at the
Broadatone office on 101202/
659910 and give your full details where you purchased the magazine
or your subscription number, etc.,
so that we can send you a
replacement. Full details are
needed so we can fully inform the
printers who have . incidentally )
been 'struck off' my Christmas card
list!

It was a frustrating incident for
everyone - both readers and staff
and compensation is setting in!
Thank you for your undemanding
and we hope it won't happen again!

Hearing Problems
The Rev. Hubert Makin G3FDC's
'cry from the heart' letter see star
letter page Si regarding Radio
Amateurs with hearing problems
landed on the desk of someone who
has been concerned about the issue
for a long time - Me! Hubert's letter
has provided me with the

opportunity to raise the profile of
the distressing problem of hearing
problems and the enjoyment of our
hobby I've hesitated in the past hut
I now know how widespread the
problem is because I've discussed it

during recent '('lub Visits'.
I have a hearing problem
myself I the result of an infection
brought about by a nitrogen
narcosis - 'nark' - in my sub -aqua

diving days) which. although minor,
requires a lot of concentration
when listening to readers at rallies
and shows. I have a small '111 the

ear' hearing aid but it's virtually
useless in crowded room situations.
anywhere near transmitters and
computers!
I've also learned how ninny
other Radio Amateurs also suffer
from Tinnitus la continual 'ringing'
or 'whistling' in the ear) in some
form or other. Mine appears as a
varying level of high pitched
whistling and 'crackling'. Tragically,
many Radio Amateurs who do
suffer from this and other hoinng
problems are often forced away
from the hobby.
However, although much can be
done to help overcome some of the

difficulties in hearing at equipment
level 'Gordon King G4VFV's
article 'Speakers & Headphones',
page 34 of the April issue is a good
examples with careful choice, we're
often stuck with what's offered by
manufacturers and broadcasters!

Bad Example
At this point I must mention the
broadcasters, both radio and TV
'hut especially television), Iwcause.
they must surely be the worst
example when it comes to treating
the sound aspect of transmission. It
must he mentioned because once
Radio Amateurs are aware of the
difficulties caused by the
broadcasters we can learn from
their mistakes. making sure we
don't do the same!
The major problems with
broadcast sound communications
(despite TV and radio programmes

being 'entertainment' they are still
in the realms orcommunication'o
in broadcasting today, comes about
from the broadcaster's attempts to
achieve 'reality'. This usually
means radio microphones for each
actor. with 'throat' or other 'contact
microphones often producing very
poor 'nasal' sounds full allow
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precedence over audio quality.
Programmes such as the UK
ITV's 'Bill' police drama and many
other 'outside action' programmes
are often spoilt by very poor sound
reproduction News programmes
are also effected in the same way
when carelessly hidden
microphones on 'outside broadcast'
reporters muffle the sound. The list
is endless and frustrating and I'm

often very grateful that 'instant'
teletext subtitles are available
(although the computer software
ran often provide hilarious
interpretations of the actual
spoken words!).

Despite TV sound being
available. in stereo nowadays, it
still seems to be the poor relation
to the picture. I say this because
there are many times when it can
he very poor - and no attempt (and
no apologies are forthcoming.
seems to he made when problems
do occur with the sound In fact I
understand that separate 'sound
control' desks have long since
disappeared from TV studios
Perhaps that explains why the
sound level increases so much
when adverts are inserted by the

local ITV contractor!
As I write this. I'm hoping that
readers involved in broadcasting
will take note - and pass the
comments on to those who can do
something about it. Perhaps
someone who looks after the 'furry
animal on a stick' wind -screened
microphone operator. may like to
take note;

In the meantime I'm going to
throw the debate open to readers
and ask anyone who suffers from
or has successfully overcome
hearing problems so they can enjoy

Amateur Radio to the full to write
in to me.
For my own comfort and ease of

use, I'll continue to try to use
speakers and enclosure which
provides the hest reproduction in
the audio range which 1 can hear
easily. Perhaps someone will come
up with an audio frequency shift
device -similar to that used by
divers breathing oxy-helium gas
mixtures 'the high pitched voices
are caused by the vocal chords
vibrating faster in the thinner gas!
AO that we can adjust the incoming
frequencies to our comfort and best
comprehension?
Finally on this topic. I'd like to
mention land I'm being practical
and not sexist I how pleasant it
was to work a German
Amateur Radio station on
7MHz from my car during
my lunch break at the

The college club station was
operated by Young Lady Ind
operators and their higher pitched
voices really cut through the QRM.
Perhaps all DX operators should b.
ladies?

Pickets Lock Hot Spot?
Whilst on the subject of the
London Show I've got a question
for readers: Did you find the
Picketts Lock venue too hot on
March 13 and 14th? Speaking for

myself I thought that the
ventilation - accompanied by the
poor atmosphere provided by
cigarette smokers and the 'Burger
Bar' adjacent to the PW stand made it very uncomfortable.
For many years I've asked the
organisers - Radiosport - to do the
decent thing and look after their
customers by improving
ventilation. All they've got to do is
to have some doors open to provide
fresh air and provided they
position a security operative next
to the door they're unlikely to lose
out by the occasional visitor getting
in I horror of hornoso for for. So
how about it Radiosport - can you
look after your customers a little
better? They might even stay
longer at the show if you do!

Irish Whiskey
rm delighted to say that the Inch
Authorities have granted me the
iallsign UMW i El5 Irish Whiskey!,
for use whenever I'm in Ireland. I
feel highly honoured that they've
further extended the hand of friendship in this way and you can be sure
that
be delighted to work you
during my 'flying visit' to Dublin
QRPCluh total -in opening int Thurs-

day April Rth and Friday 9th .out
during my holiday between 23rd of

April and let of May

Mandy Memories
I've received very many letters,
telephone calls and cards following
the death of Mandy my Labrador
in February. Thank you everyone' what a wonderful fellowship
Amateur Radio is. You're a great
bunch of people.

Rob G3XFD
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Dose Of His Own
Medicine?
Dear Sir
Regarding "Wind - Does It Affect
Frequency'!" I PW April' Never has so much
hot air been expelled by one author over
two pages! Switch off your desk fain OM!

John Cunningham GMIICC

COMPILED BY ROB MANNION
& JO WILLIAMS

Editor's comment: John GM3c1CC"s
suspect ) 'tongue in cheek' missive is to

Fooled' by our latest (annual) joke
against readers! We hope that everyone
enjoyed this 'pseudo -technical'
diversion! It also seems appropriate
that John's letter is published as he
was the originator of the 'April Fool'
spoof ('Wireless Antenna' lasers and
'hats in the belfry') in 1997!

Illegal Activities On
The Amateur Bands

let us know that he hasn't been 'April
Dear Sir

The Star Letter will
receive a voucher
worth £10 to spend
on items from our
Book or other
services offered by
Practical VViraleas.

All other letters will
receive a £5
voucher.

Hearing Problems
Dear Sir
I was in the Royal Milli! Volunteer I Wirelem r Reserve RNVI
!before the Second World War, served for the first
three years at sea and had my hearing damaged by wearing par -phones and being subject to the sound of gun -fire. 'The
wireless cabin was just below the gun platform'.
I have been weanng a bearing aid for 2:1 years and my hearing is gradually getting worse. I used to look forward to
my retirement so that I could spend more time 'on the air'. but Ws getting almost impimsible for me to hear Clarity of
speech is very important, not volume. Some chaps hove a very good clarity of speech and it's very pleasant to talk to
them, others talk i I'm sorry to say' as if they had a rag in their mouth and it's impossible to hear what they say,
although the two signals may have the same volume. And s.s.b. sometimes makes it worse, for many of the signals are
already distorted
1 hare not seen this subject mentioned in either ilarll'orn (n. AI -wheal Wirt-fess fur years and I have Ikon reading
both since the early 1950s. The problem is very distressing. Surely many Radio Amateurs will he having the same
difficulties as I have?
Sly telephone has a loop and an amplifier which emphasises the high frequencies and I can manage to hear with
that. I bought the 'Crystal Amplifier With A Loop' from the Royal National Institute for the Deaf i RNID 'Sound
Advantage' marketing department and this helps me at meetings hut its not satisfactory with my Amateur Radio
receiver
For quite a while I have been expenmentmg in trying to make an induction loop imy hearing aid is compatible with
loops i I have had moderate success hut not really good enough for me to he comfortable whilst listening in I have no
difficulty with induction loops in churches or public buildings - if they're properly adjusted. The problem there is to
get them to remember to switch the loops on!
I have been corresponding by E-mail with a few Radio Amateurs on this problem. Richard G2DYM suggests that I
use an ear -phone and find the best place to put it on the bones sumiunding my par
Derek C3XNX suggests that I try to get a modern telephone ear -piece, which already has a loop installed and
energise the ear -piece from the receiver output and then switch my hearing aid toT This seems to be a very good idea.
hut where do you obtain this ear -piece?
I wonder if there are any more suggestions from Radio Amateurs with the same problem? I would he very grateful
if this subject could he opened up for comments
The main reason why I am writing is to tell you ofareit her experiment I have done. It seems to me that hearing
aids could he personalised to restore the hearing curve to normal, instead of amplifying all the frequencies. I understand
the scientists at RNLI) (of which I am a member) are working on the problem of personalised hearing aids,
The difficulty with me IA clarity, not volume. For example, Inv hearing is 50d11 down at a frequent, of 3kHz which
obviously makes it difficult for me to hear final consonants' and only 18tH down at 1.2.5kHz. I had the idea of using four
frequency selective amplifiers and adjusting them to the volume required to restore deficient frequencies. This idea was
stimulated 1w an experiment we did at an Open University Summer School on an electronics 'colour' organ.
We built the colour organ between us and it was mast spectacular. We used the 741 integrated amplifier and had to
work out the values of the components and design the circuit and used six frequencies to represent various colours,'e.g.
red for the low frequencies and blue for the high,. The trouble is that it was over 25 years ago and I have forgotten most
of what I was taught I was a first year Under -Graduate of the Open University I.
I wonder if there are any more suggestions from Radio Amateurs with the same pmblem7 I would be very grateful
if this subject could he opened up for comments
i

Rev. Hubert Makin G3FI(
Halifax

Editor's comment: Hubert's letter has provided the final 'push' for me to write on this subject
I something I've wanted to cover for a long time) because there are a large number of radio
enthusiasts with some form of hearing problem. It's a subject which has - as G3FDC suggests - been
rather overlooked. Please see 'Keylines' for further comments on this distressing problem.
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I feel that I should respond to the Editor's
comments in 'Keylines' in the March issue
of PW concerning illegal operations. I'm
doing so as the co-ordinator of RSGB's
Amateur Radio Observation Service and
have a direct interest in measures which
might be taken to reduce or eliminate illegal
activities and ithusiveithreatening
operations on Amateur Radio frequencies.

You may wish to know that the
recently re-formed AROS is served by a
number of volunteer Observers who
collect evidence of malpractices and nonobservance of the 'rules' i BR6S1 which
occur on Amateur Radio frequencies.
Their activities are coordinated by me.
The 'illegal' activities include: abuse of
packet radio, repeaters, abuse on b.f.
channels, etc.

However, I hasten to add at this
point that neither I nor the Observers
consider ourselves to be a 'Private
Radio Police Force'. We operate under
the oversight of Radio Society Of Great
Britain's Licensing Advisory Committee and
our main aim is to help and advise all
Radio Amateurs - not just 11S(;13 members
who are the victims of persons of ill -intent
seeking to deny to others pleasure in their
chosen hobby.

The method adopted is as follows:
when cases of 'abuse are reported to AROS.

additional substantiated information and
objective evidence is gathered by a number
of Observers over a period of time. This is
collated. assessed and analysed; and the
'dossier' is passed to the competent

authorities for further action if this is
warranted. This 'selfhelp' is as far as a
'non -executive' body can go.

I like to think that we are the Amateur
Radio equivalent of 'Neighbourhood Watch'
with the Radio Communications Agency
RA, perhaps in the rule of the Police Force.
Our methods seem to work adequately. I
would also not disagree if some were to say
that we were doing the RA's job fur them.
Indeed, we are doing what the RA would

be expected to do) if it had an unlimited
budget in terms ()I' finance' and staff
resources. However, as the Editor rightly
pointed out in 'Keylines' - Amateur Radio is
not at the top of the priority list for
assignment of scarce resources.

I believe that if we demonstrate that
we recognise when we have a problem. that
we're trying to reduce or eliminate the
malpracticesiabuse which form part of the
problem. that we're prepared to do some of
the initial investigatory and assessment
work ourselves - and if we can present to
the authorities the results of our
investigauons.resenrch in a coherent.
unambiguous. readable and objective
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Radiocommunications
Agency Response

Rob S, His Roberts
Dear Sir
I agree with much of what the Editor says in his review of the Roberts R1"828 multi hand radio cassette receiver in the March 1999 issue of Pimento! Winlens. Inclusion
with this issue of the 'International Callsign Prefix Listing 1999' is also great!)
appreciated 'Thank you very much'.
I am now well into my 76th year and you will readily appreciate that for one such
as I to be able to listen, front the comfort of my chair, to worldwide broadcasts.
including those from amateur sources and to record these easily and at leisure, to
include stereo transmissions from such as 'Classic FM'. has made life for me a much
more enjoyable experience.
From my early days as a GPO Telegraphist, I have watched. almost at tillle's
wonder, at the relentless and literally astonishing advancement of electmnics and
communications in general. Yes, truly, the R012.8 is a fine piece of equipment,
beautifully constructed and a joy to operate.
However, my particular receiver is not a Roberts itate28, but a Realistic 1)X392.
identical in all aspects to the RC828, made in Taiwan and hearing the serial number
4075733212A6 which in itself may provide a due as to the actual manufacturer. I
purchased my DX392 some two and a half months ago from the Tandy shop in Norwich
at their normal catalogue pnce 01E149.99 which is £70.01 less than you paid for the
same thing elsewhere! Also, comparing the items advertised on pages 17 and 32 of your
March issue, the Sangean ATS909 receiver priced at £129.95 is clearly identical to the
Roberts 8861 retailing at 1200!
Since. in my opinion, the facts clearly speak for themselvea. I do not propose to
comment further except to say that many radio enthusiasts such as we - and I am a
member of the Royal Signals ARS iNo. 38201- are apparently being induced to pay
considerably more than necessary for identical equipment offered for sale under a
different name

Ronald Sims

Norwich
Dear Sir
Ruh Munitions review of the Roberts Rr82.8 receiver was most interesting. It was good
to see a licensed Radio Amateur broadening his horizons by listening to the broadcast
bands. I wonder how many transceivers with general coverage are sitting idle in
Amateur Radio shacks?
Two points he didn't mention in the review: the receiver 'mutes if you turn the
rotary tuning too fast, which is not brilliant far hand scanning. Also. the very annoying
keyboard 'beep' - it would be better if thin was an option that mad lee turned off.
although I realise this is a useful facility for visually impaired listeners.
Finally, this receiver comes in several guises. you tun pay in excess of uon if you
want a Roberts badge, but if you're willing to accept a Realistic or n Sangean. you could
end up with a bargain at a much lower price!

'Jonathon Kempster
Milton Keynes

Editor's comments: Very many readers wrote to me on this subject all
basically saying the same thing regarding the price and showing a great
interest in the topic. However. a few 'very fortunate' readers managed to huy
the 'Realistic version for less than £20 when the 'Tandy' shops recently
changed hands following a 'take over' of the business. Finally.. I'd like to
remind Jonathon that I've often mentioned that 'general listening'
!particularly to the h.f. broadcast bandsf has always been a very enjoyable
feature of my radio activities and suitable comments are always included in
my reviews of equipment with 'general coverage' included

manner then they are far more likely to
devote resources to the problem and we are
far more likely to achieve the desired result.
Additionally, it is easier to deal with a
problem if the number of 'sources' is not too
cumbersome a figure
You will appreciate. nicotinic. that
APO /S activity is carried out under
conditions of the strictest confidentiality for
legal and for safety reasons - and this might
not sit too well with some. Sources of

information are never disclosed
without the permission of the person
who has provided it
Additionally - the identities of
Observers are also never disclosed
without their permission. The nature of
the complaints made and the identities of
alleged offenders are treated with the
utmost confidentiality and are never
revealed except to the competent
authorities ;the RARadio Investigation
Service' when this becomes necessary.
So, I think that we are somewhere
along the right road although there is still
much to be done. We are trying to help
ourselves and we have the support and
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encouragement of the RA. Additionally,
AROS is co-operating with our counterparts
in Citizen's Band on matters of joint
interest l i.e. radio abuses. I was invited to
attend one of the regular meetings held
between the ('K section °four hobby and
the HA in November and very interesting
and useful an experience it was too. I
intend tee go to the next scheduled meeting
early this month and I hope that the matter
of srecalled 'CB-ers' using 28M II z may be
raised to useful effect.
('an I ask you for a plug? Would it be
possible for you tie mention in your column
that: AROS exists, and the AROS aim is as
stated above? Also. if any reader is
suffering from problems caused by abuse ur
other operating malpractices on Amateur
Radio frequencies that they consider
alerting AROS to the problem. and if any
reader would like to become a volunteer
Observer they contact me directly: Dave

Peters, AROS Co-ordinator at PO Box
113, Potters Bar, EMI 3ZY. or E-mail at:
AROS@rsgb.org.uk .
Dave Peters
Potters Bar

Dear Sir
As a regular reader of the Proroco/ Winetess
Editorials and as one who cannot resist a
challenge, what else could I do but pick up
the invitation for a reaction form the Agency
to the exchanges about interference to
Amateur Radio due to illegal use on the
2.5MHz bands?

I entirely support what the Editor says

in his Xeylines' Editorial !'March Pit' that
Amateur Radio is allocated radio spectrum
on the understanding that no protection can
given against interference within the
hands. The Agency has to devote most of its
resources to dealing with interference
caused to the emergency services and

business users who depend on reliable
communications in order tee conduct their
businesses successfully
I believe that most Amateur Radio

users recognise that these pnonties are
reasonable and that they pay a relatively
modest licence fee for their unprotected
usage of the radio spectrum. However.
having said that, the Agency also
understands how frustrating it is when
illegal users spoil the enjoyment for fallen:.
A sense of balance has to be struck
which both reflects our necessary pnonties
hut which still gives Radio Amateurs some
expectation of Mina' action to assist them.
That sense of balance can, and dues. lead us

to take enforcement action against offenders
who cause serious problems to the Amateur
Radio service.
What we need is documented specific

information about offenders which is why
we have strongly supported the It..SGB's
Amateur Radio Observation Service'AROSi
who, if they cannot resolve problems
themselves, will send fully documented
cases to the Agency for possible action. This
approach both encourages the initial
resolution of problems within the Amateur
Radio community itself and helps us better
target our own scarce resources.
The original thrust of the debate was
about interference from overseas; operators
and I strongly endorse the Editor's view
that the International Amateur Radio
Union could have a role in the resolution of
such problems and the Agency can also pass
on detailed information at an official level to
overseas administrations for possible
investigation.
I hope that this reply is a helpful input
to the debate.
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Barry. Maxwell

Director
Hadiorommunications Agency
London.

Editor's comment: I'm beginning to
believe that PW Editorials reach the
places where others can't, following the
response to the March 'Keylines'! I
thank Dave Peters and Barry Maxwell
for responding and I've no doubt that
readers will he interested to learn that
Dave is already preparing a full length
article on AROS which we hope to
publish later this year.
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Remarkable Radio

We Have Moved!

Receiver?

The l'nactical Win.lessNev.s desk h.ime

lean have just announced the release of

received two new change of addresses in

their new radio receiver - the 1C -R75.

the last month - KK3KP - the
Adventure Club. have changed their

They say that it's a dedicated

COMPILED BY JO S II

I

I

\ \IS

Headline News
The Bigger Picture

h.f.+50MHz, all mode unit and that it
"combines the latest receiver technology
with a range of new features to ease

address. They can now he found at

operation and improve reception and

the Adventure Club should go through

signal quality ...-.

this address.

Doskaya sir.. 37, Moscow 117419.
Russia. Any future correspondence with

Cli user to home though is

There are a number of things which
"remarkable receiver". Twin Pass Band

Alulticomm 20110. They have informed
us that from 25 Febniary they will he

Tuning iPBT) filters help to assure high

based at FAO 4, 17-F. Little End Road.

quality reception. it's extremely

Eaton Stain. Cambs PE19 32H. Tel:
1014801406770, FAX: (01480)216456.

Isom say make the IC -1275 a

sensitive. a two level pre -amplifier.

learn (UK) Ltd have been in touch with
Prairie:I/ Ilirrtess to tell us all about
their new 1C -2800H
f.m.
transceiver which they claim "... is set
to revolutionise the Radio Amateur dual -

channel to be modified i frequency. tuning

has two accessory terminals as standard

interference from strong local stations.

band market by combining advance
features, unparalleled value and a truly

which allow direct connection to an
external PAI. video source and a S/600

incorporated a number of other features

unique design".

h.p.s. Packet modem. The video socket

so that this new radio receiver will NMI a

kcal tell us that the IC28110H is
different from other mobile radios in that

also allows fur ntany other applications

wide variety tit applications these

and can be used in conjunction with a

include a bar.graph style. digital signal

!MALT ultra wide band scanner with

the main unit and control head are

video camera. Tv tuner or car navigation

meter. 99 memory channels. two

selectable Automatic Gain Control
(AG() and noise blanker help to

They has e requested that all letters and

step. ete.r. These functions all aid simple

memory management. claim lam.

"capture and clean up" DX signals and

address.

Finally. !emu say that the 1C -2/4X41

parcels should now be sent to this new

the r.f. attenuator. learn says. minimises

Icon say that they have

Super Scanner
Nevada have been in touch with I'll' to
ice us about their excitement over the
release of their new TRIDENT TRX-

permanently

system. With

programmable scan edges and an internal

computer interface. Nevada state that
this new scanner continuously covers

separated from

other features

chick with 'on/off' timer functions. They

100k11, -2200A111, and receives narrow

each other.

tell us that a speech synthesiser

f.m. in.f.m.i.

allowing the
Radio Amateur

including broadband receive.
lone squelch

can also be installed to announce

wide f.m_

the frequency. mode. signal

iw.f.m.I and a.m.

to situate the

(CF('SS) w with

strength and time.

modes. They say

main unit

alerting bleep

somewhere out

and tone scan.

that tl is "...
packed with
facilities ...which includes a

of the way - under a seat. for example -

adjustable squelch at enuator and

Dale Blackman. Marketing
Manager tor Icon says- "This
superb receiver is designed to

yet the control head can be placed in full

programmable squelch delay, with 50W

suit a range of market sectors

view on, for example. the dashhoartl.

r.f. power on 144MHz. 35W r.f. power on

This. [cum claim, is one of the reasons

430MHz. advanced HM -98 remote

why they feel that this new transceiver
represents "... a totally new concept in

control microphone supplied as %I:natant

from the demanding 'decoder' to
the interested ...xi. The IC -R75
incorporates Icum's leading edge

mobile radio design-.
The transceiver is also the first

and much more.
The IC -21010H IN available fur the

technology and offers a range of
lectures that make it exceptional

nine channel
hand scope

MON"

1117171

display which
will enable the
Radio Amateur to

in many ways ..". The IC -R75

monitor adjacent

costs only 099 including VAT.
If you would like more

channels in

Loin also state that it's capable of

price of £549.99 and Dale Blackman.
Marketing Manager for Isom. says
that the transceiver was'"... developed
as 4 successor to !cones well-known IC -

information sun this or any of

and memory scan

presenting operating data in a variety of

271011 It features a modern. eye-

Icom's products. you can contact

mode.

formats and also of displaying video

them on 101227) 741741, Sea

trom an external source The size of the

catching design and is extremely userfriendly. Whilst it's features are aimed

control unit is a mere 140mm wide.

at serious dual -band users. the price

7(1mm high and only 34mm deep and

makes it attractive to a much wider
group".

mobile Amateur radio to incorporate a

76mm. full colour. Led. display and

lcom claim that this gives ".. maximum

manual, search

The TRX.

Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6
8LD. Alternatively. you can visit

MALT also has
a built-in

their Wch site om

decoder, optional

http://ww-w.icomuk.co.uk

software and a

installation fleihility ...".

control cable and

Incorporating twin receivers and

Nevada state that it is possible to link

specially designed for the Radio
Amateur on the move. the k' -281)0H.

the TRX-100XI.T to a computer for

Message Board ML&S!

monitoring and control. Other facilities

for each hand. separate if. level and

Martin Lynch & Sons (MIL&S1 have

squelch control and flair function

announced that they have a new service

auto power off and cloning.
The TRIDENT TR X-100XLI.T

say !cont. has incorporated a tuning dial

include a IlkIB attenuatisc turbo scan.

buttons all packaged up in a one-piece

which is NOW available on their Web

will sell for £199. For more informatitm.

radio chassis constructed from die-cast

site. A 'Message Board' system has been

contact

aluminium for "... added reliability and

set up on the site which, they claim, will

Nevada on Tel: (01705i 6911113,

to help keep the equipment cool ..".
Each hand on this transceiver has

enable visitor. to "post" messages regarding Amateur Radio topics. Once a message

FAX: (017051 690626,

has been posted. visitors can view a listing of topic. together with the poster's name

1119 London Road.

99 standard memory channels, live log

and the date the message was sent.

'North End.
Portsmouth PO2 9AE.

and live repeater memories and a call

Martin Lynch & Sons say that this service is completely free and that already

channel coupled with various scanning

visitors have put messages up on the ML&S Message Board ranging from wanted

modes topped Id with a "... unique
Menial" edit mode that allows the
individual attributes of a memory

towers to discussions on 144MHz s.s.b. operation. The MIAS Web site can be
found at littp://www.1111an&S.co.uk - so why not take a look?
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regular
and technical articles on old radii,
e011111111111C:111011s gear and a specialla

Solder Site

Double Trouble!

%nick Electronics. producer of

Maplin Electronics have sent

section.

soldering equipment and accessories

mica s 01 the release of their ilea

I'm schools and colleges. hobby

elecirunics catalogue on CDROM.

Other things which you can
open as a member of this society

electronics and product servicing

Launched on the I March 1999.

include: an exchange between

world-wide, hasc announced the

they claim that it is ". quite simply

members of information about

arris al ot their brand new Web site

the latest. comprehensive and most

equipment restoration. modification,

which can he 101110 .11

widely used electronics catalogue in

setting up and use: technical help.

htlp://vi w.antes.co.uk

the UK"!

ads ice and assistance: the study of

exchange. for sale and wanted ads

history. development and original use

This new catalogue. Maplin
wwcalwe M 11* Anti 118111111.

state. brings you the "largest

. tn..
EN *WO OD
. ONO

semiconductor range in the UK": "a range of refreshing new products";

of vintage trspecially ex -military
gear. a valuation service for vintage

"good competitive prices" and much more! This "Spnny./Surimier"

communication equipment. organised

edition is available in paper form under code CA19V. £3.991. as well as

nets on the amateur hands for people

foreman.

..

=OM. W.Va. 1I

11

me.. mem..

I

the double CDROM tinder code CQ03D 11.95i.
Se

...MM. 4. WOO

!violin say that with the March issue they haw introduced a new
1111111161.

Amex state that this new Web

wishing to set up and much more.

The first meeting will be taking place

section - "Optical" Dave Whittle. Senior Product Unniplklanager.
says that reason for this new sectiiin is "as a result 01 customer leedback.

at Bletchle) Park on 29 May 1999

where the desire to locate optical products quickly was required".

contact Iluward 1 spinal! i3RXII

For mole intormatiou pleasc

selecting products and accessories to

technical specification and pricing tin Sterling and in F.unist all appear

Ilion. Secretary i at "Adare**.
Itaikesuoild Crescent. Skipinn.
North Yorkshire 131122 IND. Tel:

techniques. problem solving and

on screen once you've located the item which you require.

11117561793555, E-mail:

site will contain all sorts of special
features on soldering topics from

safety as well as technical tips.

The double CDROM conies with comprehensive search facilities
Maplin say. males product selection quick and effkient. Pictures.

Maplin tell us that the second part of the CDROM catalogue is a

product information and prize

free copy of the MacAfee and virus software. a free 3(1 day Internet

competitions.

trial with Demon including software and over 100 dauisheets! Both

Designed for use by visitors of
all ages and soldering evpenence. the

catalogues are available mail order fount Maplin Electronics through WH

site also has its own search engine

could call Maplin's sales line on 0117112i 554100 or visit III& Web site
;it http://* .% w.maplin.co.uk

for easy access to mfonnation
through drop -down menus Ur

Smith or trout one of Maplin's many stores around the country. Or. you

asked Questions' i'FAQ'l section
Ian Lockhart, Sales Manager.

Taking The 'Ham' Out Of
Radio Today
Now for some yews which you may

already know about We fuse had
news from the 1(S(:11 that the) still

keywords. backed up a ith a glossary

of soldering terms arid 'Frequently

Intfbaft.l4-1Vcompuser%c.com

also he offer at specially Env prices.

Mark

of W&S will

holding his -popular auction" and

which has been set up The 'intage
& Military AILS say that they
a
"non-proln making. democratic and

he changing the name of Ham Radio
Today to sirup!)

in

attempt to hriciden the magazine's

promises visitors the hest yet! Most of
their stall will be there tor the day. so

specially Itornedi fur the licensed

appeal This change will take effect

instant access to users or our products

Radio Amateur, short wave listener

front the May edition

all over the world. We see it as an

you'll have a chance to put a face to

and others interested in old radio

important educational tool as well as

the name! Free refreshments will he
pr% Wed and PW arc assured by

coms gear ..."
This new society say that they

As a dialogue builds with our

W&S that you won't want to miss out

will he concentrating on die

customers, we will he able to add

on this event so pencil a note in your
diary!

commercial and hinne-

produce better quality and safer

brew Amateur Radio

soldering" If you're interested. why
not take a look at the Web site for

Historical ARS

communication equipment.
They, say that there will he

yourself!

The AV News desk received an

a regular newsletter sent to

interesting press release from a new

all members with

national Amateur Radio Society

descriptive. intormativc

slates that "The Web site will prosaic

11(0111011.111:11 site for our products.

more information to help Went

Open Day!
Jeff Stanton of Waters & Stanton
PI c 11 &Si has written to Pit r,o
out their Annual Open
% ill he taking place on

Day %%

v I is30 at their store and in

Sunda
the

.

A Spa House. 22 Nlain

preservation and operation II vintage

Nevada have been in contact with the Pit' Neus desk to tell us all
about the new

lay cum .,1R1011 compact air hand scanner. They

16INI

"small enough to in in a top pocket"
"Ideal tOr both airport and airshow use" the AR ION is a
radio and its scanning receoer has been "optimised

huge marquee behind their store and

dedicated

use this opportunity to ".,. clear many

to gist powerful long distance reception of the vh.l. and civil air

products, samples. ex -service

bands"

junk at ridiculously low pnees".
Jell also tells us that because of

extensive alterations to their
warehouse and mail linter
department."... a huge number set

items will be up for grabs"! liranded
equipment from loom. Vaesu,
Kenwood. Aline° and Watson will

Practical Wireless, May 1999

O
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Mini Maycom

Road. liockley. Essex from I1100-

depanment equipment and general

12

/-1-1

claim that this "palm sized wanner w ill cover 108- I fillIMHz and is

He slates that they will erect a

14mi y 4(4+441 of,

O
m
O
O
c_rD
C-rD

==s

Nevada tell us that some of the ARIUS features include: air
hand and weather band scanning: 99 memory channels; selective

channel steps: dual channel swath: key kick: battery voltage
indicator and low battery warning and much more The set Is priced
at £69.95 and you can contact Nevada (m1017051 698113, 1X:

tO1705) 690k2k. 189 London Rd. North Foil. Portsmouth PO2
9AE
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BARN Launches Award
The British Amateur Radio Teledata Group IBARTGI has

vi

announced that as part of their 40th anniversary celebrations.

they will be launching a new award the BARTG INK31 Award which they say " looks to the future of 'ham' radio data comms".
Promoting new forms of 'ham' radio data comms was the reason why
BARTG was first formed. they say. and they hope that this new award
proves that after R1 years. they are still doing what they set out to do.

So. how do you go about achieving, what BARTG say tas far as

they know) is the "first ever award, world-wide. for the newest data
comms mode in 'ham' radio"? They state that the rules are simple:

COMPILED BY JO WILLIAMS

"Contact at least 40 different countries world-wide using only
PSK3I as the mode. This award is open to s.w.l.s who have heard at

Digital Radio Has

As from the 15 March 1999, you

least 40 different countries on PSK3I:
"No crosshand ox crossmode QSOs are allowed:

will be able to walk into one of the 11111

Arrived!

Arcam hi-fi dealers and buy one! Arcam

"Any 'ham' radio hand may be used:
"There are no single hand endorsements.

news of the Des:ember 199X edition of

say that the Alpha 10 DRT is "the first
home DRT [Digital Radio Tuner! to he

PIC I iJa WiIlianeo wrote about the

developed and the first to go on retail

You may a:member that way back in the

"All claims fix this award must include a list of verified ()SI:,
(which must state that PSK3I was the mode used i confirmed by Iwo

sale". They go

11P1w-'"

other amateurs".

on to say that it

The award costs 16. MOUS or 30 IRCs and applications (with

is a "stand-alone

verified QSL list and feet are to he sent to Nigel Roberts (:41C7.1.

component"
which is "easily

BARTG Awards Manager, 13 Rosemoor Close, Hunmanby, North

added to any hi-

his address or you can visit the BARTG Web site:

ll system, much

http://wwi.harta.demon.co.uk

Yorkshire 1'014 ONB. For inure information, you can contact Nigel 111

as one would
add a new CD

further press release from Arcam which

player".
The Arcam Alpha III DRT retails
at 0400 and Arcam say that it is
definitely worth it because once you've
bought it "the music is free". You will

announces the retail availability of the

he able to receive radio stations as a

Alpha 10 DRT.

"clear. clean sound".

digital revolution in radio and
mentioned the new Arcam Alpha 10
DRT. Well. this month I received

Wavenan on the outskirts of Chester

101223) 203203.

organising to :ommenwrate St. Georges

Day on 23 April 1999 It will take place
from Perkover House I a Georgian
I louse owned by the National Trust t at

North Brink. Wisbech.
Bill says that they have applied for
a (:1199 Special Event callsign and

0399%D is a possibility. Although
they haven't had final confirmation las

Society. - who have moved to a new
venue since Rob's last visit.

February at the new village hall near

For more information on digital radio you can visit their Web site:

News now from Bill Felten G3X7.F
who wrote to tell Promo, of lfirrlev.o all
about a Special Bent which the
Wisbeeh Amateur Group are

is the Chester & District Radio

Rob arrived on Tuesday 23

http://www.arcam.co.ukinews/digiguidltral Or. you can telephone Arcain tin

St George's Special Event

times in the past ten years. one of these

this copy of PH' goes to press). Bill
tells us that he feels certain that

I mustn't forget the CW hit!), when he
eventually amved in Nonh Wale. despite storms, floods and cv en maws

to visit the Aberystwyth & District
Amateur Radio Society on Thursday.
4 March.

The 'Welsh Welcome' mat was

and was welcomed by Club Secretary

very much in evidence and despite the

Nell Easier GOONQ before enjoying

weather there was a good turn -out of

the evening when he provided an up-

local Amateurs, s.w.l.s and students

date to his previous visit and recalled
some of the 1.13XFD Adventures in

front the local University. In fact. Rob
claims he had an audience including

Journalism'.

visitors from British Columbia in

GB99SGD will be granted. They plan

The evening was rounded off with

Canada and Germany!

to be QRV on 3.5. 7. 14 and I 8MHz.

a presentation of £25 for the Radio

144 and 50Milt is also likely. For
further information on this Special
Event please contact G3NZF QTHR

Amateur Invalid and Blind Club
1RAIBC). Rub remarked: "1's e never

or Tel: (1119451 588102.

as this". He said that the wooden

the original invitation and the evening
concluded with a lively 'Question &
Answer' and a buffet meal. Rob says

beamed and vaulted roof of the super

that any student unending the

hall is less than three years old. So, if

University can he sure of ''a real

you're looking for an active and

welcome (ruin the local amateurs" in

Rob Mannion G3XFD our 'roving

friendly club. Chester is the club for

the town.

Editor* - is well and truly into his busy
1999 'Club Visit' schedule and he has
managed to visit some clubs several

you!

The Silverthorn Club was next on
the 'Club Visit' list. Based in
Chingford in north east London. it's a

been in such an attractive little building

Rob's Roving Again!

There was a true 'welcome in

Wales' waiting for Rob GW3XFD

Rob was welcomed by Katie
Moore GWOSFO, who had extended

club with a long history. Thanks to the
co-operation of the Silvenhorn Club.

Success For GB115RNLI

Rob was able to incorporate a visit to
one of the highest parts of Greater

David Barlow
G3PLE.

PIV to tell us of their success with their Special Event

was in the area tor the London Show at

member tit

G/1175RN1.1 took place on the 6 March 1999 and Club

nearby Pickens Lock.

the Poldhu
ARC, has
written to

members along with representatives from three branches

The evening was a particularly

of the RNLI had to deal with major pile ups - it was

successful event with a good

estinialcsJ that over 50 stations were calling at the same

attendance. wonderful atmosphere and

a lot of lively 'feedback', followed by

11111e!

Hundreds of contacts were made

a well presented land very tasty I buffet

during the event which was organised

meal! Andrew Mowbray COM led

by Mike Soars G4TCI and a substantial

the welcome team and Rob left for his

amount of money was raised for the
RNLI through the distribution of

Hotel in Epping Forest with the
memory of a precarious climb up the

certificates. Congratulations to the

steep stairs to the Silvenhom Club

Poldhu ARC for raising money for a

station and clutching a £51) cheque

special cause.
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London. on Friday 12 March. while he

station in aid of the RNLI's 175th Anniversary.

donation for the RAIBC' Well done
Silt
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feature

O
Almost"!
r / .1 AMIL QRP CONTEST
THE GW8ZRE/P CONTRIBUTION! =I
"Last To First

My interest in the Practical Wireless 144MHz
QRP Contest began way back in 1984 whilst I
was on holiday on the island of Jersey and
working the callsign: GJHRIITIP, Ax a result of
my enjoyment of this holiday, I visited Jersey
again in 1985 and sent in an entry to the P11'
144MHz ()RP Contest myself, the result of
which was 31 QS0s using a 5 ijit whip antenna - this

was to he the stan of a very long career as a Ill' OP
contestant.

fl

"Famous Home -Brew
It was during 1989 that I constructed my, now famous,
home-brew HINCV antenna for portable operation from
Cyrn.y-Brain. Llangollen in North Wales - 561m
(1083JA1. This turned nut to be a superb site with a
good take off in all directions. My antenna was
supported approximately three metres a.g.l. on a couple
of aluminium poles which were taped together.
Although I was very successful at this position, the
rain of North Wales took its toll on both QRPer and QRP
equipment so. in 1992. GW8ZREP moved to the warmer
climate of Ibiza -EA-Spain. As my luck would have it,
the Sunday of the contest brought heavy rain!
I had transported a kit MINN antenna to Spain
comfortably wrapped in a sun shade and the Xray
machine at Manchester airport soon detected the
elements. cable and PL259 plug. A further hand
baggage search revealed transceiver and plastic cable
ties I I recommend to other travelling QRPers that the
latter are placed in the main baggage(
As soon as I arrived. the antenna was erected on
the howl balcony using the pole from the sun shade and
cable ties - the result? One QSO achieving last place in
the contest.. but a place certificate for A108.
In 1994. the contest provided the first GW-7X
(Algeria( QSO on 1-14N111z 7X2CS QUA JMI6SP. I

remember asking the 7X station to standby while
worked G47',TR in J001. When I asked for the prefix. I
realised that this was not a G7X and a hurried look at
the QRA map confirmed that this was actually Algeria worked on just 3W and an HB9CV antenna!
GW4MGWP returned to the Llangollen site in 1996
GW8ZRWP moved to Halkyn mountain i108311()
303m a.s.l. with a new Tennamast and 7 -element ZL
special, in an attempt to move tip the results table. My
hest placing to date is third - perhaps a larger antenna
will enable a first or second place in the future?

Anyone Can Enter
The simplicity of the PW contest means that anyone can
enter, there arc no high power stations and there is
room fur everyone on the band either on home or
portable operation. I have worked many stations who
say 1 am not in the contest - only giving points away".
think that these stations should send in an entry.
Fur portable operation. I recommend that you take
warm clothing. as the sun does not always shine - and
take a picnic or finger food that's easy to eat. as that
rare station might pop up at any time. Always check
access to the site and get the landowner's permission.
Ensure that you've checked all equipment. charged
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(my batteries and take any spare fuses for the time you
put the 'craw' clips on the wrong way round. I know all
this froni personal experience!
It's always useful to take a small selection of tools,
including several pens. In one contest. I needed a
soldering iron to repair a PL259 which broke, but I'd
forgotten the gas and had to wedge the plug with solder
to make a good connection.
One thing which I find extremely useful is to study
previous contest results in order to compile a list of
stations which operate from rare squares. i also take an
A4 QRA locator map of Western Europe so that each
square can he crossed off as 1 work them.
A trial run to the site is a good idea if you want to
discover the best beam headings using the various v.h.f.
beacons. If you're not using a computer to score the
contest, enter the serial numbers in your log before the
competition day arrives as this will prevent errors if the
QSO rate becomes hectic. A 'check log' listing the suffix
and serial number of each call will help in rapid checking
and will prevent duplicates.

Best Plans
The day arrives and even the best laid plans can go
wrong. In 1998, the waterlogged grass and sheep
droppings at my position defeated me on several
occasions. Because of this, I suggest that you have an
alternative site on stand-by as hack -up.
On reaching the site, erect the mast carefully so that
if it falls down due to gales or even sheep pulling out the
guy rope pegs, it will fall away from yourself and your car.
In strong winds, the antenna will only point one way.
Charlie GOPZO suggested a rope attached to the beam

with a brick at the other end - why didn't I think of this
simple idea?
Also. it's sometimes a good idea to check and see if
the site was used the previous year it is possible to site
share. as long as you both agree not to operate too close to

each other's frequency minimum QRM. that's the delight
of QRP operation. I myself have found that you can
operate from 1km away without any problems.
To quote the 'XFiles': 'The truth !sorry. the
squares! are out there' EIGIGNI are in many

David Hositi
(;SZRE shares

CS,
Grp

his personal
experiences in

operating

during the Pli
14-1:1111/ QRP

Contest. From
last to fir
almost! You

might just learn

=
cri
=
=
O

something from
his obseri ations:

ICJ

Fig. 1: Dave G8ZRE's
QRP set-up.

good squares. If someone is suddenly on 'your'
frequency, the station could have turned the
beam. or better conditions have prevailed. Choose
clear frequency CQ calls for 20 minutes. then
spend five minutes hunting around the band.
Over the years. stations get to know each

other and friendly rivalry develops. At the end of
the contest. Peter GI7JYKIP winner of two
El/GI clocks', is always waiting on 144.330MHz
to collect final scores and a squares tally to work

-4
T

out how well he's done.

c_r,

I'm sure that Neill Taylor G4HLX
(adjudicator of the PIS' 14411111z OP Contest

and all Pit' entrants look (custard to welcoming
old and new stations to the 1999 contest. The
number of entrants in some squares is low. so
you could win a square certificate.
Please enter! But, most of all, enjoy
yourself with fellow QRP stations! It's not the

winning of the contest that counts -just the
taking part!
PP/
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radio basics

RADIO
11'
Rob Nlannion

G3XFD begins the

introduction of the
next project in the

'Radio Basics'
series - a special

receiver `front end'
for 7MHz by

looking at tuning
methods using

ariable capacitors

and ariable
inductances.

1ppetite 'hetted'?
-

read on!

Now that I'm starting the
run up to the building of
our next 'Radio Basics'
project I have to find
some space to introduce
the less experienced
readers to the tuning
methods open to us as
constructors. At the same time,
bearing in mind that this
column seems to attract both
inexperienced, experienced and
'dead keen' constructors. I'm
also going to describe and
remind some of you of a nearly forgotten method of tuning 'variable inductance' or
permeability tuning.
In fact. Ill start ofT with the
'nearly forgotten' method
because I know from the large
number of enquiries that come
my way - that many of you
really enjoy making very simple

14

S

receivers. And
from my own
experience I can
tell you
confidently that
permeability
tuning can
provide an
extremely
simple tuning
method. save
you money,
provide very fine

tuning rates and
take up very little space. So.
why is it not used so much
nowadays?

Car Radio Tuning
Up until relatively recent times,
permeability or variable
inductance tuning was in
common use in car radio
receivers. In fact, if you've
bought one of the 'Delco' car
radios I suggested for the 'Radio
Basics' 3.5MHz to medium wave
converter, Fig. 1, you'll be able
to look inside and see how the
method is used professionally.
I'm in the process of building
a 7MHz 'front end' for myself
using 'permeability' tuning,
employing the ceramic formers
shown in Fig. 2. I've used the
method before and it provides
truly excellent 'bandspreading'
and ease of alignment for a
superheterodyne receiver albeit at the cost of some
mechanical complexity (perhaps
the reason why it's not so
popular nowadays?). However,
despite this problem it proves to
be quite easy to 'gang three or
even four permeability tuning
cores together, using a 'yoke'
system.
Again, despite the
mechanical complexity of a
permeability
tuning unit there
are advantages.
For instance, with
the relatively
Fig. 1: A view
inside the
'Delco' car radio
which many
readers used as
a tuneable
intermediate
frequency
receiver unit.
The

'permeability'
tuning unit and
its mechanically
linked pre-set
tuning
dominates
most of the
chassis (see
text).

Fig. 2: The high quality (surplus) ceramic coil formers, suitable for
use in a 'home brewed' permeability tuning unit. No fixing nuts are
available for the silver-plated threaded ends but G3XFD found that
various types fitted and it's thought that the nuts are (or extremely
close to) quarter inch UNF types with a thread of 28 turns per inch.

Fig. 3: This surplus variable capacitor, Ref is Type 1, is suitable for
the 7MHz project and comprises ganged 350pF and 400pF
together with 20 + 20pF. Excellent bandspread can be provided by
the 20pF sections, and general coverage with the large 'ganged'
sections, aided by a slow-motion drive.

narrow bands of frequencies
needed for coverage of the
amateur bands the correct
'tracking' t required for accurate

production of the intermediate
frequencies) for a superhet 'front
end' the coil unit providing the
local oscillator tuning can be
mechanically advanced over the
tuning range rather than being
electronically 'trimmed or
padded'.
Years ago I even made up a
four coil permeability unit to
cover 7MHz. using ceramic
formers. All cores were
controlled by the position of the
one 'yoke' and the position of
each core within its own former
could be adjusted by the thread
I'd cut on the main 'yoke'. With
such an arrangement I was able
(with one fine tuning control) to
obtain accurate tuning of the
tuned r.f. amplifier stage, the
mixer, the local (receiver)
oscillator and the v.f.o. for the
associated transmitter. Even the
c.w. 'offset' could be set by
adjusting the v.f.o. core!
I know that more advanced
constructors get ideas from
'Radio Basics - so now I've sown
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radio basics
the idea (perhaps) Ill mention
simpler uses for less experienced
readers.

Really Simple Tuning
The ceramic coil formers can
provide a really simple tuning
method for absolute beginners
and in fact many cheap 'vintage'
crystal diode/detector receivers
used this form of tuning. I've also
seen the same method used by
Prisoners of War because the coil
was easier to make and bribing
prison camp guards used up too
much tea. coffee and chocolate
rations to get variable capacitors!

lb use the ceramic former
and core unit as a tuner the
'slug' and its screw -thread
should be mounted inside the
ceramic unit in the same fashion
as a piston for bicycle pump).
With the whole assembly fixed
at the base with a suitable nut.
the coil is wound over the coil
former between the terminating
clips.

Use your 'llnny Dipper' or
other dip -meter to resonate the
coil roughly to the band you
require. This is best achieved by
using a capacitor of 200pF or so
(you can experiment - one of the
advantages of having access to a
dip -meter!) to 'set' the frequency
and you can then tune the
assembly by gently pushing or
pulling the threaded rod.
Incidentally, you can also
(for experimental purposes) try
using small lengths of ferrite
rod material to achieve the
same results. Form a paper
tube round a rod so that it can
slide in and out (trombone style)
for tuning. And although it's
difficult to hold (unless you can
successfully drill a hole to insert
a screw thread which is then
anchored with epoxy resin
adhesive I it makes a worthwhile
teaching aid or experiment.
The ferrite rod/variable
inductance/permeability tuning
is an effective way of making
simple receivers. To use it

Fig. 6: Photograph illustrating a 100 + 200pF (reference Type 7, and
a 150 + 150pF (reference type 8) suitable for general coverage
tuning.

instead of a variable capacitor
just replace the existing
variable tuning capacitor in the
simple receiver circuit with the
coil and the (previously
mentioned) resonating capacitor
and tune 'trombone' style. It's
an ideal project for a school
group or radio club as I know
from experience!

Finally on this topic - as I
know there are many keen
innovators and avid 'what can
do with this old radio
chassis' types amongst our
readers - why not partially
dismantle an old long and
medium wave car radio
permeability tuning unit and
rewind it for use on the lower
short wave bands? If you do let me know how you get on.

Variable Choice
Fig. 4: This photograph shows a 200 + 300pF variable capacitor (top
left. reference Type 2) with slow motion drive suitable for general
coverage tuning, a 250+250pF and 20 + 20 +20pF unit (left, lower,
reference Type 3), with slow-motion drive suitable for many
projects. On the lower right a 10 + 10 + 20pF variable capacitor
(reference Type 4) is shown, suitable for 'bandspreed' operation.

Now we come to a variable
choice - or a choice of variable

Component Suppliers
Ceramic coil formers: The high
quality ceramic, variable inductor
units 1Fig. 2) are available from
Robin Sykes G3NFV of Syon
Trading for £1.20 each plus 75p P&P.
(P&P quoted is for three ceramic
units, suitable for a 'three gang'
tuning assembly - r.f., mixer, and
oscillator). They are of superb quality
with silver-plated ends and wire

attachment collars. Very rare (Robin
has a limited supply) and once they've
gone I don't suppose we shall see their
like again! Orders direct to: Syon

Trading, 16 The Ridgeway,

Fetcham, Leatherhead, Surrey

Fig. 5: The photograph shows two single variable capacitors. Type
5 (left) of 10pF and Type 6 of 25pF both are suitable for use as
antenna trimmers, etc.
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KT22 9AZ. Tel: (01372) 372587, FAX
(01372) 361421_

capacitors for the next and
forthcoming projects. They're all
available from the same source
and it's important that you
quote the correct reference when
you order.
The variable capacitors to be
featured in forthcoming projects
will include Type 1, 3 and 4.
Type 4 will prove to be very
useful for a 28MHz narrow band
f.m. receiver project later on in
the series. However, my advice
is that you order a selection of
the various capacitors because
they'll always be useful.
I'll always provide a
reference to the types the
various projects can use. And it's
my intention to enable you to
use either type 1 or type 3 in the
7MHz project. So, until next
time, when I hope to present the
circuit and other information...
get busy If you've not built,
Nought or borrowed a dip meter
yet - you've still time to get
organised!
PW

Variable capacitors: The
selection of variable capacitor
units suitable for projects
already published in 'Radio
Basics or for the latest 17MHz
'front end') project are all
availablo direct from John
Birkett in Lincoln. When
ordering please quote the PW
reference number shown

alongside Prices are: Types
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 cost £3.50
each. Type 4 costs £2.50.
The cost of P&P is £2 for
orders under £10, with
orders over £10 being sent post
free. Orders direct to: J.

Birkett, 25 The Strait,
Lincoln LN2 1JF. 'M:
101522)520767.
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Second Helping - With An Extra!

TR All

()JO

since buying a

Following requests from PIF readers Pve
worked on the bands - to send them
photocopies of the original review of the
Mince DX -70, I was rather shocked to see it
was published in August 1995. Time flies by
doesn't it? In the past four years or so I've had
an enormous amount of enjoyment with my
supremely versatile

second Alinco DX -

just bought myself

Rob Mannion
G3XFD describes

the success he's had

DX -70. In fact I've now

another DX -70, this

70TH which is used

time it's the latest TH
model.

in conjunction with

The new transceiver
is now my 'main station'
and my original DX -70 is
available for use in my car
permanently and is operated in conjunction with the MFJ945E mobile antenna tuner I described last month (April).
The whole assembly can be removed from my car in
seconds - so security is not a problem and the remote
control extension cable kit enables me to place the front
panel just where I need it - adjacent to my left hand on the
central console of my Peugeot 405 estate car.

a front panel remote
control panel kit.
Rob says the

extension cable adds
even more to this
versatile little

The EDS-4 Cable Kit

The Alinco EDS-4 front panel remote control cable kit
enables the operator to remotely site the I)X-70TH tor the
original DX -70) away from prying eyes. Although the cable,
Fig. 1. is only 1.5 metres long, it has proved to be adequate
help you share his
for a range of vehicles and I've tried it in a neighbour's
People Mover'IMPV) type of vehicle. a van and a motor
success, Rob's also
caravan quite successfully.
During the time I've been the Editor of PW, very few
arranged a very
'remotely operable' h.f. transceivers have been reviewed.
However, those that have come our way were provided with
special offer for
microphone sockets on the de -mountable, remotely
operated front panel. Unusually, the DX -70 EDS-4 kit and
readers!
presentation ends up with the microphone remaining in its
original position on the transceiver main body.
When I first saw the unusual method adopted by Alinco
regarding the placing of the microphone. I was Ito be
Fig. 1: The EDS-4 1.5m front truthful) a little dismayed. However, I'm now a real
panel remote control cable 'convert' as I've actually found it to he an excellent idea!
kit shown as fitted to an
The advantages of having the microphone still
Alinco DX -70TH. (See text
connected to the main chassis are numerous. The first is
for comments on the
that you don't need to mount the microphone on the vehicle
microphone socket).
console and the second is that there's the minimum of
cabling cluttering up the vehicle. The
third (if you're actually intending to
operate 'on the move is that any voice
operated transmit/receiving IVOXI unit
or other switching does not have to trail
its way to the front panel unit.
Finally, and this was particularly
relevant because of the way rve arranged
my front panel fixing in my car - by not
having the weight of the microphone and
its lead on the detached front panel - the

transceiver and to
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operator can use a variety of lightweight fixing methods
(Velcro, etc.). (More about this later).

Permanent Connection
At this point I have to say that I regard the connection of the
r,.;I lw,r11'1IIIPT1! installation rather than
EDS- t
In 'in' one day and 'out'
the next system. I say
this because the plug
and socket system
adopted by Mince
would not (in my
opinion) stand up to
every -day installation
and removal.
Regular readers may actually
runwiillwr in my original review published in the August
1995 PW) that I had definite reservations on the reliability of
the front panel to main board connections isee Fig. 2r.
However, after four years of continual use, the system has
proved me wrong! It has been very reliable and even when
the front panel on my original rig) has been removed it has
been trouble free.
Despite the cabling proving reliable in practice I would
still recommend that anyone using the EDS-4 kit to keep it
connected. It will make the transceiver much more versatile
at home and in the car. (I've even used my rig with the
control panel on my computer keyboard!).
If you do decide to keep the cable kit in use all the time make sure you don't lose the short (supplied as standard
and shown linking the face -down front panel and the
transceiver main body in Fig. 2) interlinking cable harness.
Fig. 2: The Alinco DX -70 (details same for the DX -70

and TH models) front panel detached, illustrating
cable connections. The cable cover boxes (lower
centre) are secured over the cable entry -exit points
and are secured by (supplied) screws. The (front
panel) cover box also provides a good mounting
point for various methods of attaching the unit
operationally (see text).
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Keep it safe!
When fitted, the cable harness protecting cover (lower
centre in Fig 2, with 'the Alinco' logo) is attached using the
supplied self -tapping screws. It then provides protection, a
small amount of 'stand-off- and can also be used to mount

one hairdo 'Velcro' fastener.
For use in my car I decided to mount the DX -70's front
panel remotely by taking advantage of two useful narrow
slots left by the small gaps for the 'security' cover for the
fitted car radio and the (now removed of course!) ash -tray.
The slots i with the covering flaps in the 'closed' position)
leave enough of a gap to allow a thin section of p.c.b.
material to be 'posted' through the slot - thus holding the
control panel in place.
The simple 'posting' method has proved remarkably
reliable in practice. I cut a 30mm wide piece of p.c.b.
material (long enough to run almost the whole length of the
top of the cable covering box), attaching it with self -tapping
screws. Next 1 covered the p.c.b. material with a thin layer
of black insulation tape before 'posting' it into the slot.
In practice, I tend to leave the control panel in place
until I want to take the rig out of the car for security
reasons. However, because of my large knees there's never
much room left when I get into a car!) it's useful to slide the
DX -70 control panel to the left when driving, and placing it
nearer when Fm operating. Altogether a very comfortable
and practical arrangement!
The remote control cable runs to the transceiver which,
in my car, is located behind my seat and between the rear
passenger footwells. It fits very snugly indeed and is kept
in place by miniature 'stretchy' rubber cable ties like those
used on bicycle and motorbike parcel holders.
Although I've made myself a small extension speaker
system Ito place on the passenger seat), the built-in speaker
on the DX -70 works very well indeed in that position. It
would only become 'muffled' if the rig was placed under a
seat for security purposes.
The microphone lead (still connected to the transceiver's
main body) proved to be long enough for comfortable
operation in my car. However, if a longer microphone lead is
required in a certain vehicle - there's an Alinco accessory

=3
O

available or you can make one up for
yourself (I'm going to make up a single
headphone/microphone unit with
separate pit as this seems a very
convenient method of operating especially if you've only one arm!).

1=1
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O

Table Unit
Another idea I've provided far myself is
a little table unit (rather crude because
I'm not a carpenter!), which stands astride the gap between
the driver's and front passenger seat. It's made from surplus
floor board off -cuts and I sprayed it with matt black paint.
In use, the table sits astride and rests on top of the
handbrake unit, providing a very firm and convenient
mounting base for a Morse key and 'tuning up' switch.
There's also enough room for a mug of tea! (Morse tea Sir?).
The whole G3XFIXP station is very comfortable to use and
I'm thinking of making my main station just as user friendly!

CP4
Fig. 3: The EDS-4

cable extension kit
fitted. showing
both cable cover
boxes fixed in
position.

O
O
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On The Air

"In the past four

I'm absolutely delighted with my 'portable' Amateur Radio
station using the Alinco DX-70/EDS-4 combination and it's
proving to he a very worthwhile investment. On long
journeys to and from 'Club Visits' I can be 'on the air' within
a minute or so of stopping for a break. In conjunction with
the Pro -AM mobile antennas I use, yet another dimension to
our marvellous hobby has come my way.
I've already worked quite a few readers using DX -70s as
news of their versatility spreads and Pm looking forward to
working you on the bands too!
I'm pleased to say that the chances of our working 'DX -70

gears or so I've
had an

enormous

O
O

amount of

to DX -70' have increased because we've been able to arrange
a 'Special Offer' so that readers can join in the fun. The

enjoyment with

special offer price includes a brand new DX -70TH. a Free

EDS-4 remote front panel control cable kit PLUS a
FREE one year subscription to PW.

my supremely

So, don't miss out - add a new dimension to your Amateur
Radio hobby!
PW

versatile 011-70."

SPECIAL OFFER FOR PW READERS!
Hurry

ORDER FORM To PW Publishing, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH 18 8PW

Alinco DX -70TH & EDS-4 Combination'
U Please send me
@ £599 plus £8 P&P. (UK only, overseas prices on request).

anti free

I

ear PW subscription

Please send me
Aline° DX -70TH & EDS-4 Combinatiuni si OP £599 plus £8 P&P
and add my free I year PW subscription onto my existing subscription. No.

don't ini
Wet ss the
on the air
FD/P
and
slew din* nston enjoy a

Affiateur Radio to your
hobby,

Name:
Address:

Postcode:

Telephone -

J I enclose a Cheque/Postal order (payable to PW Publishing Ltd) for £
J Please charge my Access/Visa card the sum of
Card No:

Valid From

To

Signature

OFFER CLOSES ON 10TH OF JUNE 1999
Practical Wireless. May 1999

SPECIAL
OFFER!
Special offer price includes Alinco DX -70TH
(latest model), front panel remote control

coble EDS-4 kit [normal Alinco price 02.95)
plus one year free subscription to Practical
Wireless A total saving of C157 95 on the
recommended Alinco price)
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regular
he mixer is the heart of
all latter-day
superheterodyne
(superhet for short
receivers. In the early
days, before the advent
of the superhet, most
radio sets were tuned radio
frequency I
- so-called
because the antenna signal
was amplified by several
variably tuned r.f. stages
before being applied to the
detector. With careful design
and inter -stage screening to

maintain stability they
worked well at broadcast and

O
CD
41.=

Fig. 3: An efficient mixer circuit based on a dual gate metal oxide field effect transistor (rn.ostia.U.

short wave frequencies.
Tuning on the t.r.f. was
accommodated by several (depending
on the number of r.f. stages/ tuning
capacitors ganged to a common shaft.

The requirement for optimum
sensitivity and selectivity was for the
tuning of all the circuits to
correspond over each waveband.

which called for careful tuned circuit
design and alignment! The tuning
problems were
diminished by the
coming of the superhet
receiver because here
much of the pre -

This month sees the second in Gordon Kiiit

's

no series called 'Looking At ...*. This time he guides

)ou through the Iorkings of the mixer.

detector amplification
and selectivity are
achieved at a fixed
frequency - called the
'intermediate frequency' ti.f.),
regardless of the
frequency of the
incoming signal.
The block diagram in
Fig. I illustrates the
clever thinking behind

the superhet scheme. Input
signal (fs/, which can he direct
from the antenna but is usually
amplified by an r.f. stage, is fed
to a stage called the mixer
I sometimes known as the
frequency changer or frequency
converter). The mixer is also fed
with a second signal tfoi from a
Ganged
*nth
fecal
stage called the local oscillator.
ampItter
osollaior
iumng
Because the mixer is, in
reality, a modulator the two
input signals are caused to
'beat' or heterodyne one with
the other, so that fs modulates fo
Fig. 1: Block diagram of the mixer where the
and vice -versa, thereby yielding
incoming signal is heterodyned with a local
upper and lower sidehands at the
oscillator signal to yield an intermediate sum and difference frequencies, in
frequency signal for further amplification.
addition to the input frequencies.
Signals at other frequencies
may also he present, hut that
which is to become the i.f.
fy input
To Ll channel
signal, is selected by the i.f.
filter, the others being
substantially rejected.

to input

Fig. 2: A simple passive mixer circuit using a diode bridge,
but which has conversion loss rather than gain (see text).
18

Sum Or Difference
The i.f. can be the sum or the
difference frequency and it
carries exactly the same
modulation as either of the two
originating frequencies. Hence
the modulation on fa is
transferred to the i.f. signal.

The local oscillator signal ifoi should, therefore, be
as close to a pure, low noise sinewave as possible,
in order to avoid unwanted modulation or noise
being transferred to the i.f. signal.
The local oscillator frequency might be the i.f.
above or below the signal frequency. The i.f
selected by the filter in Fig. l it the difference
between fa and fo,. whose signal is then fed to the
i.f channel for amplification.
For example, suppose a 9MH7 i.f. is required
from an input signal of 14.06MHz, then the
oscillator frequency could be either 23.06MHz
414.06+9.0/ or 5.06MHz 114.06-9.01. The latter is
the one implied in Fig. 1 so, in this illustration,
the 9MHz i.e. is produced from an incoming signal
of 14.06MHz minus an oscillator frequency of
5.06MHz (e.g. fs - fa).
In other receivers the local oscillator may
operate at the i.E above the signal frequency.
which means that when the receiver is tuned, say,
to 95MHz, then for an i.f. of 10.7MHz (which is the
standard Em. receiver i.f.), the local oscillator will
produce a signal of 105.7MHz 195+10.71.
In some am. broadcast receivers, where the
standard i.f. is 470kHz, the local oscillator works
at the i.f. below the signal frequency, but may
reverse on some wavebands. The trick is to
achieve good gain, good selectivity and bandpass
shaping with the least unwanted responses.
The local oscillator tuning is ganged to that of
the mixer and ref. amplifier: but in many
specialised receivers and transceivers nowadays
the variable -frequency oscillatortv.f.o. / has given
way to the phase -locked loop or frequency
synthesiser with digital readout which, in
transceivers, is also related to the transmitter's
oscillator. A buffer stage might also be employed
between the oscillator and mixer, aspects which
will be looked at in another article in this series.
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Typical Circuits
To end this instalment, I have included a couple cif

fairly typical mixer circuits. The first, in Fig. 2. is
a passive double -balanced diode mixer where a

couple of trifilar toroidal transformers provide
reasonably well isolated input and output ports.
This relatively inexpensive arrangement performs
quite well, hut unfortunately carries the penalty of
quite a high conversion loss.
The second, in Fig. 3, is an active
arrangement based on a dual -gate metal -oxide
field effect transistor fm.o.s.f.e.t.). The input
signal, after being coupled and tuned by
transformer TI, is fed to gate one, while the local
oscillator signal is fed to gate two, which gives
good isolation.
The required i.f. is selected and tuned by
transformer T2 and then coupled from the
secondary to the input of the i.f. amplifier channel.
Sometimes a pair of m.o.s.f.e.t.s are used in pushpull, which improves conversion gain and noise
performance.
PW
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
* * MAIL ORDER: 0181.951 5781/
Authorised dealer for Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu and Alinco
ICOM IC-Q7E

KENWOOD
TS -870
Still seen M most to he the
best "IF-DSP" DX transceiver available!
AT ONLY

STOCKTAKING (3.I.A.NCE
1349BITHEN GE

£1495.00

Our price only 12o9.110

KENWOOD TH-D7E

' WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE
OBTAINED BY A GENUINE
ICOM (UK) DEALER BY UP TO £100.

NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL
VALUE FOR MONEY!
AOR AR5000

£1169.95

Dual band handheld with huit-in 'INC.

TS-570DG Mel
New upgraded version to
replace the popular TS -570D.

1869.00

£149.95

1C-TRF

IT'S A BARG AIN

IENWOOD

ONLY

ICOM IC -8500

Miniature dual -band transceiver with wide -band
Rx: 30-130051H1 (no Rost NE, A.11

Ot it PRICE
VC -HI

PCR-1000

1299.95

Computer receiver. 100kHz13110MHz (all model.

Hand-bekl visual communicant:sr .1399.00

£249A

UNWOOD TH-G71E

. FREE desk mic.

.uu W}W.ST STOCKS LAST
CT -106 DSP unit for 1C706 & PCR-I000
PCR-I000 & DSP fitted

-band transceiver with optional wide -band
receive. One of the onh "51 1.1 "

YAESU FT -100

Dual !widen with... I. Repeater function
NOW IN STOCK

£PHONE
l'aesu FT -920

L'K'S LOWEST PRICE

Yacsu FT -847

LI'S LOWEST PRICE

ICOM IC -746
Looking fm one rig to satisfy
all your base station needs?
Look no further.

1

HF + but transceiver

Soft rase for TH-41;71
High power battery pack for 714.G71

SC -45

P9.39

ONLY
T-22
DJ -191)

IC -706 MkII G

Alinco C4
Hora C-40/1

hm transceiver with

CT(SS + CW filter. 1100W all bands) rtno nn
ONIX

25-30 amp power supply with
variable stilts 13.151. Dual meters
(Vohs ampst. The UlLs best
selling power supgy. RR) 1191.5

N,70

NEW MODEL
PS -200

015R PRICE

t89.95

30 amp PSU
Portable PSU

our price col 5%

to clear t t5.5,

SGC-230
Superb All, will work with any HF
transceiver. /149:00.
SALE PRICE

£289.00
1.299.00

SGC.-2020 QRP rig
HF linear..
Ranger NI I

t549.00

132 MO Si., LITimr,..
filiddx HAS 7EL.
h..1: 9131-951 5n 1 /2.
91;.:1-')51 57:i2
Upon

9.3rJ-5.71,9pm. ;tit
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ONLY

£879.00

569.00

Award winning SW receiver,

L69.95

OUR PRICE.

£419.00

ICOM IC -R2
0.5-1300MHz IA51.

£399.00
Buy tin, one and :WO fire wan detokhabk head -kit worth 01.00.

ONLY

£Censored

OUR PRICE
Our price
Soft case for S200(1000

MVT-7100
'iside-b.md hand-held scanner 0.5-1650M111
Iall model.

£199.00

MAT -9000 OUR PRICE
Soft case for 5117-9000 71110

5319.95
.....L19.99

Ti. ili.iii)b.iip:o. :oil r-)Y.i.;!. 9 f..hA
*
** Ullii 1, r_tilvil li:147 hid. -...;.t., riii?
* LUSE:, i;ri:-.11,:ii din, W. hii..L. Df:# 7J fl

S."34249.-15 *
*or **Attenuator
"
n`: SPECIAL OFFER: £99.95 *

* * Sineter

1269.00
117.95

ARM000

***** STAR BUY ****
REALIST C DX -394

* * Superb performance SW receiver

L14.95

.1249.00

There's too many features to list.

`1;,)141

APR 19.9%

* * 0.2 - 30tillu (all -model
* .,. or ,,,,

si43916

The latest all mode innovation in bandies.
6gAR8200

FINANCE EXAMPLE

** True SSB

14111.1.

Soft case for 1GR2
IC -R10
One piece only

£599.00. Deposit £99.00. 36 x £18.14 p/m.

**
*

FRF.F, PSU worth E45

%nature wideband hand-held scanner covers

True dual -band mobik with detachable
head + wide -band Rx.

25W linear iT-290R Stkll

. FREE PSU worth 115

YAESU
FRG -100

1149.00
L129.00

ONLY

SGG231 HF firn Smartuner

LONDON ..i1011L!.,_)9 411

£219.95

PRICE:£295.00
YAESU FT -8100R

1.1.2035

"15.on

AR7030 plus

Our hest selling dual -band mobile
with detachable head.
(Optional extra RX available)
OUR

P-251211'

Ow' ooy

I.Satson W-25

£599 00

£599.95

Desktop scanner

With free notch filter & noise
blanker & telescopic antenna.

KENWOOD
TM-G707E

PHONE FOR UK's LOWEST PRICE

DX -70TH

SALE PRICE
113C-9000XLT

ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

2m hand-held + airhand Rx
2m hand-held
70cm hand-held (I only).
70cin hand-held

Now in stock.

ALINCO

1001(11/-2GHz (all mode)

Our best selling true this! -hand hand-held
tr.unceiser with optional Sit --hand receive.

last two L1350.00

IMFICOM

01.45
t ISIS

Hide -band receiver covers

ALINCO 1301-G5E

WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE BY A
GENUINE 1COM DEALER BY £50
IG756

ONLY IL 13.UU

L79.95

(299.95

AR3000A

Cross band facility. I. Die -east chassis.
Full
stie illuminated key -pad. I. Large "backlit" LCD. h Up to
611' output. 7. Standard ext. mie. connection. 5. Optional
extended RN: 1110-95051Ft: with gaps).

OUR BEST SELLER

1349:00:

Wire, Ho *

SEM) SA.t. 1.01161M. *

********************

r..);J:-Ii h1,..41 -irk

-

7.:.:9-5 pin. ;tit 7....i9 -2p11)

Atl 7;10;1E9 Ei1'Jg.11;t1i:.; /0 !f.);/9911 .11?;1111.://
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AYDON C
DER: 0181951 5781/2 * *
SEND SAE FOR Q-TEK 'Min%

Q-TEK PENETRATOR
"We've sold 100s in Europe"
/crrstrtr/trirtrirtrum

Gam hare

/54.95

QTS2 GF 144MHz 4.5dB "^)
QT -S70 GF 70cm 5dB (60")

TSB -3608 GF 50/144/70, 2.15/6.2/8.4dIli gain
TSB -3315 GE 144/70, 83; IldB (5.4m)

1.5E95
169.95
1125.95

164.45
149.95

TSB -3301 GE 144/70,6.5/91113 (3m)
TSB -3302 GF 144/70. 4.5,.7.2dB (1.701)
TSB -3303 GF 144/70.3/6dB (1.1m)

* 1.8 - 60111111 HE vertical * 15 foot high

TSA-6001N Dupleser (+Coax) 2/70 (N/N259)
TSA.6003 Duplexer(Coax) 2,70 (PL/239s)
CFX-514 Triplexer (6/2, 70 (Coax)

124.95

DB-7900

11.8-60511111 spec as above.

*** BULK PURCHASE *Ink
100m roll of RG-213 coax

£19.95

144/70 am, (2.15 /3.8dB) .4Ians.---f.19.95

DB-EIIE 144MHz, 'ohs, 4.5dB ( I.8m)

129.95

144MHz, Mhx. 3.441/1 (1.3w)

-115.95

DB-285

ONLY

£69.95

H Duty Nag %Int

Coax

H Duty Hatch Trunk Mnt
CF-BP11 2m band pass filter
Q-Tek
6m band pass filter
MT -3302

* *******************
DELUXE G5RV Multi -stranded plastic
coated heavy duty antenna wire. All
parts reusable. Stainless steel and
galvanised fittings. Full size 102ft.

kir (boom 45"/9dBd)
7rk (boom 60"/IleUld)

139.95
£49.95

12ele (boom

........

7ele (boom 28"/ IldBd)

1.69.95

£29.95
£49.95

12ele (boom 48" /13.8411d)

Q-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm
5ele 'boom 63" .9dBd)
.......£39.4"
heir (boom 125" 1 Id&I)
1 lele (boom 156" 12.7dBd)
169.9",
169.9
5ele crossed (boom 64". 9dBd)
heir crossed (boom 126" I
3ele (boom 45";7dIld)
......
5ele (boom 128"; 9dBdt .....
......
3ele (boom 72"/7dBd(
13.195

2m
2m
2m
2m
2m
4m
4m
6m
fim

5ele (boom 142".,9t1Bd)

70cm
70cm

Bele (boom 76"..12dIld)
13ele crossed (boom 83" 12dIld)

169.95
£39.95
£59.95

Phasing harness for 2 x 2m yagis 'N' types
£25.00 P&P £4.50

Q-TEK HB9-CV

Carriage f6.00.

STANDARD G5RV
Full sire
Half Wm

102ft
51ft

t211)(1

P&P £6

21.00 Ha E6

NEW Q-TEK INDUCTORS
B0mtr inductors. Add them to your

112.95 P&P £5
113.95 P&P £5
19.95 PM' L5
130.00 P&P L5
130.00 P&P 15
-115.95 P&P £5
113.95 P&P £5
140.00 P&P £5

Extra 11 duty (gear coated)
11 caw

(H /duty)

eas

Flesweave II/duty (20 min)
Flexweave (PVC coated 20 miss)
Hexweave (PVC coated 50 runs)

Q-TEK BALUNS & TRAPS
Traps are wound on ferrite rod and encapsulated into a
dipole centre with an 50239 socket. Brass terminals form
the balun output and stainless steel screw eyes offer an
anchor point for the ends of the antenna. Ratio power
rating is 1000 watts.
1.1 Raltm

1'_'1.95

4.1 Balun

i2 t 91 P&P £2

HB9CV (boom 22S')

£17.95
121.95
329.95

flour

HB9CV (boom 32.5")
HB9CV (boom 52")

09.95 40 mfrs Traps...... -.....(a pair) t2;.00 P&P £4

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
Fast' to mount

PL -80
PL -40

P1-20
PL -62

mobile whips reads to go with P1,259

80m whip (approx 1.5m long)
40m whip lapprox 1.5m long)
20m whip (approx 13m long)
6m 2m whip lappros I.3m long)

link*
121.95

119.95

4m
6m

Length 92" 1S0239)
Length 126" i S0239)

80 mfrs
10 mtrs

Teaps...

hiuJJ-Fri

20

la pair) WOO P&P £4
(a pair) f25.00 P&P £4

15 own Traps

(a pair) 1.25.00 P&P £4
Traps
(a pairl 125.00 P&P £4
Tents err tweet:roof with topper hooks for comedian.

20 ours

FIBRE GLASS MASTS
IV Dia
Ei" Dia
2" Dia

£8.50 per metre
£10.50 per metre
£12.50 per metre
IMax length imi

F -303K

F-30311'
F-3031iP
F -3031P

1111.95

...
118.95
118.95
118.95

Modular "I'Senwood" phone

1111.95

Modular "Icon)" phone

111195

TEl FSCOPIC MASTS

4.

5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 2, in diameter and
ifinishing with a lop %ration of I ." diameter we offer a S metre
and a 12 metre sersion. Lich mast is supplied with gas rings
and stainless steel pins for locking the sections when erected.
closed height of the h metre mast if iitil 5 feet and the 12

metre s ennui at 10 feet. All whons are extruded aluminium
tube with a 16 gauge wall thielincsa.

8 mtn £79.95 12 mfrs E99.95 (--,./i0A,
cairwriftot

GUY WIRE KITS

P&P £6

Standard kits (complete with Mire)
Heat dotty kits letimplete with wire

MAST HEAD PULLEY gas) to fit pulley with mast
£8.95 PM' £1.50

clamp (up to 2"1

YAESU G -450C
Heavy duty rotator foe HF beams etc.
Supplied with circular display control
box and 25m of rotator cable.
ONLY

£319.95125.00

Lower mast clamps.2" thrust bearing

GC -0513

GC065

WALL BRACKETS + MAST BASE PLATES
2"
6"
9"

Delivery LIO
Delivery £10

12"

Delivery [10

24"

Q-TEK INTREPID

Y./ ..'it')511

111:2 Ingii mss., Lig:aunt
ithL; 71:1.

8 pin "Standard" roimd.
8 pin 'Vacua" round
8 pin "Kenwood" round
8 pin "loom" mtmd
Modular "1-aesir phone

F -303Y

6.1 Balun_ 151.9' P&P £2

118.95

139.95
119.9;

Supplied with two pin molded plug will fit Alinco,'Yaesu Standard ADI
Icom hand helds).
Optional kads (P&P £1.50).

P&P E2

£19.95

END FED HALF WAVES Ground lime free

£24.95 P&P £3.50

COPPER ANTENNA WIRE milrik)

H11901 (boom 12")

10mtr

A high quality headset that will fit most hand portable and
most HF & VHF UHF ion via optional interface.

convert it to a full size. £22.95 P&P ri
Lnamelled
Hard drawn
Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC)

15.95

8 pin "Isom" round
1.0.05
Modular phone "Alinco"._..-__ ........ - 19.95
Modular phone
19.95
Modular phone "Isom"
19.95

1-08

AM -08

size G5RV and

70cm
2mtr
4mtr

HB9CV (boom 20")

8 pin "Kenwood" round...._19.95

F-3035

Half size 5111. Only £34.95

142.95

Q-TEK ZL SPECIALS
2m
2m
2m
70cm
70cm

°0 £39.95

.....

K-08

U-120 headset

ONLY £35 P&P 18.50

Top Quality 114.95
Top Quality 124.95

iscp9 IV) P&P E5.00

A-08

1,4.08

P8cPLIO

lied with 8 pin pre -wired

OPTIONAL
8 pin "Alinco" round

VM-08

100m roll of RG-58 coax

ACCESSORIES IVP t2 50 au the framing
MT -I301

iaesu leadl

* (200W
051.3'
er? L"'
Wire version now available 35ft long end fed.

136.95
154.95
.129.99
124.95

144/70 am, 15/7.6e1B) 1.5m

DB-770M 144/70 ans. (3/5.5dB) lm
DB-1304

15Q.00 deli'

PEP).

MOBILE ANTENNAS LS. SO **very
TSM-1612 6/2/70 (2.15/6/8.4dB) LIM

Super quality. (Su

11.51111.

* No ATU or ground radials required

119.95

ACCESSORIES P&P f2.50 oa *Mowing

sr hp kW 11R

OUR BEST SELLING MIC!

D -308B BLACK DELUXE
DESK MIC (with up down).

18"

Mast base plate
Stand off
Stand off
T&K Brackets
T&K Brackets
T&K Brackets

l'&1' 13

lh

15
l'& --P

P&P EI
P&P CA

Is

1.11

!hill I, !mill) 'Mew

TIT-FRE PRE -MATCHED END -FED HALF WAVES.
so219

;Jr !).T.) -2p111

IPT.80
IPT-40
IPT-20

SUPERB SINGLE BAND WIRE
ANTENNAS. NO A.T.U. REQUIRED.
1101n version (40.7m)
E69.95
40m version (20.3m)
£39.95
20m version I I 0.1m1
£49.95

Jpbii

hit111-11.1

:;!1/ !):-.19-21111J

KIWIED ERMINE; /9 !UMW i.111,M1
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WHILE

COMPETITORS ARE SFIllriliC ARO

COST,

"."71 11.;114116 'MIA MNiW tikAlt.11:,-:,

YOU AID

**** STAR BUY ****

SW PORTABIXS

* 4 x 5' 4" lengths oil 2" extruded

SONY SW -100E
Award winning miniature portable .SW

receiver. Its pert ormitit-i is brilliam for
its Sin. The best short wave receiver for
under 42.50.

SALE PRICE

JiateRT.

£149.95

Sony SW -55E. Deluxe short 1411f portable
Short wave portable
ATS4118
Short wave portable with
R-1161
Short wave portable cassette

4.215.00

(99,01)

£.30

**
**

LS-52551Hr t 200W) £99.95...NOW 1.79.9., p&p Li
I .8-150MHz (200W) 159.95
£49.05 p&p ES
149.95 p&p £5
RS402 125-525MHz (200W1 E-59.95
RS -101
1.8-60MHz 13kWI f79.95
£69.95 p&p E5
RS -40
144 4305ILD Pocket PWR/SWR
E34.9; p&p El
Meter (200W I (S0239)
RS -40N As above with Ntype
09.9", p&p El

300W ATI: &ninny load

RN -102

* P6259 filling Llli.99 P&P El

SPECIAL OR
.1115.91

..........0b12.4,441t,.../139.95
MFJ-962D 1.5kW versa tuna.....
1239.95
1176.95
511.)-78411 DSP filter
....
st
158.95
CW tutor
519-419

CUSHCRAFT SALE
6-20 meters
10-40 meters

.1259.00

10. 15.20 meters 7 ek yagi
10. 15.20 meters 9 de yagi
10. 15. 20 meters 3 de yagi

1449.00
f649.00

13 1 9.00

1329.00

SP -350V
Be protected this summer: In -line
lightning surge protector.

P&P El

4 way (N TYPE)

£54.95

CX-201

2 way (SO -239)
2 way (N -type)

L111.95

NB -30W

2M FM handheld
amplifier 2.5W input. 30W output (for
SW ip). Turn your handheld into a
mobile for under £50

111

ONLY

£49.95

P&P E4.00

T-2602

RECHARGEABLE
RECHARGEABLE ALKALINE CELLS
Starter kit includes charger & 4 x AA

111111 cr"s. t 1:3.99.

(2/3/5.5ulBi flexible

telescopic antenna with

antenna with witicband
receive 114" long BNCI.
OUR PRICE

wideubaR ndpiureceise.

Mart time that only the penal cell, ran he

£24.95
P&P El

P&P LI

Rechargeable Alkaline, No
memory effects. I .5V cells. 3
capacity of nicads.
NO QUIBRIf. WARRANTY

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2

INTERFERENCE - STOP IT!

Matches all hand fields. Can he u urn on the belt

.........Rectangular snap -fixing ferrite cores
suitable fur Radio
CO2% TV mains relephone PC & data

**

OUR

£22.95

rethargini teals this charger

Extra cells available
8 x AA pack 110.99
4 x AA pack L5.99
4 x AAA £6.25

DB-77011
IHigh gain 2m 70cm

2in,'70cm 23cm

or attached to the quirk release body holster.

£19.95

P&P £1

t.10.00 P&P £1

Waterproof case for handheld

MA -339

for £5

***** STAR BUY ****
: REALISTIC PRO -2042

£24.95

*
**
**
**
**
* Selectable tuning *
*
**
**
*
*
** BULK PURCHASE 149.95 :
********************
*widch...,1

GARMIN
GPS-III

scanning :rimer

Latest UK version complete
with moving map of UX &
Europe.

* 25.520 & 764.
1300Mi1l
* 1000 channels

Mobile holder for handheld.,

1129.95
£20.00

IS PIECES ONLY

£4.99

"t P&P £2

Air vent holder

QS200

-P&P E2

93

ally adj0u.s0tahle desk top stand for use
with all handheld.s. Fitted coaxial fly (FAD

with BSC & 50239 connector.
ONLY

£19.99 P&P / 3

s
steps

* * Switchable mode (AM :'EM Whit)
* * ITO tuning plus keypad entry

PRia£279 95
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'Piing sett rfi sum or Ramo vows ortorrusa.)

--:feiy:

IP&P E2.50). HURRY - LIMITED STOCK.
amm mat ;venom 2 for f5. P&P £2.50.

£49.95

4 way (SO -239)

CX-401 'N'

Navigator
Cigar power lead
Active magmount antenna

£1 P&P

flinnm

BULK PURCHASE hence

tIler k5.001

GPS-12

£16.95

cable and job is done! Will fit Lux coax).

CX-401

SALE

Icom & Alinco.

01,2 tsar

cables. Plastic teeth present it from
sliding on cable. Simph snap close onto

(Gas discharge Ix)

CX-201 'N'

P&P £1

MS -107 Fist microphone to fit Kenwood. Yarsu.

DL.60 * Dtunmy load * DC5001Ulz * 60W max

HE 6m ATI;

COAX SWITCHES

i19.95

(own !rah an 'raw the ear' millet ni IF NM

KS -302

with built-in dummy load.

i19.u9

NEW LOW PRICE

Art

Ugs most popular 300W ATU

ONLYL16995 P&P 1.3

INTRO PRICE

Nissei EP -300T
Over the ear earpiece with lapel mic & PTT.
Fits Kenwood, Alioro, Yarsu or Icom.

"W. IVC-300DLP

counter/reslmance meter.

A.

£24.95pim

siMI ..IVECTRONICS

-259 MkII

X.7

Hanging type earphone with
tom mix
Kenwood.
Mimeo. Vaesu or Icom.

******************:

HE cfiljtal SIR analyser 1.8.1705fflx

R-7000

Nissei EP -320

**
**

SALE NOW
ON

mFJpRoDucfs

R4i000

00*
*

DEL 110*

(199.00

our price DI9.95
Tectoyz micro counter
TNC-100 Optional antenna our price_ S6.99
our price
Opto Cub
..S99.95
our price
Opto Scout
£349.95
our price
1299.95
R-11 Intercepter
our price
1799.95
Opto Xplorer
Opto kite computer interface our price
1129.95
our price
D19.95
Micro DTMF decoder
New Mini Scout
our price
£169.00
9.00
Opto Trakker
out price

SDJ.969

SSP SWAT*

* 116 gauge) heary duty
LIMITED STOCK*
* aluminium, ..waged at one end to
* give a very heavy duty mast set

I 69.110

OPTOELECTRONICS
PRODUCTS

NIFJ-949

no YOU '.11Arlf\if?

ALL UP, WHAT

EP -300
Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

100 PIECES ONLY

£9.99

+ P&P El
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Rig For All Reasons

Much enthusiasm was the feeling that
stayed with me after attending the
Kenwood pre -launch day ion behalf of PR'

Kevin Nice

G7TZC, Editor
of sister

magazine
SWM, beat

Editor Rob
Mannion about
the ears until he
was allowed to

bring you his
opinions of the
new TH-D7

hand-held dual -

bander from
Kenwood - so,

here it is!

and SWM) for the new TH-D7 dual -band

hand-held transceiver - with bells and
whistles. So much so, that I pestered Rob
G3XFD until he agreed to let me review it
when the sample was shipped to the magazine. Well,
that was a couple of months ago and my enthusiasm
for what the radio offers hasn't dampened at all.
Indeed, this 144 and 430MHz hand-held has
stacks of features on offer. I'm sure that with this
radio, which is competitively priced, Kenwood have
a winner. You see, you don't just get a radio for your
money - there's also a TNC which operates at both
1200 and 9600bps built-in to this mighty
package.

That's not all, you can
connect your GPS receiver just so long as its data output
conforms to NMEA (National
Marine Electronics Association)
standards - to the TH-D7 and
enjoy the benefits of Automatic

Packet Reporting System
(APRS). Plus, the recently launched

Visual Communicator the VC -H1
from Kenwood plugs straight in - and
you're ready for action.
So, there you have it - an instant
APRS, Packet and SSTV station and all
portable at that! There is, therefore, no
shortage of roles for the TH-D7 to take in its
stride.

Power Source
The main power source for a hand-held such as the
TH-D7 is, of course, its internal battery. NiCad is the
order of the day with this model, the standard PB-38
is a 6V 650mAH unit - the optional high voltage
replacement being the PB-39 - n 9.6V

600mAH battery for higher transmit
power.

Shipped with the TH-D7 is Kenwood's
BC -17 trickle charger (like the one
supplied with my TH-421 which is a
moulded plug affair supplying a nominal
13.8V to allow a PB-38 to charge in about
14 hours. First on my shopping list would
be the rapid charger. It's not possible to
operate the transceiver with the
charger connected.
You can power the TH-D7 from
an external source, such as a
vehicle supply or a mains p.s.u.
and accessory leads are available
from Kenwood. There's internal

regulation within the transceiver
allowing quite a range of input
voltages. The transceiver will warn
you by beeping and with a display
message if you exceed a maximum of

In The Palm
After a brief introduction to what this new Kenwood
can do, lets have a look at how it shapes up in the
palm of your hand. The set weighs in at 340g with
the standard PB-38
battery installed, a mere
60g heavier than my
faithful friend the
430MHz hand-held TH42. Not only is there very
little difference in mass,
but the volumes of both
rigs is very close too.

The TH-D7 is
122mm tall with the
concentric rotary control
adding a further 20mm.

Fig. 1: Most controls are
'dual function'.
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It is 57mm at its widest point - the location lugs at the
bottom of the battery unit - whilst the casing is a slim
53mm ( if you exclude the protrusions).
As far as depth is concerned, it depends on your
battery option, but the review model, which came
supplied with the PB-38 (as mentioned), is a
maximum depth of 38mm and, at its thinnest point.
30mm. You have to add the depth of the belt clip if you
have one fitted, it locates in the lugs moulded into the
battery case, which is a further 5mm.

around I6V.

Directions From Space
Ifyou're fortunate enough to own a GPS receiver, the
TH-D7 will allow you to get up and running with
APRS and get directions from space! Although this
type of activity is huge in the USA (correct me if I'm
wrong), it's somewhat sparse here in the UK.
Being one of the many unfortunates who do not
own a GPS receiver but would very much like to. I was
left having to beg the loan of a Garmin GPSIII from
Waters and Stanton (thanks Jeff'). Kenwood supply a
lead for use with GPS receivers, but it only has a
connector on the transceiver end of the lead! Kenwood
state that this is due to the many different types of
GPS systems there are in use). Obtaining a plug
suitable for the GPSIII can be less than easy, but there
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PC or directly via the TH-D7 itself, as it can
store data from up to 40 stations in memory.

Picture This
Another terrific feature which could be a life
saver for RAYNET and other emergency
service users of the professional version of
the TH-D7. is the set interaction with the
visual communicator.
Imagine an injured member of the
public needing more than the attention of
the trained first aider at the scene. Point the
VC-H1's camera at the injury, hit the 'send'
key and off goes the SSTV image in a matter
of tens of seconds with fast f.m. mode. The
trained medic at the other end of the radio
link can quickly pass instructions by return
- useful indeed.
But then there are less critical uses for
this kind of set-up. For instance, you can
keep friends and family entertained as you
explore the terrain around you - as long as
they're licensed of course.

Visual Communicator
Pressing that all important power button
first, brings up a welcome message on the
easy to read, wide angle liquid crystal
display il.c.d.). It's possible to program this
message to cater to your own taste. Perhaps

Quite a combination' (See text).
are ways. Having made up the interconnecting

hardware, we go onto using the set-up.
With an APRS station based on the TH-D7, you
can beacon your whereabouts for other stations and
have the radio work out distance and heading of
remote stations with a similar set-up. With the
addition of a computer ( DOS, Mac or Windows
software is available for them all I. it's possible to plot
the track of those same remote stations on a map to
illustrate their movements.
lb utilise the GPS and APRS functionality of the
TH-D7. you must configure the radio with some key
parameters. These are - the presence of a suitable
GPS receiver, your callsign and your position - the
latter is automatic with the GPS unit functioning.
Without a GPS connected, you have to
manually enter your latitude and
longitude in degrees and minutes.
Upon entering a valid location,
the TH-D7 displays the locator
code for your position. This is
very handy - a nice little
touch.
If this radio was used by
RAYNET members or
similar, then it would
provide an excellent way
to automatically track
the location of all the
team members.
Control could
monitor the
movements and
locations of all
suitably equipped

stations, either via a
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your own callsign lest you forget! A
confirming 'di dit' is emitted from the
speaker to confirm that the transceiver is
functioning. A similar pair of beeps are
sounded as the set powers itself off in
response to a second depression of the power key.
Once on and ready for action, the TH-D7 is a joy to

use. It retains the same character of its recent
predecessors in that v.f.o. and memory functions work
in the same manner. I must admit, here, to thinking
along the same lines as the team or individual at
Kenwood that planned the way the software works. So
I am biased on this points.
A new feature with this radio is the silver, fourway 'paddle' button at the top left of the keypad for
navigation around the menu functions, accessing and
entering data and controlling the various parameters
of the TH-D7. In a very short time, you're left
wondering why your previous transceiver didn't have
this capability.
Speaking of the keypad, it comprises a four by four
grid plus two additional slightly larger buttons for
selecting active bands and invoking the radio's menu
control system. All of the 18 keys are dual and some
have three functions assigned.
For low light conditions, the keypad is illuminated
along with the

". an

1-1-1

instant
RPM,

L-1
C-J

Packet and

rn

SSTU station

and all

c.rD

portable

at that!

rT-1

There is,

therefore,
no shortage

of roles for

rri

the TH-D7 to

11=1

=

take in its

stride"

CP=1

rTt
O

I=O
Fig. 2: Kevin G7TZC

used the Garmin
GPSIII unit with the
TH-07 (see text).

display. This
lighting is
invoked by
pressing 014

'lamp'
button
which lives
adjacent to
the dual
function
button, both of which nestle comfortably below 01,
much larger 'p.t.t.' key on the left hand side of the '11 l D7. I found these controls equally easy to operate
which ever hand 1 held the radio in.
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Specifications
Not being in a position to use calibrated and certified test
equipment, there are no actual user measurements featured in
this review of the TH-D7. But then, I'm not aware of any other
UK magazine that uses a certified set-up for any
measurements. So, I've provided the manufacturer's
Specifications for those who are interested in the figures_

General
Frequency Range:
Mode:
Operating Temp Range:
Supply Voltages:

144-146MHz/430-440MHz.
F1D Ig.m.s.k.1, F2D11.s.k.).
-20° to +60°C.
5.5 to 16V nominal 13.8V via d.c. In
F3E

socket
4.5 to 15V nominal 6V at battery
terminals.
Frequency Stability:

Microphone Impedance:
Antenna Impedance:

<t 1Oppm -10° to +50°C.
<215ppm -20° to +60°C.
5011.

Transmitter
Power Output:

Modulation Method:
Maximum Deviation:
Spurious Emissions:

Receiver
Architecture:
First i.f.:
Second i.f.:
Sensitivity:
Squelch Sensitivity:
Selectivity:
Audio Output:

H 113.8V): 6W
H 19.6V): -5W
H 16.0V): -2.5W
L 16.0V): -0.5W
EL 16.0V): -0.05W
Reactance.

5.5W.
-5W.

-22W.
-0.5W.
--0.05W.

I

I have a preference
when operating this
type of rig to hold it in
my left hand, thus
placing the p.t.t,
button under my left
thumb. This allows the
easier use of my right
hand for keypad and
rotary control fiddling.
Though, as I'm right
handed. I guess this is
to be expected. Tye not
really analysed this
before but I've just
noticed that I place my
little finger under the
bottom of the rig to
allow it to sit low in my
hand. This allows more
comfortable access to
the four-way paddle
and the afore
mentioned buttons
under the p.t.t. pad.
This arrangement sure
gives you a powerful
thumb.

The remaining
controls live, as you
might expect (well
<-60dB at High power setting.
you've seen the
pictures by now on the
top of the TH-D7. A
dual concentric control
Dual conversion superhet.
provides channel
38.85MHz
45.05MHz.
selection
455kHz.
450kHz
encoder and master
<0.18uV for 12dB SINAD.
volume control. In
<0.1uV.
conjunction with the
-6dB - 12kHz; -40dB - 28kHz.
'sql' key the squelch
>450mW @ 9.6V ibatteryl; >300mW
threshold is also set by
@ 6V battery. 10% dist into Ste load.
using the rotary
control.
I mentioned above
that the 'master' volume is effected by
the outer control. This is because the
radio allows simultaneous reception of
both of its bands. It's possible to set the
relative level of audio for each band with
a balance function directly from the
keypad, thus saving on two rotary
controls that you'd be more likely to find
on a mobile or base station. By the same
token, you only get the one 'S' -meter and
antenna socket.
The antenna connector used by
Kenwood for this radio is an SMA type a wise choice from an r.f. point of view,
but I've no SMA connectors in my shack!
My TH-42 uses a BNC. which I
personally prefer as all the
interconnections below 1GHz in my
shack are BNC too.
The antenna supplied with the TN D7 is approximately 40mm longer than
the single band one fitted to my 430MHz
radio. It appears - and indeed must be base loaded. It proved itself to be
effective, as the usual signals at my QTH
were available at a 'normal' level.
<25kHz.

Fig. 3: The standard 'fitted' battery is a

Sited
between the
antenna and the
rotary controls
are the two hi colour I.e.d.s
which

illuminate
green when the
squelch is
opened and red
when the
transmitter is
keyed. This can
be done either
manually, by
use of the p.t.t.
key, or

automatically
under the THD7's own control
due to, let's say,
APRS beacon
mode for
instance.
There's one
l.e.d. per band.
The TH-D7

doesn't appear to have the best battery condition
monitoring around, as when the charge is about all
used up, the TH-D7 is far from graceful in giving up
the ghost. Instead, it seems to get trapped in a
strange hysteresis loop, beeping and flashing its

The UC-Hi Nevin G7TZC takes a look at the VC -H1 and says that
it promises to cause an explosion in SSTV operation.

Not from fixed installations but on the move!
it's a long time ago when I first dabbled in SSTV. much

longer than I care to think about. The set-up then was based
on a photo multiplier tube, a lash-up home brow voltage
multiplier type e.h.t.. power supply and the lab oscilloscope
for display purposes. Well. that MIS the theory anyway.
The school electronics club, of which I was a member,
never really got things going - with the project being
abandoned before completion - but I'm convinced that it
would have worked if exams hadn't got in the way. That was
over 2,5 years ago and boy, haven't things changed?

Paget S5 i

Just hink about it - SSTV on the move, what a terrific idea!
Well it's one that's been implemented in a convenient handheld package by Kenwood with there exciting VC -H I
product. I took the opportunity, whilst spending some time
getting to know the TH-D7, to have an extended play with
the 'Visual Communicator'.
Essentially a charged coupled device array Ic.c.d.t
camera and a passive I.c.d. colour display snugly packaged
with all the required control electronics, the battery, powered
VC -H 1 makes a brilliant accessory far the hand portable
user.

For the guys at RAYNET it is, in my opinion, an

absolute must. Just imagine that there's a sponsored run, for
example and one of the competitors falls and injures
themselves. The RAYNET man on the spot can capture the
injury and relay it back to control and beyond for expert
examination, all with the push of a button or two. In this

6V 650mAH unit.
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display with spurts of received audio being emitted
from the sets speaker - which, incidentally, performs
well under normal conditions.
I guess that the above behaviour is no real major
problem - and it. is the same as ... you've guessed it,
my TH-42. I must say that I'm a happier with a more
controlled power off routine though. The battery life
is pretty good though, I found myself expecting the
set to power down ages before the battery was finally
exhausted.

Pocket Packet
The TH-D7 can be the basis for an amazing portable
v.h.f./u.h.f. station. Adding the likes of one of the
many palm -top PCs would provide a terrific Packet
station that would literally slip into your pocket. If
you're a seasoned DX chaser who makes use of the
Packet DX cluster network, then you don't need a PC
to utilise the TH-D7.
The radio can display call, frequency and time
information and it will store a list of up to ten
bulletins. With the TH-D7 configured this way you
can't send DX cluster information, but what a useful
feature this is!

Conclusion
As I said at the beginning of this review, what an
amazing package Kenwood have produced with the
TH-D7! It could truly be all things to all men (and to
be PC. all women too!). I was enthusiastic at the
beginning, that enthusiasm has grown ns I spent

kind of incident the VC -HI is a potential life
saver.

Whilst the scope of amateur
uses for the VC -H1 is huge, it
seems pretty obvious that this
product will make huge inroads into
commercial radio applications,
emergency and security operations
spring readily to mind.
In addition to the SSTV digital
frame mode, the VC -H I also provides
video output - though sadly NTSC, not
PAL D so, if you have a suitable multi standard monitor or video recorder, you
benefit front this functionally too. It must be
said. however, that first and foremost, the
VC -H1 is a digital stills camera, monitor,
modulator/demodulator, frame store, control
unit and speaker microphone.
Video camera functions are somewhat limited
to say the least. The lens has no aperture control, so
lighting levels can be critical. The sensitivity seems
optimised for indoor situations. The fixed focus, wide
angle lens also limits the ultimate performance of the

unit Put into perspective though, the functionality that
you get with the VC -H1, in my opinion, is just what's
needed for a portable video terminal.
The rather inevitable c.c.d. camera unit fronts -up the
image collection side of the unit, whilst for display purposes, a
TFT colour I.e.& is utilised. The camera portion on the VC -HI.
which resides at the top of the transceiver sized unit, is
connected to the main portion of the VC -H I via a 3.5mm
stereo jack. This allows both the removal of the camera to
operate remotely with an extension lead and for the camera to
he rotated though 260. whilst 'in situ' in its normal position on
the lower portion of the VC -HI. A neat idea indeed.

To Ovr,,,:,:!
The VC -HI is a 'cinch' to operate - really! Once you've loaded
your film alkaline AA into cells or connected a suitable 6V p.s.u.
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KENWOOD
INTERACTIVE VISUAL COMMUNICATOR

time unlocking the secrets of this little action -packed
dual -band rig.

Many thanks go to Dave Wilkins at Kenwood
UK, Kenwood House. Dwight Road, Watford,
Herts WD1 8E8, (01923) 816444, for the loan of

Fig. 4: "Here's looking
The add-on
SSTV package (see
text).

at you"!

the transceiver which retails at £319.95 and the
VC -H1 Visual communicator which retails at
£399. How am I going to afford them?
PW

and figured out the interconnections - there are a few
available. There's the transceiver interconnecting lead, the
computer lead and possibly a video lead too. Then you're off.
Most likely, for portable operation, you'll only need
the transceiver interconnecting lead. Though in the
shack it's another matter. While 1 remember, the VC -H1
is not solely for v.h.f. and u.h.f. operation, so it can
easily be coupled up to your h.t ng too. Modes
provided by the VC -H1 are as follows - Martin MI
and M2. Robot 36 and 72, AVT90, AVT94. Scottie
SI and S2. When used with the TH-D7 or similar
9600 baud capable transceivers, Fast FM mode
is also available for pretty quick (about 15
seconds per frame, picture transmission.
There are only a few controls, six buttons
and slide switch for power. Mode of operation
is set by holding different configurations of
buttons at power on. All the functions that
are controlled by these buttons are also
remotely operated by interconnection via a serial port - and use of a PC and
the VC -H1 Control Terminal software
which provides additional image storage
.......
and management facilities.
The VC -H1 only has room for ten stored
images internally. It's possible with both the
.isual communicator alone to add annotation to images.
such as your callsign, hut the Terminal software allows more
advanced addition of text to both images received and those to

"The TH-07 can

be the basis for
an amazing

portable
u.h.1.1u.h.f.

station".

be sent.

Using The VC -H I is an activity which certainly adds appeal to
SSTV operation, bringing the mode into a new dimension.
Readily portable SSTV as provided by this kind of equipment
will surely lead to some much more interesting images being
exchanged on amateur bands - well we can hope.
If you would like to experience the delight of the VC -H1 it
will set you back some £399.96. Many thanks go to Dave

Wilkins and Kenwood UK for the loan of the VC -HI.

"The 11C-Ii1 is a

`cinch' to

operate -

really"!
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RADIOWORLD

ci

(WEST MIDLANDS)

37 COPPICE LANE
CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL
WEST MIDLANDS WS6 7HA

TEL SALES& SERVICE: 01922 414796
FAX: 01922 417829
MOBILE TEL: 0850 099244

WE ARE 5 MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

Main dealers for Alinco, Icom, Yaesu & Kenwood

Manufacturers warranty on all new equipment
YAE SU
AL/NCO
KENWOOD
iCOM

TELEPHONE

Most of the Icom range will carry
unbelievable discounts.
for details

FT-920AF

TS -870

IC -706G

HF & 6m built-in tuner
with FM & FREE AM/FM

Still the only true DSP
radio with TX,EQ N/R.

HF 6m, 2m, 70cm

Filter. 1.1499

SALES ON:

01

922

£1099

DR -M06
6fV1 MOBILE 20W

FT-1000MP AC
HF, 6m, 2m 100W, 100W,

Dual Receiver. Digital
100W Competition radio.

100W with tuner built in.

C2-1-99'

TS-570DG
tuner. £899

DR -140

FT-VX 1R

Computer driven

Ask for Dave

receiver.

TH-G71E

VHF/UHF
Handie.

Full 5 Watts
power. Wide
band receive.

Micro small.

£199

DR -430

IC -T8

E-mail

The new mobile base. DSP HF 2m70cm 50MHz.

Lues

£299

radio world4virgin net

Ism

£220

CZ3
TM -G707

FT -847

Triple bander. 5W
output.
Military spec.

llitTiPtreespace virgin net/radioworld

£220

Mobile 70cm

(G1LBE)

WEB SITE

2M mobile 50W

£239

PCR 1000

Open 7 days per
week til! 7.00pm

£215

Dedicated HF mobile base DSP with built-in

£1395

47
96

DX -70TH
HF-6M gC113-

£1699

,10-1°11111
IC -746

41

.

.

The new mobile package
with features: High
visability display, 5 -in -1
programme memory,
memory name function,
multiscan facility_& built
in CTCSS.

DJ -G5
2M/70CM handie

£237

£299

FT -100

r

IC-T22E
2m handie 5W.

£185

HF 6m/2m/70cm extra
small mobile.

PRICE MATCH

Information to follow.

Up to 5% extra discount may be available on
selected items.

112023

There is NO CHARGE for
using credit cards

waxes
USED
EQUIPMENT
PX WELCOME
BEST PRICES
PAID!
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WE STOCK ALL ACCESSORIES FOR THE MAIN BRANDS DISCOUNTED BY 10%
amp

Microphones - Icom

SM20 600ohm. 8 pin, deluxe

mg MC -80 electret desk mic with pre -amp
MC.85 electret desk mic with pre -amp
f100 & compressor
MC -90 desk mic for DSP transceivers

desk mic

1109

SM6 ohm, 8 pin, desk mic .
......
SM8 1.3/600 ohm selectable, 8 pin
desk mic

SP -23 station loudspeaker for

SPA) base station loudspeaker with audio
liner
/125
SP21 base station loudspeaker ..
..E65

TS-4501690S/570D

Microphones - Kenwood

1125
.111119

SP -950 station loudspeaker for

C -60A dual impedance desk mic internal pre -

TS-950S0X

.-.-.162

SP -31 station loudspeaker for
TS -850/810S

Yaesu FT -847 options

/65 ATAS-100 active tuning ant system._ me

Speakers - Kenwood

Speakers - Icom

.

F106

M50
£96

FC.20 automatic ant tuner.
1197
MD100 MX desk top moo
199
YF-115C 455kHz/500Hi Collins Mechanical
filter
E119
YF-1158 02 2 7kHZ SSB filter Collins

Mechanical

..........

1119

We also stock all makes of
antennas:- Cushcraft,
Diamond, Sirio, Watson,
Pro -Am, etc.
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37 COPPICE LANE
CHESLYN HAY, WALSALL

RAMP

S

WEST MIDLANDS WS6 7HA
SALES &SERVICE TEL

01922 414796

savo

FAX

01922 417829
WE ARE MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

Due to our success, we have now opened a Service Department to give
our customers excellent after -sales service.
/All types of repairs
/ Original manufacturers
undertaken and carried
out by experienced staff

/Alignment and calibration
using 'state -of -the -are
equipment

/ Modifications undertaken

spares fitted

/ All repairs guaranteeed

I

We aim to turn around
repairs within 7 working
days at very competitive
rates

FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE. PHONE FOR DETAILS!

USED EQUIPMENT PRICE LIST
MAKE

MODEL

ALINCO
AOR
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM

DJ -G5

7030 General Coverage Remote
C 706 Mkt
C735 General Coverage
C W32E Dual Band Handie
C -275E 25W MULTI/MODE
C -970H PIS WIDE RECEIVE 900MHZ
SP -20

C-706 MK 11
C -575A 50MHZ BASE
C -271E MULTI -MODE 2M BASE
C -751A

PRICE

£200.00
£500.00
£599.00
£425.00
£130.00
£550.00
£1,495.00
£80.00
£650.00
£575.00
£395.00
£495.00
£1,195.00
£1,495.00
£999.00

C-756 HF + 6M
C -970H TOP UHF -VHF BASE + 800MHz
C-746 HF 6M 2M TRANSCEIVER
C -821H DUAL BAND BASE TRANSCEIVER
£750 .00
C R72 0-30 + FM USB/LSB -CW RECEIVER....E395 .00
PS -55 POWER SUPPLY 20AMP
£120 .00
AT -180 AUTO ATU FOR IC -706

£260 00

IC 505 50MHz PORTABLE 10W MULTIMODE ..£300 .00
KENWOOD TS 5700 DSP General Coverage
£750 .00
KENWOOD TS 670 7-21-28-50MHz Base
£425.00
KENWOOD TS -930 SAT BOXED
£575.00
KENWOOD TS -140S 0-30 RX TX
£400.00
KENWOOD TH78E DUAL BANDER
£195.00
KENWOOD MC 60A DESK MIC
£70.00
KENWOOD TS -440 SAT "MINT"
£595.00
KENWOOD TH-G71 LATEST DUAL BAND HANDLE
£200.00
KENWOOD TS -870S
KENWOOD TS -950 SD

KENWOOD DSP 100 DSP UNIT
KENWOOD TS -870 SAT 0-30 DSP
KENWOOD TS 850 SAT 0-30
KENWOOD TL 922 HF AMP
KENWOOD TS -450 SAT 0-30
KENWOOD AT -300 OUTDOOR ATU
KENWOOD SM-220 SCOPE
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£1,395.00
£1,450.00
£295.00
£1,200.00
£895.00
£950.00
£650.00
£260.00
£195.00

KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD

SM 230 SCOPE

YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
DISPLAY
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU

FT 840

TS -940 SAT TRANSCEIVER INC AUTO ATU
TS 711E BASE TRANSCEIVER 2 METRE

£395.00
£795.00
£425.00

TS 271E BASE TRANSCEIVER PRE AMP AC ...E395.00

0-30 MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
£495.00
TS -950 SD BASE TRANSCEIVER 150WATT...E1,395.00
KE NWOOD AT -250 AUTOMATIC ATU
£195.00
£495.00
KENWOOD TS -440S 0-30MHz TRANSCEIVER
989C ANTENNA TUNER 3KW
MFJ
£250.00
986 ANTENNA TUNER
MFJ
£180.00
TOKYO
SAGRA 600 750WATT 2M AMP
£575.00
YAESU
FT 8500 Dual Band
£325.00
YAESU
£600.00
FT 890 HF Gen "as new"
TS 50S

FT 290R 2m Multi Mode
FT 290R 2m Multi Mode
FT -1000 MP AC LATE SERIAL No. 8F
£1,695.00
FT -767 HF GEN COV + 2M + 6M
FT -8100 DISPLAY
FT -10 2M HANDLE
FT -11 2M HANDLE
FT 757GX11

FT -920 FM "98"
FT -736R 2170/6
FT-990AC

FT -847 EX -DISPLAY
FT 980 HOME BASE

FRG -100 MINT WITH PSU FM
FT -790R MK11 70cm
FRG 8800 - CONVERTER

£500.00
£195.00
£225.00
£750.00
£295.00
£125.00
£140.00
£450.00
£1,099.00
£950.00
£895.00
£1,275.00
£495.00
£350.00
£325.00
£325.00

FC-20 AUTOMATIC ATU (BOXED AS NEW!!) £175.00
FT -736R AC 2,70 TRANSCEIVER

£695.00

FC-902 ATU 500Watt
£130.00
FTV-902 TRANSVERTER INC 2 M
£120.00
£70.00
FV-101 EXTERNAL VFO
FT -790 70CMS MULTIMODE TRANSCEIVER ....£175.00
FT-757GX 0-30 TRANSCEIVER
£395.00
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contest

UHF Contests

Neill Taylor

G4HLX, long

serving

adjudicator of
the Practical
Wireless
144111Hz QRP

Contest, brings
you some top

I lyou have chosen to go portable, then
there's the pleasure of a day in the great
outdoors. Finally, there's the satisfaction of see' ng your
millsign in the results listings. Oh yea - and, of course. there's
just the sheer delight of playing with radios all day long!6

Ideal Event?

tips for
successfully

competing in
v.h.f. contests

Have you ever thought of entering
a v.h.f. contest? If it seems a bit
daunting, it needn't he. Getting
started can he really
straightforward and a lot of fun.
There's the excitement of the
competitive spirit, the friendly
trial of your equipment and operating
skills against others - but there's also a
lot more! You can expect some contacts
over much greater distances than you
usually achieve, thanks to many
stations operating from good v.h.f sites
far away. You should make a large
number of QSOs, including some in
regions, squares or counties that are
normally hard to find.

-

and he should
know!

The Practical Wireless 144MHz QRP Contest is an ideal event
for your first go at v.h.f. contesting. The rules are simple, the
log -keeping and scoring straightforward and the 3W
transmitter power limit makes it easy to compete effectively
even with simple equipment.
Year after year we receive reports from first-time entrants
who are amazed by the DX they have achieved with their
simple station. Also, after your first experience of a v.h.f
contest, you might like to move en to operate in some of the
many v.h.f./u.h.f. contests organised by the RSGR.

Preparation Essential
The first thing to stress about entering a v.h.f. contest is that
preparation is essential. Planning is the key to success and it
starts with taking stock of what you will need - in terms of
radio equipment and other requirements.
Right at the start you must decide if you are going to 'go it -alone as a single operator, or get together with some friends
to forma group. There's a lot to he said for this, in terms of
pooling of resources such as equipment and antennas and
sharing of the work on the day - not only operating the station.

but getting everything set up and running.
A very important decision to be made as early as possible is
the choice of a site at which to set up the station and operate.
You might prefer to use your existing base station at your home.
but the real fun of a QRP contest is really only to be had by
going ton good portable site. If you've never tried it before, you'll
be amazed at how much more you can hear and work from a
hilltop site.
What makes a good v.h.f. site? It's not only sheer height
above sea level. but the quality of the 'take -off' or how the land
Calla off around the site. Ideally you want a good take -off in all
directions - certainly in the directions that you expect most
contacts to be made. If you're trying to choose between several

alternative sites, it's well worth visiting them, armed with a
v.h.f. receiver and comparing the relative signal strengths of
distant beacons and repeaters.
There are twn more very important aspects of selecting a
Kite. The first is that you must obtain any necessary
permission from whoever owns the land. Do not leave this until
the last moment. It's usually easy enough, if you make a
courteous request explaining clearly what you wish to do.
Secondly, do what you can to make sure that there's not
another group also planning to use the same site, or one very
close by. Asking around at the local club and checking with local
known v.h.f. enthusiasts, should help here - and it's wise to have
an alternative site in mind, just in case you do arrive at your
chosen location on the day of the context to find another group
already set up there - you wouldn't be the first to encounter this
problem'

Neill Taylor G4HLX in

The Equipment

action at a v.h.f. contest
with his son, Ben
G8EQX and daughter,
Katherine who is taking
her Novice exam soon.
Neill tells us that it was
whilst helping him at a
v.h.f. contest which
sparked her interest in
Amateur Radio!

Now let's turn to the equipment you'll be needing. Almost all
v.h.f. contest activity is on s.s.b., so basically you need a suitable
s.s.b. transceiver. If you're operating in an area where local fin.
activity is high. you might be able to pick up some extra contacts
on this mode, but you should definitely expect to spend most of
the day and achieve all your long-distance contacts, on s.s.b.
The c.w. mode is also very well suited to QRP operation. so
if you're proficient at Morse then take your key along. )Although
in the past. the amount of c.w. activity during the PW QRP
contest has been disappointingly low).
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In the PR' QRP contest, the limit on the output power of
your transmitter is 3W, so if yuu use a transceiver capable of
more than this, you must find some way of reducing the power
to this level. On many modern tninseeivers there's a control to
adjust the output power and all you need to do is find a
reliable means of measuring 3W. More advice on this will be
published with the contest rules next month.
When using low power, it's even more important than
usual to make best use of every fraction of a watt available to
you. This means having low -loss antenna feeder and an
antenna with the biggest gain that you can muster. However.
don't choose an array that's so enormous that it will be
impossible to get up on the mast, bearing in mind that the
weather will probably conspire to make this as difficult as it
can at the critical moment!
A high wind not only makes antenna erection
troublesome, it can also make it impossible to keep the beam
pointing in the direction that you want. So you should think
about a means of anchoring the mast in place, especially if you
are making use of the traditional 'armatrong method of
rotation.
It's probably even more important to consider the
efficiency of the receive side of your station. To work your
furthest distances and all those remote squares, you need to
pull in the weakest signals.
One way you might be tempted to try to increase your
receiver's sensitivity is to use a pre -amplifier. But be very
cautious about this. A high -gain pre -amplifier is certain to
worsen the strung -signal performance of your receiver and, in
a contest (even a QRP ones there are likely to be quite a few
strong signals around, which could leave you suffering from
the effects of overload and inter -modulation.
The one place that a receive pre -amplifier really can help
is at the mast head, ahead of the antenna feeder. By almost
eliminating the feeder loss from the system noise figure, this
can noticeably improve the readability of weak signals above
the noise.
If you do use a pre -amplifier anywhere in your system,

make sure that you have a quick and easy way of switching it
right out of circuit if you encounter strong -sip -all problems.
These may manifest themselves in a number of ways. for
example received signals I nut necessarily the strung ones' may
become distorted, intermodulated with others, or the receiver
noise floor may seem to rise and fall erratically. A better
solution, featured on some modern transceivers, is the ability
to switch off the receiver's own r.f. stage when using an
external mast -head pre -amplifier.
A QRP station shouldn't need a lot of power to run it, so
when portable you may be able to power your station by a
battery of some sort - a lead -acid accumulator tithe car type
may be suitable. An alternative to a battery is a small petrol electric generator, although these tend to be noisy, smelly and
messy. Or maybe you could try the true ecological approach
and use an array of solar cells.

What Else?
So, apart from the transceiver, antenna, mast. feeder and
source of power, what else do you need? Well, a microphone, of
course, maybe a Morse key and headphones for the operator.
Everyone else will want to hear. too, so you might like to
arrange for both a loudspeaker and one or mare pairs of
headphones to be connected to the receiver output.
Some people like to use a speech processor, to raise the
mean power level on sail. while still maintaining 3W p.e.p.
With a well -adjusted transmitter and a good microphone that
delivers 'punchy' audio, you really shouldn't need a speech
processor, but if yuu do use one, avoid setting too much
compression that renders the audio unintelligible. On the
other hand, with no processor. don't try to achieve compression
by just turning up the microphone gain too far. as this leads to
over -driving and a nasty broad signal.
Other things to remember are a station cluck, power
meter, a supply of pencils, pens, erasers, amps and all the
stationery you need 'more later' plus a scrap paper pad. Oh
yes - and a compass, if you want to know which way your
antenna is pointing!
Even with a simple station, there's enough bits and pieces
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to make it easy to forget something vital! The answer is lit s ritt
a checklist, identifying everything you need including spare,
and backups, te.g. a second baueryiand not forgetting other
important supplies such as the food and drink.
Such a checklist should help you avoid the sort of problem
that too many contest operators have had in the pact - as in the
following typical story of an experienced contestant in an event a
few years ago. He struggled up to the top of a Welsh mountain
with all his equipment, a hard two-mile climb. Only then did he
realise that the feeder was terminated in N -type plugs, but the
transceiver had a SO -239 socket! It's OK, he thought, I have an
adapter then the awful truth dawned - it's in the car at the foot
of the mountain!
Of course this sort of slip-up wouldn't happen with proper
preparation. It really is a good idea to have a 'dummy run',
getting all the equipment together a week or two before the
contest and setting it all up, in the back garden or somewhere
else easy Apart from checking out compatibility between all the
hits and pieces, especially if several people are sharing
resources, this is an ideal time to write that checklist.
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So, the day arrives, 20 June, you get to the site in good time,
erect your tent, caravan, or whatever you have chosen to protect
you from the weather, (even if it's bright sun' and get everything

0900 and

set up and operational in time for the mourre start time. Then
what? Well, I assume you are generally familiar with the format

160OUTC

of contest QSOs. If not, don't worry, but it's a good idea to have
at least listened to a bit of contest operation beforehand.
A good opportunity to listen to a contest is the RSGB
144MHz contest on 15116 May, a 24 -hour event starting at
1400UTC on the Saturday. The information to be exchanged in
that contest includes a three -letter district code which will not
be required in the QRP contest, but otherwise the QSO format is
similar. Not everything you hear will necessarily be good
operating practice, of course and maybe you can decide fur
yourself the techniques that sound effective!
When you get started, you'll soon find that what works best
is to be unhurried and deliberate in the information you send,
using standard phonetics and sending things in the order that
the receiving operator is expecting to write them down - report.
serial number. locator.
Being attentive to every detail of the information you receive
is equally important and don't be afraid to ask for a repeat of
anything which you're unsure of. If anything is incorrect in
either log, both stations may loose points in the adjudication.
Be particularly careful about callsigns -a very common
error, fir example, is omitting a '/P suffix from a call in the log.
The Practical Wireless contest is generally a very friendly affair,
so although you'll want to be quick and efficient, do take the
time to be courteous.

Accurate Log
Keeping a completely accurate log is. of course, essential. Some
operators prefer to use a computer for this purpose and there are
certainly some very suitable software products available. It's
even possible at a portable station to use a laptop as long as the
battery lasts outl
The biggest risk with the computerised approach is the r.f.
likely to be radiated from the computer, causing you unwanted
QRN. So, if you plan to use computer logging, make sure that
when you have your 'dummy run' you give it a thorough test
Even after all this, you still can't be sure - preparing for a
recent contest. I convinced myself that
my laptop was not radiating anything
detectable on the receiver. But once
everything was set up on site, switching
on the computer produced a just
perceptible increase in the noise floor on
the receiver. This is unacceptable, so the
computer was instantly abandoned in
favour of the traditional pen and paper
log sheets, which had been brought
along as a back-up.
Many people believe that handwntten logs are still the hest way. Most
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contest
surprisingly important. It may sound nice and clear where you
are, but on the other side of country, where you're hoping to
reach. other stations may be audible. You don't hear them
because of the beam heading that you and the competing station
have set
When one or both of you moves the antenna you suddenly
realise that you've been sharing the frequency. There's nothing
to be gained by being obstinate in this situation - one of you is
going to have to move! On the other hand, you sometimes get a
feeling that you have a good spot on the hand to yourself.
particularly if you get a string of calls from far afield and it's well
worth hanging on to it as lung as you can.
After the day is all over, there remains one further essential
job to be done - preparing the log for submission as a contest
entry. Youll have two weeks in which to get this complete and in
the post_ This is where a computer might come in handy,
although hand-written logs are perfectly acceptable, if clearly
written.
It's particularly important to find and mark any duplicate
contacts and to highlight the first contact in each square being
claimed as a multiplier. All required covering information must
also be given read the rules one more time before sending off
your entry. A cover sheet form. as well as a log sheet, can be
downloaded from the contest Web site:

operators prefer to write the entries themselves.
although if juu have a group of people, you could have a
second person as log -keeper. If so, then both operator and
logger really need to concentrate both should use
headphones.

Another important job. if using a manually written
log, is keeping the 'checking'. This is a record. kept upte-date throughout the contest, of all stations worked in
alphabetical order, usually of the part of the callsign after
the prefix. te.g. G3XE1) goes under 10. A large sheet of
paper ruled into 26 columns is suitable for this though you
won't get many under VP.
The person keeping this `checklog' constantly checks to see if
the station calling has been worked before, avoiding wasted time
and duplicates. Of course, a computer log does this
automatically, but I defy any operator to type in a callsign for
checking as quickly as an alert 'checklogger' can cast his or her
eye down the appropriate column in a manual system!
As well as this list of stations worked. youll want to keep a
record of locator squares worked. Because in the PW QRP
Contest, your score is multiplied by the number of large locator
squares leg, 1031i you work - every new one worked is very
valuable to you.
A small map showing the squares, which you can shade in
with a highlighter as you work them, not only shows how many
you have so far, but also gives a clear indication of the directions
in which you need to try to pick up some more. Useful
information when deciding which way to point the antenna next.

httptithome.neiMorg/contest to help with this, although any
A -I sheets may be used.

The full rules for this year's PW QRP Contest will be
published in Practical Wireless next month. But if you're
thinking of having a go for the first time in this event, don't
wait until then now is the time to start your planning and
preparation. Then you'll be ready to join the hundreds of
operators over the years who have found that entering the
contest can be a lot of fun, rewarding and fill the log book
with lots of good contacts. l look forward to welcoming your
log as an entry and even maybe working you on that sunny
Sunday in June!
PW

Your First Contest
In your first contest, you're likely to want to spend as much time
tuning the band and answering other stations' CQ calls, as you
do sitting on one frequency calling CQ yourself.
When you do call CQ yourself, picking a 'good' frequency is
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Sigma Wire Antennas
The World's Largest Wire Antenna Manufacturer
iyrria Antennas are easy to assemble using the supplied ,nstrIAltOnS

Heavy Duty Deluxe G5RV's SOLI COAX FEED
Louis Varney designed the G5RV

12.5kl-lz CONVERSIONS
Save money and keep your existing rig. Castle can convert
most makes and models. Call Castle to discuss your
requirements.

as a

1.5k.

pattern end low feed
impedance, which is matched to a
500 coax feed, by a 3000 ribbon
line transformer.
102' top, 31' ribbon feed
E45.70
51' top, 15' ribbon feed
E39.70

14.15MHr centrefed

doublet, hence the 10211 top. Th.*

results in a multilobe radiation
Full Size
Half Size

G5RV
G5RV

80,40,20/15.10m
40/20,15/10m

Shortened Q DIPOlei

SERA/ICE
Rig problems? You'll want to know that when things go
wrong. they're put right - buck to the way the manufacturer
specifies. and hack to the way the rig worked when new.
Castle Electronics has been servicing rigs for years: is
trusted by some of the largest names in the industry to put
their equipment into good shape. and can be trusted by you
to make your station operational in the best and most
efficient way. Make Castle your tiro stop for service

Attention owners of Kenwood TS-570D's: we are
now equipped to upgrade to the new DG
specifications - RING FOR DETAILS
O

KENWOOD YAESU ICOM

Ca5tte electronics

E-mail: service0caatte-electdernon.co.uk
Geoff G4AOU John G6VJC

=

40m
80m
160m

SLS 80K
SLS 160K

4040/15/10m

SD -46

40120/15110m

SD 52
SD 54

80/40120/15/10m
80/40120/15/10m
80/40,20/15110m
80/40120/15/10m
160180/40,20P15/0m
160/80140/20/15,10m
160/80m

SD -610
SD -162

urrieg

511A

I f tinge

--1111C

£91.45
£152.95
£97.45
£157.95
£218.95
£113.95
£171.95
£228.96
£289.95
£307.96
£359.95
£135.95

27' long
24' long
55' long
47' long
42' long
105' long
97' long
88' long
82' long
154' long
148' long
208' long

20.+15.110m

2 Trap

13' Ion

40/2005/10m
40/20/15/10m

1 Trap
2 Trap
3 Trap

28'

410/20i15/10rn
80140120/15110m
80/40f20/15/11Orn

SVS-51
SVS-52

SVS53
SVS84
SVS-65
SYS- 181

Trading as

g

53' long
49' tong
44' long
42' long
77' long
73' long
105' tong

I Trap
2 Tr

80/40/20/15/10m
80/40/20/15/10m
160/80/40/20/15/10m
160/80/4040/15/10m
160/80m

SYS-54

The Gentleman Dealer

J

Fed at ground level with the 'cold' side connected to a ground stake
I Trap
14' long
24/15,10rn
6.70

SVS 31
SVS-32
SVS-41

SYS 43

RIGS OF DISTINCTION
NG3RCQ & SON

2 Trap
4 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
8 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
8 Trap
8 Trap
8 Trap
10 Trap
2 Trap

Vertical TraPPed SloPers s 5011 COAX FEED

SVS42

AERI4 L

DIPO les # SOO COAX FEED

-

20/15110m
40120/15/10m

SD.58
SD 68

discerning Short Wave listener

1

20/15/10m

SD42

DiPok 500 COAX FEE_

I

I

SD -32
SD 34.

t91.45

£55.70

TraPPed
ats

£85.416

4,; ran t

0 30MHz

SRO

60-56
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.

Specially designed for the

Fa;

£74.45

38' long
69' long
100' long

L

Receiving

411111

SD 44

Main
dealer
A

Unit 20, Halfpenny Green Airport
Bobbington, Nr Stourbridge
West Midlands DY7 5DY
Tel: (01384) 221036 Fax: (01384) 221037

SLS 40K

l COAX

4 Trap
Trap
Trap

Layout of 2 trap striper

Ali Band
SA10 operates on all bands 160m
Wm. It can be installed as a flat top.
slope', or inverted 'V'. The top is

£87.45
£60.46
£89.45
£120.95
£67.45
£96.45
£128.95
£158.95
1E166.95

£199.95
£78.45

Coax Feed

SA -10 45051 FEED
insulators. A centre insulator is fed
with 100ft/30.48m of 45011 heavy duty

13511141.15m of heavy duty stranded

twin ribbon feeder. It will work well
from the balanced line output of your

copper wire. with low loss end

antenna tuner.

£67.45

All Band (Limited Space) SAS -2 450I1 FEED

WE BUY
AND SELL
NEW & USED
AMATEUR RADIOS

MAIL ORDER

CASHiCHEQUES

SUMMER IS COMING! It's time to treat yourself
to a new receiver or amateur transceiver.
We buy 6 sell ham radios old or new.
It makes sense to phone AERI4L.
Ask for Dave G3RCQ

allo-{ I

11.

SAS -2 will operate from 160m - 10m.
It can be a flat top, eloper, or Inverted
V'. The top is of heavy duty stranded
copper
wire,
end
provides
135/V41,15m electrical length, with a
physical length of only 701V21.34m

1 -se

of antenna
use
nhortnnern. it is centre fed with
100ft/30.413m of 4500 heavy duty twin

through

4 Cite

ribbon feeder. This antenna will work
well from the balanced line output of
your antenna tuner
£97.45

Off Centre Fed Dipoles 50S1 COAX FEED
3
one ,Ng working against the other. A
centre fed dipole operates on its fundamental. and odd harmonics. An OCF dipole
operates on its fundanieritel, arid °yea harmonics

Oct-

1

a-

MID
OCF Full Size
OCF Half Size

r --

rats
80140/20/17/12110m
40120/10m

135' long
68' long

£73.45
£58.45

All antenna types marked I can be supplied with a
3kW current balun option. Add £18.

Available only by mail order from our sole distributor:

1962

www.g3rcq.co.uk

1999

showroom

OFFICE: 0956 854947 PAGER: 01523 133511
E-mail: g3rcq@easynet.co.uk

is your
local rally

Callers by appointment only.
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The Australian -made Hi hlander
11:77n

Tilfr)11 ()21
Richard
Newton GORS

reviews the
Australian
made

Highlander
Antenna from
Talkabout
Antennas and
tells us all about
just how
impressed he
was with it's

aesthetics.
design and
performance!
Read on to find
out more.

As a Radio Amateur and avid short wave
listener tm.w.l.i of some years standing, it
will be of no surprise to anyone that radio
enthrals me. The thought of sitting in a
room and speaking to someone in a
different country is, to me, thrilling. When 1
first got my h.f. licence I, like most, had a
very modest set up. In fact I've always kept to just
wire antennas at home.
Some time ago, however, I was chatting to Colin
G3XAS who used to run our local radio store, we were
chatting away and he and Gordon G3JTK started to
recount stories of going mobile with h.f. equipment. These
two people probably don't remember the conversation or
realise they started me off on a crusade.
I bought myselfalNio TS -120V. it was a 10W multi mode h.f. rig without the WARC hands. This rather large
radio. by today's standards, was strapped and stuck with
Velcro to the passenger floor pan on my car. I also had a
mono band mobile whip for the 7MHz band, I was
immediately hooked - h.f. mobile was to become part of my
radio life!
The reason for sharing my interest in h.f. mobile is
simple - I wanted to illustrate that I have undertaken
many enjoyable hours of mobile h.f. working with all sorts
of different set-ups. I love antennas. I am always buying
different h.f. whips. both single hand and multi -band -1
enjoy trying out different designs. That's why I eagerly

agreed to try out the Highlander multi -frequency b.f.
mobile antenna courtesy of Paul Beevers and his
Talkabout Antenna company i Paul &fevers is himself a
Radio Amateur and carries the callsign G1GCV and
VK6UTE).
From Paul Beevers' own literature it would seem that
Talkabout Antennas manufacture two h.f. mobile antennas
- the one I had for review which is called the 'Highlander'
and the aptly named 'Full Monty', which is a large, two
piece antenna.

Highlander Aesthetics
The Highlander arrived and I eagerly unpacked it and,
although I realise aesthetics are a very
personal thing. I have to say that when I
unpacked the Highlander I was very
impressed. The antenna looks wonderful.
Right away it gives the impression of
sheer quality, if anything looks like it
should work, the Highlander does.
The literature explains a little about
the background of the Highlander. It
claims that it /and other antennas in the
Talkabout collection, have been
developed over a I6 -year period. It also
states that along with its Talkabout
cousins, it's apparently in use all over
Australia by "... government departments
and private companies, for transmission
of r.f signals over a long distance-.

Fig 1: Different bands are selected
by using a supplied 'wander lead'
which plugs into tapping points
along the antenna. This picture
shows these - note how they all
point downwards so that rain will
run off land not into) the connection.
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The antenna for review was 1.67m in length with the
tuning stub fully extended. The supplied spring added a
further 111mm. This made the whole thing a little short of
two metres. II covers the 3.5, 7, 14, 18, 21, 24, 28 and 50MHz
amateur hands. With a power rating of 300W it will cope
with most isensiblei mobile or portable set-ups.
Fitted with (318iniUNF thread screw mounts. the
antenna is constructed of fibre glass with pre -tuned copper
helical windings. This is then covered in a smooth epoxy
resin coating, all of which helps to give the entire antenna
both strength and durability.

'Wander Lead'
The Highlander antenna supplied for the review was finished
in an attractive deep blue (I'm not sure whether there's a
choice of colours. The base and top end containing the tuning
stub are made of solid brass and different hands are selected
by using a supplied 'wander lead' which plugs into tapping
points along the antenna. These all point downwards so that
rain will run off (and not into/ the connection. /See Fig. 1
The tapping points are labelled by prominent engraving
of the band i in metres) next to the socket. No expense spared
here either - the 'wander lead' connections are superior
banana type plugs, they're gold plated and make a good solid
connection into the gold plated sockets. (This antenna just
ones quality).
The antennas are actually handmade by 1rry
Ventoura. In his literature, Paul describes Terry as a
craftsman, if you could see the quality of this man's work you
might say that this is an understatement. The brass fittings
are lightly brushed. The tuning stub is held in place by a
tapered thread divided into quarters and tightened by a
tapped brass cap. This brass cap is finished in a deep
diamond shape knurling for part of its body.
The antenna is quite large in comparison to a wire4rodi
whip, it measures approximately 22mm at the widest point
and this tapers down to the thinnest point i not including the
tuning stub( of approximately 8mm.
The only way that I could measure the weight was with
the help of my wife. Diane. I borrowed her trusted Salter
kitchen scales. You try balancing an h.f. mobile antenna on a
pair of kitchen scales! It took some time but the Highlander
weighed in at approximately 500g

Careful Thought
The Highlander was obviously going to need careful thought
in the way that it was mounted. An h.f mobile antenna
shouldn't really be mounted on a magnetic mount. as this
does not offer a proper d.c. earth and in the case of the
Highlander, a magnetic mount would never hold it.
Paul Beevers had kindly sent me a mounting spring for use
with the Highlander. This was going to prove invaluable. The
spring was of a heavy duty, tight wound, chrome design. It's
mounted between the base of the antenna and the feed point.
(See Fig. 21.

The time had come to mount the Highlander on my car. I
actually utilised an existing mount that my father-in-law,
Terry G7VJJ, had made for my other h.f. mobile antennas.
This was a length of metal bent into a right angle at one end,
this end has an S0239 sized hole drilled in it. The other end
has a groove cut out so it slips over a bolt. I then loosened off
one of the bolts on my tow bar and clamped the mount on.
This gives an excellent earth. I replaced the 50239 with a
UNT fitting. I screwed on the Highlander and the spring and
the whole thing looked really impressive. but would it work?
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1)uring the time I
had the Highlander I
also had a 50MHz
Cm. mobile to review.
I decided to try out
the antenna on
50MHz. I set the
radio up in the car
and put an s.w.r
bridge -in circuit. I did

not adjust the tuning
stub, which was
about half way out. I
plugged the 'wander
lead' into the 6m
150MHz1 position and
got a reading of 1.3:1.
It was as simple as

that
I used the
Highlander on
50MHz on the Boxing
Day journey up to my
parents. My first
contact was with
Terry G7VJJ. As we
drove out onto the
local dual
carriageway the
spring started to
come into its own. It
was a very windy day,
in fact gale force
winds had been
forecast, we were also
Richard Newton GORSN travelling at about
112kph on the dual
with his favourite new toy the Highlander hi. carriageway. The
mobile/portable antenna. Highlander was going
all over the place ...
its weight and substantial body meant that it was being
noticeably buffeted.

Performance
I don't think that an h.f. contact would have suffered too
much because of this buffeting, certainly not as much as the
contact with 'Ibrry did. You can imagine what the s.w.r was
doing on 50MHz as the Highlander became l nearly)
horizontally polarised! An old established way of preventing
this is strong fishing line.
I've known of operators who use a couple of lengths of
strong line to anchor the top of the antenna iso the antenna
stays vertical) to the back of the vehicle. Do not be tempted
to take the spring out of the equation. if the antenna does
not have 'give then there is a strong possibility it will
break.
Later on in the journey the weather calmed and we
were on A class roads, so our speed dropped. Under these
conditions, 1 had much more solid contacts on 50MHz. The

first was with Dave G4JXK in Barrington near Ilminster. I
was mobile in his area and we managed about 14km before
he lost me. I then contacted my brother. William G7GMZ.
This was a 27km contact and was 'solid' copy all the way in.
The Highlander showed promise hut I was eager to try
it on h.f. I'm between h.f. mobile radios at the moment,
having recently sold my beloved Icom IC -706 M kl to my
brother. William.
So, on the day after Boxing Day. William and I set off to
a wind swept barren hill overlooking the Bristol Channel to
try some h.0 mobile work.
When we got there. I decided to check the s.w.r on each

to 7.050MHz and had a working 8,w.r which was practically
constant over the whole 7MHz band!

had to

The Real Test!
Let's face it ... ease of tuning and a good s.w.r are not
necessarily the sign of a good antenna so, it was time to put
the Highlander to the real test.
For the tests we used William's 4can you hear the gritted
teeth!) IC -706 Mkl. set on output power 7. this equates to
approximately 70W from the radio - we didn't use the preamplifier.
It being a Sunday. I tuned the 18MHz hand. This is such a
pleasant band and we soon heard Tibor OM3SEM. Tibor
was a good solid a and 3 signal and gave us a 5 and 5 report!
Unfortunately. Tibor did not give us his exact location hut the
former Czechoslovakia was not bad for a start.
We then heard an almighty pile up. again on 18MHz.

=1
tuning stub 2
touch the

and every

band had an Q
excellent

The station with all the interest was TF3A0. I called -stroke
mobile, stroke mobile"! I thought my efforts were in vain not so! Sell TF3A0 gave us a 5 and 6 report
from his station in Reykjavik. Iceland! This

Wes

was a distance of approximately 1785km. So
the Highlander smashed its first pile up.
Our next chat was with Alex 11C5VLP
Foiew Score
near to Florence in Italy. a distance of about
1382km. Alex was a 5-8 to 5-9 signal with us. he
9
gave us a 5 and 9 plus report. Hot on the heels of
this success was Adam SPIZQF from Bialogard
in Poland. this was a trip of about 1340km. Adam
gave us a 5 and 7 report, we gave him 5 and 2 with QSB. r
Fig 2: This picture
think the wind had worsened! r.
shows the heavy
My Dad. John GBEAM, then gave us a shout on 145MHz to
duty, tight wound,
tell us our lunch was nearly ready. We started the drive down
chrome design
off the hill - I couldn't resist a final contact and managed a
mounting spring
chat with Jon EABARC from the Castellon region on the far
sent with the
Highlander for
side of Spain on the Mediterranean coast. Reports were 5 and
7 both ways and this time we were moving mobile!
review and is
mounted between
A few days later, whilst returning home. I decided to try
the base of the
out my old favourite band for h.E mobile working - 7MHz. 1
heard a romping signal from GMMOIH in Buckle, near
antenna and the
feed point.
Elgin in Moray, Scotland. Unfortunately, I missed the chance
to make a contact with him and I
missed his name, but he was a cracking
signal as I was driving home along the
A358 near Taunton in Somerset.
A little hit further along the road I
heard Bob LX9DX from Wiltz in
Luxembourg. This was a distance of

Uk 0

about 650km. Bob gave me a 5 and 9
report and I was also able to give him
the same.

A Lot Of Fun
I had a lot of fun with the Highlander. I
would happily take this lovely antenna
mobile or even portable when I go
camping with the family. It's extremely
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well -made. As I said, aesthetics are a
personal thing, beauty is in the eye of
the beholder as they say: in my opinion
the Highlander looks great and works
even better but remember, you do have
to mount it correctly due to its size.

As a terribly ostentatious final
touch The Talkahout Antenna Company
can make your antenna to order and
will engrave your name or your call sign
onto your antenna. The one I reviewed
was resplendent in the words Practical
Wireless".

band. The Highlander was great for tuning. In fact it hardly
needed tuning! I hardly had to touch the tuning stub and

Non -engraved antennas are readily
available from stock.

every band had an excellent s.w.r. The highest was about
1.9:1, however after a tweak with the tuning stub this came
down to 1.4:1. This was in gale forte winds and driving rain
to boot!
One thing I must tell you about the Highlander is the
band coverage. Even with a dedicated whip for 7MHz, I
found the bandwidth of the antenna was about 20kHz and
then I had to re -tune. Not so with The Highlander -I tuned

My thanks go to Paul Beavers of
Talkabout Antenna Co., Hill Farm
Granary, Lower Somersham,
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"I hardly

Ipswich, Suffolk, Tel: 101473)
658999, FAX:101743) 658090, for the

loan of the Highlander antenna.
They can supply the antenna for
£175 pies £5 P&P.

PW
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0 MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

Phone/Fax: (01227) 749352
E-mail: unicom@cqdx.co.uk
Web site: www.cqdx.co.uk/unicom

112, Reculver Road, Be!tinge,
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PD

001227 749038

All major credit cards accepted

(FT-1 00

Prompt Despatch

r IC-T81E

1C-706Mk1IG

6m/2m/
70cm/23cm

Narow FM
switchable

Ni-Mh batt
HF - 6 - 2 - 70cm
100W HF & 6M
DSP filters & equaliser
SSB, CW, AM, FM,
AFSK

Packet 11200/9600)
ready

Built-in memory keyer
CTCSS & DCS for FM

300 memories
Dual VFOs
Two antenna jacks

please phone, fax

or e-mail us or
visit our web site:
www.cqdx.co.uk)
unicorn

and charger

CTCSS
fitted

HF to 70cm band coverage

For

Water

DSP filters
High stability transmitter

resistant

Broad

107 memory channels
Tone squelch as standard
Narrow FM capable
Simple operation

band Rx

latest
prices

AMTFM/WFM
switchable

124 memories with
alpha name standard

FOR ALL YOUR
COMMUNICATION NEEDS

Leconlield Road

PC programmable

pot.;

1

%%41$ ,ite:
AP" --me bia.7.11

For full list,

line.trautpuk.n.uvi.e
u.tincaraniuil..U-ueLrom

East lorkshire 111:17 7

The 8877 has landed!

Drive safely this summer!

The 3CX1500A7 (8877) is the most robust valve in
amateur radio use and is now in the CHALLENGER II.

MOBILITE
hands -free microphones
The electeret microphone on its adjustable stalk
and neckband sits

comfortably on the
collar. The control
box features crystal controlled tone -burst,
locking PTT and
up/down buttons.
The 1.11377 has an anode dissipation of 1500W and a grid

dissipation of 25W which makes it incomparable in HF
linear amplifiers.
The CHALLENGER II has a 9 -position bandswitch for 10160m including the WARC bands. It features a superb
toroidal transformer, internal Papst blower, wide -spaced tune
and load capacitors and many other feature,.
Real quality at introductory price

3$

£2095

Models available for
most amateur mobile
radios from the older 6,

7 or 8pin plugs to all
the new modular plugs.

only £42.50
pi. L1.50 P&P.
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This month

Carrying on the

-

after his usual

(appropriate
quotation) the
Rev. George
Fig. U. The signal from the antenna is filtered by a

11

r

111

n the last two articles in this series, I have
described a Universal VXO (Variable
Frequency Oscillator) and a passive DBM
(Double Balanced Mixer). Both are very
useful modules for a variety of
applications. For example, the VXO could
be used as the frequency source for a
transmitter, a receiver or even a complete
transceiver. The double balanced mixer could
serve as a first or second mixer in a receiver or
as a balanced modulator in a single sideband
suppressed carrier (s.s.b.) transmitter.
This month I'm offering the simplest application
to combine the two modules .. a direct conversion
(DC) receiver for the 7MHz amateur band.

Good Dynamic Range
A passive DBM offers a good dynamic range (strong
-ignal handling capability) when used as a mixer for
.1 direct conversion receiver. Additionally, the 7MHz
allocation is a very popular amateur band, especially
for QRP operation.
It also happens that 7MHz is a band which needs
a healthy mixer on the front end of a receiver. Many
of the simple direct conversion receivers used by
home constructors on 7MHz crumple under the
pressure of the strong broadcast signals located just
above our allocation on the 41m broadcast band. The
7MHz hand in the middle of the evening, in Europe
anyway, is a good test for any receiver!
A short description can explain a simple direct
conversion receiver concept I see block diagram in

Universal
VXO

Band-pass

tiller
Double
balanced
mixer

Audio
amplifier

hand -pass filter and fed into the DBM. The signal
from the Universal VXO, tuning a portion of the 7MHz
hand, is also fed into the DBM.
The two signals mix to give a resultant audio
signal. The addition and subtraction of the signals
results in both upper and lower sideband audio
signals. It's therefore possible to hear the desired
station either side a 'zero beat' point. This is an
inherent problem with simple direct conversion
receivers. Although it has the advantage of being able
to choose the sideband which is least affected by
interference.
A DBM offers no gain to the signal, in fact there is
an insertion loss and the total gain of the receiver is
derived from the audio stages. The usual requirement
is an audio pm -amplifier to drive audio output stages
or an audio amplifier integrated circuit
The selectivity of the receiver relies entirely on the
band-pass filter. However, it's also possible to add
signal filtering at the audio frequencies. For simplicity,
that's not shown this month, but I have plans to
include a suitable audio filter in this column at. a later
date.

Dobbs G3RJV
describes hos%

()u can use the
double-

halanced-mixer
in a direct
conversion
receiver.

Band Pass Filter
The circuit of the band-pass filter is shown in Fig. 2. It
follows a frequently used convention of two tuned
circuits loosely top coupled by
a capacitor C3.
The value of C3 is small
"The beginner who is not endowed
and has been chosen to couple
with a strong technical background is
the signals between the tuned
circuits without causing
wise to build a few DC receivers",
interaction between the tuned
circuits and producing a
Doug OeMato 1111B (from DR? Nolebookl
'humpy' response. If the tuned
circuits are 'over -coupled' there
will be two peak tuning frequencies with a null
between them.
The tuned circuits, LI plus Cl and L2 Plus C2, are
made from two off -the -shelf
Toko coils with fixed
LOU era KANK3334R
[visitor]
capacitors. The Toko coils are
C3
tuneable with a iron dust core.
Take care when adjusting
Ll 1
C2
In
Out
the Toko coils. A proper plastic
.
1000
1000
trimming tool is ideal.
1
A metal screwdriver
blade can easily
damage the cores and
Fig. 2: Circuit of the
will affect the tuning adjustment.
necessary bandThe low impedance link windings on the
pass filler (see text).
lbko coils are used to provide 5011 input and
output to suit a typical Amateur Radio
antenna and the DBM.

VVT1101

Audio Pre -Amplifier
Fig. 1: Receiver block drawing.
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The necessary audio pm -amplifier is shown in
Fig. 3. It's a circuit I have used for several
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O

applications in the past.
I picked it up from

L-A.J

.4C

Denton Bramwell
K7OWJ who published
it in a QRP magazine
several years ago and it

CI

has become one of my

4=
L.AJ

CI
CI

O
LJ.J
Cr,
O
=IC

favourites.
Denton's circuit
works well and is stable and will accept a whole
variety of transistors. In practice I've found there's
great advantage in using low noise npn types and
I've had good success with the BC338 and the
2N3565.
The termination of the DBM and the coupling
into the audio stages is important and I have offered
three alternatives. These alternatives assume that
the output port of the DBM is decoupled with a

Fig. 3: A
suitable preamplifier (see
text), also
illustrating the
simplest form
of input from
the DBM (see
text).

rte
fs

the diagram in the last issue.
The easiest, if not the
To Input
crudest, alternative is shown
CI
in Fig. 2 itself. The output of
the DBINI is terminated with
a 101ci/ resistor at the input
of the pre -amplifier, which
feeds directly into the preamplifier stages. This is the
simplest method and works very well, although
the termination of the DBM is far from perfect.
Another alternative method. which
incorporates a simple audio filter, is shown in
Fig. 4. In effect. it's a tuned circuit at the
desired audio frequency. For c.w. reception thk,
is typically about 800Hz. (The filter parts, LI
and Cl need to
resonant around
this frequency).
A variety of
combinations could
he used but an easy

dF.,"..,,M

Fig. 4:

Illustrating a
'tuned' audio
Input from the
DBM (see text).

1-i -J
CI

r-3

Fig. 7: Close up view of the receiver project showing the
band pass filter using the Toko coils (top left) and audio
output i.c. amplifier (lower centre).

off -the -shelf version is
available by using a Toko

C.=
L1.1
Fig. 5: In this version the DBM is better
terminated with a 1nF capacitor and a 51i1
resistor. To match this low impedance to the
audio pre -amplifier, G3RJV used an LT700
output transformer (see text).

I* 5

IORB fixed inductor of
82mH and a capacitor of
0.47µF. The output is
then fed to C2 of Fig. 3.
This arrangement works
well for both c.w. and
s.s.b. signals and reduces
the audio bandwidth
91131V

101

R3
100

Ca

loos

1C2

Audio in
RI
4k7

projects M the June 1998 issue. The 'Radio Basics'
project is shown on page 16 and the 'Practical Way'
projects are on pages 57 and 58. Editor.
Just to complete the receiver. I added the LM380
audio amplifier shown in Fig. 6. This provides just
about enough gain. although there's not really enough
for comfortable loudspeaker reception but plenty to
drive portable cassette player headphones.

Prototype Style

C5

U

TM380N

10"

270o

21/
c12

RI

tp

252

Speak&

Cl

Ta''

Fig. 6: This i.c. amplifier
provides just about
enough gain. Although
there's not really enough
output for comfortable
loudspeaker reception,
there's plenty to drive
portable cassette player
headphones.

MFJ-382 Amplifier Loudspeaker). But if in doubt,
you'll find that I've described several suitable
amplifiers in previous projects, all you have to do is
look back in PW.
Editorial note: By pure coincidence both George
and I presented differing 'add on' audio amplifier

41,7

CI
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Output Stages
Almost any audio amplifier can be used for the
output stages (my first tests were done with an

T

C -r,

CI
L-i-J

two.

0.11.1F capacitor as shown in

jwsk

O
O

Here the DBM is better terminated with a 1nF
capacitor and a 515I resistor. 'lb match this low
impedance to the audio pre -amplifier. I've used an
LT700 output transformer.
The LT700 transformer is designed for use in the
common push-pull output stages used in cheap a.m.
receivers. An output transformer gleaned from such a
radio would probably work just as well.
There is even an attempt to tune the transformer
output to audio frequencies by adding the two 0.10
capacitors across the larger winding. However, I found
that this method gave greater losses than the other

ov

enough to improve the signals.
The only problem I found was the
tendency for the receiver to become
microphonic. This happens because a large
inductor on the front of an audio preamplifier and power amplifier can become a
sensitive pickup and tapping the chassis may
give loud 'pings' in the audio output.
A third alternative is shown in Fig. 5.

As with most of my prototypes, the boards were built
'ugly' style. I find ugly construction suits simple oneoff projects.
The low pass filter was however, built on a piece of
scrap piece of copper laminated board intended for
p.c.b. use. I drilled the holes to suit to pins and
reamed out the holes that carry connections. The
grounded pins are soldered direct to the copper board
and the capacitors and input and output leads are
soldered to pins at the reamed out holes.
The receiver copes very well on 7MHz ... even at
the worst times in the evening. And when you build
your version I suggest you (please!) do spend some
time peaking the signals with the band-pass filter and
use an antenna matched to 50g. I wish you good
building and successful listening!
P0'
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Lead -Rod Batteries

S

r

Phil Cadman

no circumstances should a VRLA
battery be used without a fuse
somewhere in circuit).

(4,JCP takes a
close look at a

f
Sources

ealed lead -acid batteries - or valve
regulated lead acid IVRLA) batteries.
to give them their modern name - arc
used when and wherever safe, low maintenance secondary batteries are
required. Although they share a similar
chemistry to their wet lead -acid
counterparts, they need somewhat more care
in their use, particularly with regard to
recharging.

S

The batteries are available either as single cells
or. more usually. as groups of cells in a single
housing. Each cell has a nominal voltage of 2V and
batteries are commonly available in 6V and I2V
versions.

new from Maplin, RS Components
(Electrovalue) and other industrial
electrical retailers. Whilst they're

Any Position
In practice. VRLA batteries can be used in any
position, but common sense suggests that they be
used with their terminals uppermost whenever
possible. Using them on their side usually presents
no problem but upside-down is not a good idea.
Most VRLA batteries are designed to work best
at temperatures around 20'C to 25'C. Batteries
used at higher temperatures will show improved
performance but will have a shorter life. At lower
temperatures, battery life is extended but
performance suffers. So, keep them cool, but not
cold, and keep them well ventilated.
It's important to know that VRLA batteries
have a very low internal resistance. A large and
potentially dangerous current can flow if a battery
is accidentally short circuited. Therefore, it's

the lead -acid

significantly more expensive than
their automotive (wet lead -acids
counterparts, their cost is offset by
the fact that they are maintenance free and sealed. As such, they are safe
for indoor use whereas car batteries,
in my opinion, are most definitely not.
Occasionally, new batteries appear on the surplus

hatters' - nom
common!)

mailable in

market. These are an excellent buy providing they

have been stored correctly and are of recent

`sealed' form.

manufacture. More abundant are those batteries
which have been removed from equipment. usually
as part of normal preventative maintenance
procedures.
(To explain - VRLA batteries are extensively used
in fire and security alarms for backup in case of
mains failure. These batteries have design lifetimes
in the order of' five years under standby conditions.
They should, therefore, be replaced alter four to five

Phil thinks

they're useful

Whilst many of the 'life -expired' batteries are
immediately recycled some find their way onto the
amateur market and most can still give useful
[vanes)

-

read on and

years 1.

Two Main Types
There are two main types of VRLA batteries - one
type uses an acid gel, the other uses a liquid acid
which is held in a retentive separator. For most
applications, the difference isn't important and fbr
amateur uses, both types can be treated the same.
Both types of battery are sealed but have vents
to allow the release of any excess gas produced
through misuse. During normal recharging any
oxygen and hydrogen produced is recombined
internally. Consequently, neither type of cell needs
topping -up with de -ionised water.
There are two main applications for VRLA
batteries - standby float) use and cyclic use. Cyclic
use is when a battery is repeatedly recharged and
discharged throughout its life. Standby use is when
a battery is only used for back-up operation and so
spends almost all its life being trickle -charged.
Many VRLA batteries are suitable for both types of
use, whilst others are specifically designed either
for cyclic use or for standby use.

ver) old friend -

The VRLA batteries can be obtained

4r*fr

ilOr*r 1)47
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advisable to place a fuse in series
with each battery, preferably close to
one of the battery terminals. (Under

find out µh).

Rhm

To Winery

18 to 24V

Output

Input

ov

To batlexy We toad
t 1410844 for 118V m

6

Output lornonals wdh

*0 testator as load

7

service. As it's impossible to tell the condition of
these batteries before purchase you have to take 'pot
luck'. However, never buy a battery which has a
bulge or any other physical defect.

A suitable
charging circuit for use
with VRLA batteries, with
the pin -out details of the
recommended regulator
i.c. (see text).
Fig. 1 (a &

Constant Voltage - Current Limited
In practice. VRLA cells and batteries should always

he recharged from a constant voltage. current
limited supply, see Fig. I la & b). On no account
should you use a normal car -battery charger.
Neither should you use a constant current
Continued on Page 40...

charger. Such chargers will damage the battery. The
recharge curves shown in
Fig. 2. (Courtesy of Yuasa
Battery Sales IUKI
II*
'2'

CIIarJed VulLinte

Limited> are specific to

'Ti

Fig. 2: The graph
illustrates the re-

charging curves
associated with VRLA
cells. The curves are
specific to the NP range
manufactured by Yuasa
UK who also kindly
supplied the information.
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2
0 STOP PRESS!!!

OFFICIAL ICOM U.K STOCKS AT COINER THAN 'GREY
IMPORT PRICES;

DISCOUNT AND FREE III

of May!

O
Yaesu FT -1000

Yaesu FT -847

Icom IC -7061'

Discounted and INTEREST FREE!

NON the first and second deliveries of the
1C706C have been shipped. ML&S have a

quantity of premium quality pre -owned
'refurbished' units. All offered with a full 12
months warranty iparts & labour,. we have a
limited number from only 154!) for a mkt to
Interest free.

actually easier and more
effective to use than many of the more
expensive alternatives available.

Mk1T at 1549.

RRP £999.99

154 deposit & 12 payments ill 141.25 p,m or
Mk11 1' at (699, £99 deposit & 12 payments
of flit p.m. FREE FINANCE ZERO APR.

or pei

1699 for a mkt!. And the} are mailable on
Whilst buying a larger warehouse for more
stork, I found Iwo brand new FT-IWO 200W
HI Base Stations originally. costing £4000
each' I can offer these at a substantial casing
under list. MASI L 111.

hut CO
operation. Its OSP is

The very best land only!) DC to Blue Light

Ewell almost, Shack In a box. If you are
presently looking at acres of equipment
taking up valuable space In this modern
'micro' world, then have another look at the

deposit It I B payments of ISO p/m

ZERO APR.

amazing FT -B47.

Yaesu SP -5

Icom IC775DSPmkII

100W on HI.
For all of you that are using
the built-in speaker of sour
HF/AliF rig STOP'

10011 on Six

)3W on lour
1tIW on Two

Give your ears a chance and Install a new

191V on Seventy
511 Mode, with DSP

SP -5 Deluxe Rase Speaker from laesu.

Kenwood TS -870S

RRP £1699, ML&S 11499
or 1497 deposit and 18 payments of c13.33

INURIct (Ril

The biggest. most powerful, best TX quality,
hest ergonomics H.F. Base money can buy.
you won't have to spend quite so
Fortunately,
much this month. But hurry' If you've been
111

dreaming of the ultimate 245) ,tan

1110

MD -1011 Desk Ale

H.F.

FP -10.11)A 21 01A PSI'. RRP 1129.....141L&S 1149

Machine In your shack then strip and dial

FCZU Auto Tuner
f219
ATAS-100 Fully automatic mobile antenna

11S -1A speech Board
L3B
1'r.111;C 10011z Collins Filter
199
1NRAD AILS -706 2.6kHtS.S8 455kHz Filter £119

Pay' £2;99 & we will guarantee a
minimum of 1251) towards your
part exchange. It doesn't matter
what it is! If it's worth more, we'll

top it up still further.

Call us today.

£239
129

1111111-66 Mobile Bracket

Here is the deal:

1NRAD 01.5.712 0)00,1.0 45110/ Filter 1119

Icom 1C-706mkIIG
At last they have stuck 70cm on it' Now
available with HF-(1,271). Next month it'll
have built In a nuerowave, dishwasher &
trouser press. Buy now and case yourself
-

front learning yet more features'

Yaesu FT-1000MP

The latest generation of this fabulous mobile
;o,
a FREE 5 ALSI'

Yaesu FT -100
NOW IN STOCK!

7/14/21/28/50/144/432MHz
tAill NOT requiredi

RRP L2299'3 with full 24 month
Icom U.K. warranty.

The ultimate DSP radio of the nineties. 100W
H.F. all mode and excellent 1)51' operation on
receive and transmit.

RRP £1999, ML&S E1699
or bus an our 50/S0 IN1LRFS1 FREE - 1499
deposit & 12 payments of 1100 111(1 APR
Seen it cheaper? Call us we'll beat it!

Icom IC -821H
II

Band Base Station available, there can only
be one choice - the IC -821H from Icom.
Offered with 24 months warranty and
factory waled direct from Icom III.

following

Twin Bander.

11100 on Ill

After three and a half years

O

I

you would think that the
sale of FT-11101IMP's would slow down. No
chance. For the ultimate in ILI. performance
look no further. 111 you need to do now is

I

purchase on INTEREST FREE. receive a FREE

luso VX-1R and of course buy from the
('k's biggest 'Master Dealer* - MIAS_

19011 on tim

100 on 2m
1011, on 7(kin
1)SP fitted as standard

RRP 11299, ML&S £899.

Backlit main feature keys
fee 1.1.22 I & Fl 10(1 Filters north 1120
slid much more'

RRP: 12399, ML&S 12199

It space and
weight is a

premium and a
good reliable PSII
is the order of
the day, then in
a switch mode
Icom PS -8; for
size. %cry small and compact and backed by
Icom's famous !no year warrants

RRP £245, ML&S E199.95

[coin IC-T8E

Kenwood TS-570DGE

worth 1269'

Icom PS -85

FREE or buy our 'Package Special' with a PS 115 learn PSI, and SP -7 desk speaker for only

We still have a line selection of

IR Micro
2/70 Twin Band Handle with wide band RV
APR including a FRLF 1 !YEW

RRP f1249, PLEASE CALL FOR A
QUOTATION, TODAY!

L99 deposit & I.! k 166 66 pin INTEREST

ally C1195 with a free PS -85 light
weight Icom PSU worth £245!

or 19911 Deposit & 12 months at 11110 21.110

We have at last got a small quantity of these
all -band, all -mode transceivers as ailable
from stock. 160m 70cms and smaller than
its obvious competitor. The FT -100 will be
vet another milestone in the history of Saesu
Mown

you want the very best AU 51010. Dual

sized wonder hits. Now featuring the

I HEE &
X 1 It

So at only 199.95 we think we
have a bargain on our hands only while stocks last.

Accessories:

0181 51,1) 1120.

Retailing at 1159 it raised a few eyebrows.

The U.K.'s favounte
TRIPLE BAND Handle!

RRP £349

preowned 'R' Refurbished mkl's available

FREE FINANCE & FREE CW or SSB FILTER

for only L549. subject to as ailabilitv

transceivers on the market not only for SA

the l'S-170DGE is one of the best 11.1.

°AU

ML&S £269!

soNs LYNCH (2714
pR. Ae.,, IVIART1N
PROWN
"fiwo TW SAME of& aovERristo
CAIMPER fafil4/fRer /A/ NE MAGAIllif By
ItiVOTI/AP DEALER AA/0 HOT 0/WY

MZXS mow

- wfiz MAT

./"

ML&S will beat any advertised price from a
competitor provided the goods are in stock at both
[miles and the goods offered are exactly the same
specification

140-142 NOFtTHFIELD AVENUE,
EALING, LONDON W13 9SB
TEL OM -566 1120 FAX: 0181 .566 1207
WEB SITE:

Miant1S.cot

CUSTOMER CARE: 0181.566 0 566

E-MAIL

sales@MlandS.co.uk

In today's crowded bands adequate

Alinco DJ -GS

selectivity may be the most important

t t dieni 2 711 dualband handl,
I nr VI IA. clAposo

I

characteristic of a receiver. The radio's 1.411r.

ability to separate signals is largely =

I pas mems e!

pin

CE

dependent upon the number and

quality of crystal filters it contains. Whilst -41
the main manufacturers offer a range of
4=31.
optional filters, there is always something
3Immii
magical about the way an American
receiver sounds. (ask any Drake, Collins or =coy
=am
TenTec owner!). international Radio has

Alinco DX -70111
Ii.

Availa

_

orS most products. Please check first-

fir tl7iibdeposit & 11 pas !HON
!..21p'M

been in the business of making very high 0

Yaesu VX-SR NEW.

Yaesu FT-920AF

quality replacement filters for all the main 4=M

the latest SW "out of the box' V6/70

Still the preferred choice for

..

manufacturers,

Handle.

IN or [29 deposit 6 12 payments of 12-,

100W 6m operation soh I(H)11 on
H,F, Now supplied with AM & FM

"Whilst many of the modern radio's in use have
DSP remember there is no substitute for a pair
of cascaded crystal filters if the highest level of
performance is desired "

p/m 0sTEREST FREE

IC-T81E NEW

boards.

Quad Band handle. 2/6/7, 23.
1399 or LA deposal & 12 payments of

RRP 1.1499, ML&S 11199
or 190 deposit & '38 s [to p m 211,- APR

Lei p m

for most of the range of today's transceivers. For =
further information, please call or see our web

1..tusu FT -8100 Dual Band Mobile

lcom IC -746

1NTFREST FIFE

MLS-71 I I .8kHz SSB i8215MHz),........1109 00
MLS-702 2.IkHz SSB (455kHz)
00

Yaesu Fr -3000

IC746
11F-IiM2M
Base
Transceiver, Brand new %%Oh full 14
month U.K. warranty.

MLS-709 2.1kHz SSB10215MHz)..2.......(109 00
MLS-70 I 400Hz CW (8215MHz)...........(109 00

INTRItif fltf 1

MLS-703 400Hz CW

Kenwood

RBI' .116q9 ML&S £1149
with FREE FL223 &

=ow

FTIOOOMP model

70% i!M High povva Mob&
r
elites 1.110 depasit & Its

!corn

FT -847 model

Itual Band Handle with modem -L319 or
deposit & 12 (:';p in rittRISI tilt

tl 19 00
£11900

MLS706 2.6kHz SSB (455kHz)
MLS-712 300Hz CW (455kHzi

=1IiMP

11100 SSB and CW filters
worth £120!

Yaesu VX-1R

FT -920 model

The best. the smallest Ilandi
2/70 Scanner m the norld.

MIS -7115 I 8kHz SSB (8215MHz)

1119.00

MLS-70 I 300Hz CW (455MHz).

111900 Ten aunt

[199 ar 3 (milt card payments of

Yaesu FT -736

Icom IC -207H

Waxen ham

kink Itth.

IC -746 model

Kenwood TM-G707E

pl

MIS- 110 2.IkHz SSB (9MHz)
MIS -314 2. KHz SSB (455kHz)

Twin Band Mobile. remote head.
1199 or 3 credit card payments of LI UO p, or

ins est me tit.

11 you want a transceiver that holds its
resale value and is supported by the
famous 14 month !corn U.K. warranty
then invest in an IC -107H. 1/70, with
'iliB and
respectively, this remote
head winner is offered !oda% at a
fantastic saline,

ML&S price: £795 basic, mg;

RRP 1369 MEW L269!

\gain, the only base transceiver to offer

all mode in one box.

Discontinued only 18 months ago, we
have once again a couple that base been

well looked after, mattered ssith Il
months warranty and still make a fine

.

plus Om Built -m PSI), high speed auto

inputs

+Anal from our pre -owned stock that
hate been refurbished and offered with a
tla the month warrant). Separate retehe
and with the option of a 21cm card, these
highly engineered base stations arc often
he only choice for serious DS on the
upper Ham Bands,

Refurbished fitted with 2/70,
full 12 months warranty: 1895,
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quality from the
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ML&S C66.95 each or E99.95 per pair.
RK-15 wall bracket £21.95

The Pro Series Headsets are designed to meet the
demands of top contesters and DX chasers. The
light and comfortable headset combines with a

flexible boom which houses either a HC4 DX or HCS
full "BBC quality" microphone insert.

This month we are offering a special
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Fed up with over priced tin boxes with a cheap
looking loudspeaker? So are we! From the U.K
distributors of Shure comes a convenient
speaker offering excellent distortion free audio
to compliment your H.F. or VHF transceiver.
Low cost and easy to install, the Phonic SE -206
has a maximum rating of 50 Watts. a 5.25polycarbon speaker cone and includes a - soft
dome tweeter. We also have a handy universal
swivel mount IRK -IS) enabling the unit to be
wall mounted
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SE -206 Speaker

SM2 Head Set and boom
microphone. Featuring a
high precision Cardioid
Dynamic insert. Dual
Isolated earphone
enclosures for enhanced
clarity and a fully adjustable
boom. Ideal for the dual
receiver users. FT -I000
(MP/D) and IC-775DSP. but
will work with any H.F

ML&S £269.95
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Shure professional

transceiver.
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Kase is a little Mei priced. ML&S hase

£145.00

Next time you hear excellent transmit audio that sounds so much better than usual, odds are
the operator will be using a Shure Microphone. Having just spent upwards of L 1 000 on your
new H.F. transceiver, you owe it to yourself to use a decent commercial grade microphone.
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package deal. Proset 4 DX hi/set + boom with
FREE HCS insert and lead for your rig.
Total RRP £172, ML&S £129.95.
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Standby

Use

CC

C3
=1
4=

2V Single cell 2.25 - 2.3V
2.4 - 2.5V
6V Battery
6.75 - 6.9V
7.2 - 7.5V
12V Battery
13.5. 13.8V 14.4 - 16.0V

Yuasa's NP range but can
be taken as representative of
most VRLA batteries.

For standby use, the
recharge voltage should be in
the range 2.25 to 2.3V per
cell. That's 6.75 to 6.9V for a
6V battery and 13.5 to 13.8V
for a 12V battery. Table 1 details these and the
higher, cyclic, recharge voltages.
If you use the cyclic recharge voltage then you
must either remove the battery from the charger, or
revert to the appropriate standby voltage, as soon as
the battery is fully charged. In any event, the cyclic
recharge voltage should never be applied for more
than 24 hours. If in doubt, stick to the standby
recharge voltage. One important point - batteries
specifically intended for cyclic use should never be
left continuously on charge, even at the standby
recharge voltage.
The battery manufacturer will always specify a
maximum recharge current. Graph 1 shows this
figure as 0.25A per ampere -hour of capacity (C14
amps). (That's 1.5A for u 6Ah battery). Figures won't
be available for most batteries obtained on the
amateur market so my rule -of -thumb is to limit the

Table 1.

1

t-LJ

-21

=1

O
1-

O
O
O
-3

recharge current to 0.IA per Ah of capacity (CM
amps).

O/

My other rule -of -thumb is this - with a maximum
recharge current of C/10 and a recharge voltage of
2.3V per cell lthat's 13.8V for a 12V battery a
battery, in any initial state of charge, will be fully
charged in 24 hours. By the way, you don't have to
recharge at C/10. A battery can be recharged at a
much lower rate, it simply takes longer to reach full
charge that's all.

C-17
C --D

C,,

O
tS
I-IZ

Cyclic

Battery Capacity
All VRLA batteries have their capacity given in
ampere -hours lAh). This capacity is obtained by
discharging the battery at a constant current until its
voltage falls below some specified value. The time
taken tin hours) is then multiplied by the discharge
current (in amps). The letter 'C.' that appears in graphs
and equations is numerically equal to the capacity of
the battery in ampere -hours.
The capacity of a battery varies depending on the
discharge time, see Fig. 3. Because of this, battery
manufacturers quote a discharge time in connection
with battery capacity, typically either 10 or 20 hours.
Battery capacity also depends on temperature and so
that's often quoted as well. Graph 2 applies specifically
to Yuasa's popular NP range but all VRLA batteries
follow similar discharge curves.
As an example, take a 12V, 6Ah battery and
discharge it at a current of 0.05CA (top curve).
Read '0.05CA' as: 0.05 x C. amps. In this case, 'C' is
equal to 6. Therefore, 0.05CA is equal to: 0.05 x 6 =
0,3A. The 0.05CA curve meets the dotted line (the
fully discharged point) at 20 hours. This confirms
the capacity as 0.3A x 20h = 6Ah (at the quoted 20
hour rate).
Now increase the discharge current to 0.2CA:
that's 0.2 x 6 = 1.2A. On the graph the 0.2CA curve
meets the dotted line at 4 hours. This time the
capacity is 1.2 x 4 = 4.8Ah - only 8014 of the 20h
capacity. Because capacity falls as the discharge
rate increases it's always worth paralleling
batteries as long as they're of the same type and in
similar condition - to reduce the load on each

individual battery. That way you'll get maximum
capacity from them.
Batteries can be recharged in parallel too.
However, make sure they're in a similar state
of charge before connecting them up.

Terminal Volts
65'

130-

m<t-

Disposal of Batteries
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either a friendly local battery supplier (check in
Yellow Pages or other local business directory) or
to your Local Council tip for safe disposal. This

1.

3CA

00

and lead: both are harmful to the
environment. Always take scrap batteries to

/CA

1

1.

40

The manufacturers recommend returning scrap
batteries to the point of sale for disposal. In
many cases this will be awkward if not
impossible. However, this is no excuse for
chucking them in the bin or for dumping them.
All VRLA batteries contain sulphuric acid

is important.
3

4

IWT10941

Fig. 3: Discharge
curves for VRLA
cells (courtesy of
Yuasa UK). See

text for further
information.
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Discharge time
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VRLA batteries should never be left for any
length of time in a discharged or partly discharged
state. They should always be recharged as soon as
practicable after use. Also, never let the battery
completely discharge as this can cause irreparable
damage.

Main Problems

Example 12V Charger
The circuit in Fig. 1 shows a simple charger
for 12V VRLA batteries. It's capable of up to 2A
output and is based on the SGS L200 adjustable
regulator.
The d.c. input should be in the range IRV - 28V.
Remember to use an appropriate heat sink. The set current resistor, Rlim, should be a wire wound type
with a resistance of:
Rum (0.4E
!maxi

There are two main problems that VRLA batteries
can suffer from - loss of electrolyte and sulphation.
Loss of electrolyte is irreversible but sulphation - the
build up of lead sulphate crystals which occurs when
batteries are stored in a discharged state - can

Acknowledgement

sometimes be reversed.

My thanks to Yuasa Battery Sales (UK) Limited

If a battery appears high resistance you can try
charging it from a much higher voltage than usual

for permission to reproduce their graphs in this
article. So. now you know a little bit more about
them why not try using VRLA batteries yourself?
You'll find they're in use everywhere - from
wheelchairs to fire alarms - because they are so
useful.
PW

for up to 12 hours providing you limit the
current to C/10 and don't leave it unattended.
Remove it from charge immediately if any part of the
battery gets hot.

40
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(Where (max is the maximum charge current)
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For the true state -side perspective on the world of

radio monitoring, Monitoring Times is a must for
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'MITA
It's time to

stand by your
rigs and pay

attention
because this
month Ben
Nock G4BXD is

bringing his

usual 'military'
theme into the
vintage wireless

shop. And it

may he a case of

...q spy with
little eye....''.

Hello once more. Here I am at the
helm again, looking forward to the
summer - all that portable operating
with vintage gear - and I hope I can
interest you with the following

collectors stay with them. There are the few
'dealers' who advertise in a lot of magazines who
are happy to hype up the prices and pass them on
though.
One way of not lining the pockets of such
'dealers' is to construct a replica. Indeed, if you
build a copy of a vintage set, using vintage
components and vintage methods, is it a 'copy' or
simply a late production run?
One 'clandestine' transmitter -receiver which
can he copied quite easily is the Second World
'Para' set. This extremely well designed little unit
uses just three valves. Two valves, 6SK7 types.
are used as a 'straight' regenerative detector
receiver with a single valve, a 6V6, being used as
the oscillator/power amplifier (p.a.) stage.
The receiver is tuneable between 3.3 to
7.6MHz in two switched bands. The transmitter,
giving about 4 to 5W output. is crystal controlled.
An external power supply running on a.c. or 6V
d.c. was used and the set was housed in a firm
Cadmium -plated steel box with a lifting lid. The
original unit weighed around 1.4kg.
When the set was not in use the valves were
extracted from their bases and stored in clips in the
lid. This kept the overall height of the box down and
meant for easier clandestine transporting.

selection of sets.

On Receive

First of all ... how about an unknown set? I know
the set number and I know the manufacturer. I also
know the line-up of the valves and how it all works.
But there are a few points that still need to be

On receive, the operation of the 'Para' unit is
straightforward. The set is tuned to the required
frequency, a calibration chart held in the lid gave the
correct dial reading, the reaction control was
advanced until a rushing sound was heard in the
headphones and a final 'tweak' on the tuning dial
finds the station.
On transmit, the correct frequency crystal was
inserted and the small built-in Morse key is pressed.
The p.a. tuning control was then rotated while the
operator watched a small bulb which glowed the
brightest on tune-up.
The antenna tune capacitor was then rotated
while the operator watched a second bulb, again
showing brightest when on tune. Both controls were
then given a final tweak and then the unit. was ready

cleared up.

The set in question, Fig. I and Fig. 2, is called a
TRII HS, marked as being made by a company
called "E.T.E.I. Ltd". The set is a tuneable receiver,
2 to 6MHz, with a crystal controlled transmitter
with two 513/254Ms in the power amplifier 1p.a.)
stage, plus another two for the modulation. Output
is 8W on low power and 25W on high.
The unknown bit concerns the mode switch.
This offers phone and modulated continuous wave
(m.c.w.) as well as a position marked "S.S.D.". and
one marked "FIRE"! What on earth are these for? I
wonder. Switching to the positions mentioned
simply throws the set into transmit mode.
Also, as well as screw terminals marked A (for
antenna and E4fiir earth) there are two more
marked D. It was suggested to me that this was for
a dipole, but a check inside reveals the wires to
these terminals go nowhere near the radio
frequency output side of things.
I did have a feeling that this set
might be for marine use, maybe used on
trawlers. etc., as it has a similar style
and colour to the Reece Mace
equipment. However, the S.S.D. and
FIRE options are a real puzzle.
Needless to say, if you can throw any
light on to this problem I will pass it on
to the other readers.

to send any messages.
I acquired a 'copy' of a 'Para' Fig. 3, from a local

Radio Amateur who is well known for his excellent
construction projects. He built the set as a near perfect copy but did make just one small mistake as
Fig. 1: The strange 'marine' set, with its unknown
'SSD' and 'FIRE' option on the centre mode switch
(see text).

Spy Set
For many collectors of military radio the
spy set is always of great interest. I still
get E -mails and letters asking where
such sets can be bought. The answer is.
of course, that they are few and far
between.

Normally any special 'clandestine'
sets falling into the hands of real
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vintage
can try and get it going. Can

rri

you help?

Radio Marvel?
In another letter, Wilf Naylor
wrote asking the following: "I
was meaning to ask you about
a set of mine which someone
gave me years ago. Called the
'Grid Leaks Pocketphone' with
the quotation "The radio
marvel of the age", it has three
Hivac X series valves in it.

CD
4:=&
CO

O
)11.<

Someone took it to pieces and
gave me the bits and I have

Fig. 2: Inside the TR11 with the receiver chassis on
the left, the transmitter on the right and receiver
dynamotor at the rear centre. The high voltage
dynamotor for the transmitter is underneath.

the receiver/transmit switch and the bandswitch are
transposed. Despite this, there's no great problem
and this small error can be corrected quite easily, I
have just not got around to it yet.
Next, there's the 'copy' built in France by Michel
F5XM, Fig. 4. This again is very good but the
tuning dial and knobs are slightly different to the
original. I have heard Michel on 3.5MHz with his set
but we have not managed to work 'pars set to pare
set' yet.
Although I have used mine on 3.5MHz with good

been meaning to put it
together for years. Do you know anything about this
one"? Needless to say, if you can help, do get in touch
and I'll let Wilf know.
It seems that I was the only one not to know
what the small wooden hoxed 'Q & I' meter,
mentioned last time. was. However, I now have the
answer!
A somewhat overwhelming response came from

Fig. 4: The French

reproduction 'Para'
set. This version is
complete with lid and
frequency chart and
valve retaining clips
(see text).

Jim Grant, J. Gomer, E. Gastrell. Pete G4DHZ.
Jim Grant. Dennis Neech. Rex Wilkinson,
Denis G3MNO, Michael GONEE, A. Hunt and a
very detailed reply from John Goldfinch land a
mystery person) who all sent me information which
identified the meter for me.

It turns out that
the 'mystery meter'
is part of a testing
unit for telegraph
lines and
detonators and
firing circuits in

-C
0

explosives.

O

=Z)

Apparently it was
made before 1895
and used in the

Fig. 3: The British -made 'Para' set copy, shown with
two receive valves (top left), single transmit valve
(top right). The miniature Morse key is shown on the
lower right (see text).

rrl

First World War
(as 1 thought from the one that I mentioned I saw in
the television programme) the meter seems to have
been in continual service with the military through
to the Second World War, even branching off to
become a GPO test meter at some time.
In use, the meter was used in conjunction with a
battery, which were all housed together in a nice
leather case. Thank you all for your help!

c_ri
Fig. 5: The Chinese
892 set, showing the

--4
==)

read-out tubes along =3
the top with switch

frequency selection 1=
along the bottom

°''a

(see text).

C=0

Translation Of Japanese
I must also thank Ikuo Fujimura for his

contacts up and down the country, I was using a
good antenna. And of course, in original usage we
must bear in mind that the controlling station the
'Para' set was working with would have been a high
powered transmitter with very good antennas.

Chinese In Origin?
Now I've got a request from Dave G4BXH who has
acquired a strange h.f. transceiver. Fig. 5, which he
believes is Chinese in origin. The set has the
number '892' boldly on the front and seems to be a 2
to 10MHz type set, running a.m., c.w. and lower
sideband
Large 'Nixie' type display tubes are
used for frequency read-out and the construction is
of a very solid type.
Obviously, the mystery transceiver was used in
tanks or heavy fighting vehicles. Dave would like
any information, circuits. etc.. for the set so that he
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translation of the writing on the Japanese war time
crystal calibrator i shown on page 52 in the
February PW) and Kazuo Takeda JHIAMC, for
similar information forwarded via the UK Yaesu
offices in Hampshire.
The unit turns out to be a 98 Type -4 Crystal
Calibrator used by both the .Japanese Navy and
Army forces. And, as 1 surmised, it does allow a
tone to be added to the carrier signal to aid in its
location on the receiver.
So that's it for now. Hopefully I'll be able to
meet one or two readers at the rallies throughout
the summer and I can. as always. be contacted at:

62 Cobden St. Kidderminster. Worcestershire
DYII 6RP, via the PW offices or you can E-mail
me on G4BXDOcompuserve.com You might also
like to have a look at. my Web page as well at

http://ourworlds.compuserve.com/homepages/
G4BXD/

PP/
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This month, the
Editorial team
here at
Practical
Wireless have

compiled some
information on
the latest
CDROMs for
you to
download. If
you're one of
those Radio
Amateurs that
likes to keep up

with the times
then this could
be something
for you to look
into! So, why
not sit back,
relax and
browse through

this month's
special 'CDROM
Profiles'?

C.

cti)

N
O
N
O
TELEPHONE, FAX,
E-MAIL OR USE THE
ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 74

and built-in tutorial.
Produced by RG

Highly
Recommended.

PROFILES
Call Seeker
1999 CDROM.
This RSGB CDROM is
probably easier to use than
the RSGB Yearbook,
except that you'd have to
boot up your computer
every time you needed to
use it - if you've got a
computer that

wide utility stations; DX
edge. niaps and aircraft

with Instant
access" to Over
32 000

We would

strongly
recommend this
CDROM to

frequencies;
over 42 000

consigns (rru

anyone who has
a computer as
something to
go hand -in -

hand with the
RSGB Yearbook
therefore. when you
are using the computer and
need to look up a consign
from a name, or the name
from a callsign you can
simply load the (1) and

using the computer,
however you can revert to
the RSGB Yearbook.
The PW team think
that most readers would
agree that the way the old
RSGB Callbook worked
wasn't always the simplest
and therefore the CDROM
will solve a number of
problems. You can go by
callsign. surname or
postcode and when it works

and tactical );
extensive lists

of aircraft and
ARQ Selcal codes; audio
samples of data modes:

countryby-country
information files containing
QSL addresses, schedules,
examples of traffic, maps
and much more.
This CDROM appears
to be good value for money
and it comes
Recommended to those of
you whose main interest
lies in shortwave.

Antenna

Book 1999
CDROM

Edition 1

callsignic and, of course, not
everyone's consign is in
there. Recommended.

Book 1999 ('DROM will

Eavesdropper
CDROM

The Shortwaur
Eavesdropper
CDROM is a
Windows
compatible
('DROM and is
recommended to
the shortwave
listeners among you.
On the front of the
D's cover, it claims to
contain over 100Mb of
frequencies and consigns:
the largest list of world -

Handbook 1999
CDROM

Version 3.0
The ARRL Handbook
1999 CDROM is
convenient and easy-tomse,
say ABEL. Once again, it
contains the complete text

and illustrations from the
printed book, but the back
of the CD states
that it also
includes a powerful search
engine; audio clips to

The ARRL Antenna
probably live up to all
expectations which you
might have of anything
pniduced by the ARRI.. The
write up on the back of this
CDROM claims that it has
'A wealth of
practical
information on
antennas, feed
lines and
propagation ..."_

It states that the
CD includes the

complete text
and all the
illustrations from
the printed book
and also contains
70 000 pages of
propagation tables.

This Windows
compatible CDROM also
contains DOS utility

you also get 920
abbreviations
and 16 100
formerly active
frequencies and

Recommended

1999 North

American/International

illustrate a variety of

Radio Amateur

modes and activities: tools
to create bookmarks:
zooming controls; Windows
printing and clipboard
support ltext and

All et Noel

illustrations can be printed
or pasted into other

'template packages'

well, it works well but
sometimes you will have
difficulty with certain

Shortwave

The ARRI

Windows application.si, all
of the Handbook

The ARRI

the 1999 Guide 7b ( flirty
Radio Stations,

.. all on one
compact disk
for PCs with
Windows..
You can womb for
specific frequencies,
countries, stations,
languages, consigns and
times and it also includes
the digital data decoding
shareware program:
Hatboro!l by the French
Radio Amateur F6FLT.

Eavesdropper claims to be
"a huge step forward in the
presentation of information
for the shortwave
utility listener -

domestic and international
broadcasting services on
shortwave. compiled by top
experts in this field ...".
As well as over 11 600
special frequencies from

voktioo°Y'

Software, Shortwave

is!

search for it. Kral are not

0

plotter and sound samples

programmes which the
ARRL claim will "assist in
the design and analysis of
Yngi antennas and antenna
tuners and analysis of local
terrain effects". If you are a
keen antenna designer
and/or builder and you
prefer CDROMs
to books then
this could be
the one for you!

with PC board
etching patterns
and other useful
information in
Adobe Acrobat
portable
document format
and much more.
If you enjoyed
last year'sARRL
Handbook in printed
format and wish to move

with the times then this
could be just. what you

need! Highly

Recommended.

Callhook CDROM

will
probably be

familiar
with the
1999 North
American (

International
Radio
Aniateur
Caltbook in it's
original, printed
format, hut what
about their new
CDROM? The compilers of
this CD say that it comes
with more than 1.490 000
licensed Radio Amateurs
(up by approximately
'20.000 from last year, and
includes International and
North American listings.
Because of the way the
data is displayed, you can
search for that

particular callsign
or name by either
callsign, name,

1999 Super

street, zip, license
class, issue and
expiration, etc.
Powerful search
and label
features plus
QSL managers
can also be found
on this extensive

Frequenly
list CDROM

Fifth Edition
The 1999 Soper
Frequency
Listing COITIVN
from Klingenfulis
Publications who

('I).

claim that their "...
database's cover II 000

entries with the latest
schedules dell clandtoeine,

So, for all of you
who like chasing that DX
from across the pond and
further afield, this CDROM
comes

Recommended.
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Ma netic Mounts

Vertical Fibre Glass
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(GRP) Base

3/8 Mag Mount 3.5'
£7"
50239 Mag Mount 3 5 £9"
3/8 Mog Mount 5'
EV"
50239 Mog Mounts £11"
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£12"
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Unit 1, 161-163 Hisphant Rd., Southport 11R9 7B1,
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64Mb PC1(X)

SX l'io

£55.(X)

Gigabyte GA5

04,00 3.5" floppy

Soyo ST-5EHM

£63.00

CPU's

169.(10

DRIVES

MICE

SPEAKERS
£3.(X) 160 watt PMPO

3 Button Serial

hard drives are Se'agat'e and

come complete with instructions

1:7.00

£3.50 FLATBED SCANNERS

£1030 Mitsumi Serial

£3.50 3(X)x600dpi

Mitsumi PS/2

KEYBOARDS

£42.00

600x1200dpi

£69.00

Cyrix MII 300

£37.00 and 'Disk Wizard' for easy

Windows95

£6.50 MEDIA

Cyrix Mll 333
AMD K6-2 333
AMD K6-2 350

144.00 installation.

Windows95 PS/2

£7.50 3.5" disks (box of 10)

£82.00 MONITORS

£64.00 3.2Gb IDE

£105.00 (3yr Warranty)

£74.00 6.4Gb IDE

AMD K6-2 380

£108.00 8.6Gb IDE

AMD K6-1 400

£115.00 VIDEO CARDS

FAN/HEATSINKS
Heavy duty BB

MEMORY

£18.00

18.75

£181.00 OTHERS

£45.00 CD-ROM DRIVES

MODEMS

f5.50

CD-RW (single)
£105.00 (omega Zip disks

15"

£13.50 17"

£3.50 8Mb ATI AGP

£0.79

£93.00 PRESSIT kit

£121.00 14"

2Mb S3 PCI

£2.50

CDR (single)

Floppy drive lock

36 speed

£5.60

£28.(X)

32Mb SDRAM

£34.00 56k Internal

06.00 CD Re -writer

32Mb PC100

£35.00 Diamond 56i PCI

£47.00 SOUNDCARDS

64Mb SDRAM

£68.00 Diamond 56e

/73.00 16 -bit PCI

Systems from £489.

£199.00

PHONE KR MAILS.

Ls

£11.(X)

All prices include V.A.T. but exclude delivery. This is only a small
selection of our stock, please phone for prices of items not listed.

'.Jothing compares with the satisfaction of
making that rare DX contact, taking part in
your weekly net, chasing those awards or
settling down with the latest copy of
RadCom. It's also reassuring to know that
your equipment is fully covered with discounted
insurance, and that specialist advice is only a call
away.

We are here working on your behalf so that you can go on enjoying your
hobby.

RSGB Membership and RadCom delivered to your door, plus more, for just
£36 annually or £9 quarterly Direct Debit (£27 over 65 years of age: £22 students. £12 under 18).

IN 01707 659015 for a free copy of RadCom, or join today and receive a free gift.
Radio Society of Great Britain, Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar. Hens EN6
Cheque Postal Order payable to Radio Society of Great Britain

&FERMIS tra,
when you complete a Direct Debit - Offer expires 30.6.99

Please enrol me as a member of the RSGB and send me my tree gift
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welcome to AiA!
Again space limitations limit Antennas -in Action somewhat this month. So. I'll get on
with it! In this Issue you'll find some books
for your library, the ARRL Antenna Book on
CDROM and an antenna for you to build (or
the 144MHz band. But let's start with the
books and that CDROM.

Cf 17EZ

There are ten chapters in the 110
pages of this book, all choc-a-

bloc with information on how to
understand, design and build
cubical quad antennas for any
frequency. The first chapter deals
with the history of the cubical
quad antennas from its
conception by W9LZX to answer
an arc -over

problem that was
destroying the
antenna systems

originally built at
the 10kW
The first book I'd like to tell
you about this time is from
the ARRL stable, and it's
the hard -backed Physical Design
( >I Yagi Antennas by David B.
Leeson W6QHS. Since the
original descriptions in the mid
1920s by Shintaro Uda and
Hidetsugu Yagi, the Yagi-Uda
antenna has been described and
written about many times and in
many books. But now this book
looks at, and takes a very
different perspective of, the
antenna. What's so different?
(You may ask!).

The different viewpoint to the
subject of Yagi antennas, is that
they're looked at from the
mechanical aspect. As
mentioned, there have been
many articles describing the
antenna by the physical values to
achieve its electrical dimensions.
This book tells you how to build
a better and stronger antenna that
will withstand almost anything
nature can throw at it.
There are 11 chapters in this
well -presented book, with titles
such as: 'The Wind In The Yagis',
'Wind And Ice Loading', Yagi
Element Design' and 'Masts And
Rotators'. The electrical side of
the design hasn't been forgotten
about all together, as chapters

eight and nine cover 'Self
Impedance Of Yagi Elements'
and 'Yagi Element Design Issues'.
The final chapter looks at ten
antennas from firms such as
Cushcraft, Hy -Gain and QHS in
more detail.

The book will not suit anyone
looking for a quick antenna
design for one or more bands,
but if you fancy building
antennas with a more
professional finish it's the hook
for you. Now you can give that
design the final polish by using
the information within this book.
The book: Physical Design Of
Yagi Antennas is excellent value
at £15.50. You'll feel proud to
designed and built that
say
myself* of your next yagi
antenna.

Second Book
The second book I'd like to show
you, actually has some
significance to an antenna that is
described later on. From the

partnership of William Orr
W6SAI and Stuart Cowan W2LX
comes the book Cubical Quad
Antennas, subtitled 'How To
Build And Adjust Quads' and
gives more examples of cubical
quad antennas for many h.f. and
low v.h.f. bands.
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COOLUPD

Ecuadorian station
of HCIB set high in
the Andes.

S

Chapters Two and

Three deal with how
the quad antenna
works and its
characteristics, while

Mow c su

chapters Four and Five

look at multiple element
systems and cubical quad like
antennas. Feeding and matching
the various quad systems follows.
before the final section dealing
with building and adjusting
cubical quad antennas. This is a
small book but well worth having
in your library if you fancy a
cubical quad antenna with its
small turning circle and size
coupled with a good
gain/bandwidth figure. And I
think this book is more than
worth every penny of the asking
price of E8.95

Upwards In
Frequency

ac04. M

JUST

CUSPS

And UHF,
Ian Poole
explores many of
the aspects of
antennas and
feeding them
that we need
when starting

out in the
hobby. With
nine chapters in a
little over 100 pages there's more
than enough information to get
you going.
After chapters on antenna basics
and feeders Ian moves on to
cover dipoles, which contrary to

what you might think, work
extremely well on v.h.f. and u.h.f.
Other antenna types covered are
vertical, Yagi, cubical quad and
wide -band antennas (in the form
of the log periodic). The final
chapters deal with measurements
and practical matters to do with
antennas, finishing up with a
simple frequency charts for the
frequency range of 30-2450MHz.
It's a simple book, but effective as
well as remarkably purse -friendly
at only £4.95

From antennas tor the h.f. and
low v.h.f, bands let's move
upwards in frequency. Antennas
for the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands are
both small and easy to construct
as they tend to be self-supporting.
In the book Antennas For VHF

The final book this month, is one
covering the more unusual type
of antennas, and it's called
Experimental Antenna Topics by
H.C. Wright. In this book there
are 28 'chapters dealing with a
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BOOKS FOR YOUR LIBRARY, A CDROM FOR YOUR COMPUTER, AN ANTENNA TO BUILD, AND AN UPDATE TO THE
variety of antennas (and ideas;
rarely seen or heard about. Some
of the antenna models are dealt

with in a rather 'distant'
descriptive manner, leaving you
to work out how to create your
own. Others have sufficient
design information to make this

Book On A ROM
Now let's have look at an
established book on CDROM.
THE ARRL ANTENNA BOOK CD
1.0 is the first offering, on
CDROM, of the well respected

paper version. So, how does the
'high-tech' version match up to
the original paper version?

version was produced at the same
time and from the same work files
that were used to create the paper
version. Although the CDROM
has only the featured software
available for IBM PC (or clone)
computers, I found the CDROM
ran perfectly on my Macintosh
computers that I have both here at
work and at home.

In answer to that question, the
two correlate extremely well. In
fact, I would say that the CDROM

task a little easier.

You'll be able to see how to
create your own 'Abe Lincoln',
helical, loop or frame antenna, a
doubly -fed coaxial antenna or
build one in a plastic water
bottle. This book is a veritable
curiosity shop of strange and yet
thought provoking antenna
designs, that could be just what
you're looking for as your next
antenna challenge. And
although my 'part -Scottish'
heritage sometimes shows
through, the asking price of
£3.50 is enough to make me
want to have a go at some of the
designs. After all it isn't going to
break the bank!

The supplied Adobe Acrobat
'reader' software that may be
installed from the CDROM makes
'reading the book' possible on
almost any computing 'platform'.
The files on CDROM are in
'Portable Document Format'
(PDF) format allowing the viewing
software to recreate (almost
exactly) the paper version on
screen. From Windows95 to
Linux via 'the Mac', this CDROM
may be be used by almost
everyone with a computer.

a
11.10 OW
018..111114.01110111111
1131::...d11:m

The 'on- screen' view of the ARRL

Your Projects
Now to the side of
Antennas -in -Action'
which you've all been
%%ailing tor! Let's have a look at

two of your projects. The first
project is from Nigel Booth
M1DKN and it's the 'High Gain 4Ele Cubical Quad Antenna'
shown in Fig. 1. This is a simple,
and above all, cheaply made
antenna for the 144MHz band. A
photograph of Nigel's version is
shown in Fig. 2 which shows the
quickly made antenna.
Nigel's antenna design offers a
very high gain in a very compact
size, when he says "It's ideal for
Radio Amateurs with limited
space who are unable to fix long boom antenna atop a 40m mast,
but who still want a reasonable
performance. I think that the vast
majority of us must fall into this
category The gain offered by this
four element quad antenna is
approximately 11-12dBd (dB
referred to a dipole antenna)
dependant upon location and
accuracy of construction.
1'11 try to give you a better
appreciation of what this gain
figure of 11-12dBd means. A gain
of this level means it's an effective
power some 12-15 times the
output power from the back of
your radio. Not only do you get
this power gain on transmit, but
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It

you also get the sane
improvement on receive. All this
power gain, and yet it's still a
relatively small antenna.
"The boom used for the antenna
is a mere one metre in length and
it may be constructed from 25mm
I1 in) square, weather treated
wood. The treatment should
consist of a good outdoor or yacht
vamish. The elements are all
constructed from 2mm diameter
(14s.w.g.) enamelled copper wire,
the dimensions of which are
shown in Table 1.

Nigel goes on to say "All the
dimensions for all the loop
elements were calculated using
the formulae shown in Table 1,
which were admittedly, gleaned
from The Radio Amateur Antenna

Handbook by William I. Orr
W6SAI. (More information is
available in the Orr and Cowan
Book Cubical Quad Antennas.
Ed.) The beam antenna that's
described here is though, all my
own design.
Tibia I

L2 .

78.6
f141142/

s.-_

I ISIHA

Feeepeirit

LI .53

*50111

L3 512

S.295

1.3-5211

1.4 512
OM 103751

Fig. 1: Using heavy gauge wire
to make an antenna that has
good forward gain but is still
fairly small. An idea from Nigel
Booth M1DKN. See text for
more detail.
Fig. 2: The M1DKN prototype
cubical quad antenna for
144MHz.
"But please
remember that as

with most 'home'
designs, the
dimensions are only

approximations, and
some fine tuning may
be needed once the
antenna is complete
and you've carried
out some
measurements of
matching and gain
(although I suspect that

Feedpoint in one

Foodpoont in the

of the fide ~es

lower horirontai

gives a verteal

line gives
horizontal
polarisattoh

Polon Motion

iwructil

t
Fig. 3: How to work out the polarisation of
the cubical quad antenna.

Table 1: The formulae for calculating the length of the quad loop
antenna sides came originally from The ARRL Antenna Book, but
are shown here for metric measurements.
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50MHZ DELTA LOOP ANTENNA.
ANTENNA BOOK is, with one
vital exception almost exactly like
the printed version! The one
difference between the 'real' and
the 'on -screen' book is, that on
screen the 'book' may be
magnified to several times its size
to make viewing easier. This
facility alone makes the CDROM
version a candidate for my 'very
highly recommended' label. With
a I 7in computer screen the 'book'
may he viewed at the equivalent
of over eight times 'real' size,
making it ideal for those whose
sight is failing, or not as good as it
might be.
I've included several 'screen grabs' so that you can appreciate
what the view on screen looks
like. There is other software on
the CDROM, but mainly for the
IBM PC. Although there is a series
of '.PDF' files for propagation
prediction charts, making them
'viewable' on most computers.

These are the only 'pages' that use

colour which is, I think, a bit of a
shame. To the ARRL I'd say
'please use colour on the

CDROM version next time', it
would make the computer version
'nicer'. The CDROM version of
the ARRL ANTENNA BOOK is
highly desirable at only £28.

Little News
This time of year
is well known for
the paucity of
news coming in
from manufacturers
and suppliers. In
fact, the news
cupboard is almost
empty except for the
catalogue from Dave

Martin of Aerial
Techniques. Probably
better known to readers
of our sister m,Igazine

Flatmc conduit bav

a

antennas

'crowd'.

"'action

This well produced
catalogue lists antennas,
signal

amplifiers,
mounting and
lashing kits,
rotators, signal
strength
meters,
converters

and video
systems, not

to mention
multi standard
TVs for
the
serious
DXer.

A

-

strength meter that was reviewed
by Gordon King G4VFV in the
May 1997 issue of PW where
Gordon showed how such a
device may be used in the fight
against TVI. Costing only a
nominal 11.50 the catalogue from
Aerial Techniques is available
from them by post at:
11 Kent Road,
Parkstone,
Poole,
Dorset BH12 2EH.
Tel: (01202) 738232.
or FAX: (01202) 716951.

Aerial
Techniques
supplied the Semahl signal

Paasau. concluat Do*

G70XJ, says
this delta loop
feodpoint is
extremely
weatherproof
and doesn't
cost much to
make. See text
for more
detail.

Two *Warm I., clamp
IN. dello IP* WU.

Fig. 4: Derek

Short Wave Magazine.
Aerial Techniques is well
known among the TV DX

Fig. 5: A

simple, cheap
and easily
made
weatherproof
dipole centre,
also from
G70XJ

50239 boast

most of you will be happy with
measuring only the matching of
the antenna).

-The antenna was designed for a
centre frequency of 145MHz in
order to cover the whole of the
2m band. You could though,
create the antenna based on any
centre frequency (say
144.050MHz for the c.w. portion
of the band). Final tuning may be
done by adjusting the distance
between the elements (especially
the driven -reflector spacing Ed.).
But do try to keep all the spacing
between elements equal.

°The feeder used 1500 coaxial
cable should be ideal) is to be
connected at the bottom centre of
the driven element. This will give
an horizontal polarisation to the
signal in the direction of the
beam. By twisting the whole
antenna through 90' (i.e. feeding
it in one of the vertical sides) a
vertically polarised signal can be
obtained (see Fig. 31."
The antenna looks to be .1 wi 11111.1

Nigel and I'll have to get it going
around our radio club as there are
several members who relish the
possibility to try out things like
this that I 'find' for Tex Topics and
'Antennas -in -Action'. Well done
Nigel!

Delta Loop
Now let me return to an update to
the SOMHz delta loop antenna
that I described on page 30 of the
September 1998 issue of PW.
Derek Morley G7OXI, has sent
me details of his modification to
make the 'quick -lash-up' that was
my original antenna design into a
more weatherproof version
suitable for more permanent
outdoor installation. Derek writes
saw your idea for the 50MHz
delta loop and thought you might
like to see how I mounted the
p.c.b. with coil and trimmers
inside a plastic single outlet
conduit box".
Derek also says that it's possible
to purchase a 'soft plastic gland'
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to seal the coaxial cable in the
outlet, instead of using self
amalgamating tape. He says this
will make a neater job of it. I have
to admit Derek, that I often make
this type of lash-up in response to
a need (usually quite urgent).
Then, if it works, it is ignored.
And this is what happened with
the delta loop, which was needed
to monitor the 50MHz hand
during the Annual Novice contest
run by Poole Radio Society.
But back to Derek's description of
the method he uses, shown in Fig. 4.

The p.c.b. for the Pi -matching unit
as described in the September

1998 issue of Maid it's placed
in the conduit box as shown.
When you're happy with the
matching of the loop antenna
then the lid may be screwed on
and the matching rechecked.

If all is well then an application of
the glue used to 'weld' plastic
conduit piping together will give a
very good weatherproof seal.
Derek has also sent in details of

the conduit box he uses for dipole
centres shown in Fig. 5. This time
he uses a three -exit version and
instead of simple washer -clamped
contact, he uses small eye -bolts as

strain bearing point that offer
some relief to the wire contact.
Interestingly enough, Derek
shows his loop fed from the top of
the loop, even though it is still
shown as a single 'point'
upwards, supported by a rope to a
chimney or other point. But he
says that he has never had any
water get into his 'conduit -box'
antenna feedpoints. Well done
Derek, a simple effective antenna
has been improved again - now
who's next with modifications?

Ah well! That's all have
space and time for this
month, I look forward to
meeting you in the next
issue of A-i-A.

g>761.
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these patterns are shown in Fig. 1. To achieve
correct phasing each dipole must be fed with
identical lengths of feeder from the switching point.

Antenna

Under the arrangement I'm suggesting, feeder
switching can be done at some point close to the
operating position and I've given some details in
Fig. 2. Positions one and two on the switch control
both dipoles, but when the switch is in position
number 3, one feedline is completely isolated and
the antenna then effectively becomes a single
dipole. But enough of the theory, let's have a look at
a practical arrangement that may be put together
at home.

Length Not Excessive

The Double Dipole OH Antenna
John He)s
G3BDQ

presents a

simple antenna
design, giving

three difkrent
radiation

patterns at the
flick of a switch.
Fig. 1:The Double Dipole
Antenna arrangement.
See Table 1 for
dimensions. The dipole
centres 'T' are shown in
detail in the inset
drawing.

flhalf wave dipole antenna has many virtues:
one being its very high efficiency, for more than
90% of the transmitter r.f. is radiated in its
figure of eight' horizontal radiation pattern.
The two gaps in its radiation pattern are off the
ends of the wires and even in those two
directions there is some high angle radiation. A
dipole is often the antenna, against which others are
compared, as it has little 'gain'. Under these
circumstances the gain of any antenna is quoted in `ilBs
with the reference taken as a dipole' - or in units of
'dBd'.
To achieve some gain a pair of identical dipoles,
arranged in line and having the correct spacing
between their ends, can be driven in phase and this
pair of antennas will then give more than 3dBd (double
the power) of gain at right angles to the line of the
antenna wires. This 'in -line' arrangement of two
antennas is called a Collinear antenna that can have a
maximum gain of 3.4dBd which is possible when the
two dipoles are separated by 0.45 of a wavelength at
the operating frequency.

With end spacing closer than 0.951, the gain in the two
side lobes falls to just over ldBd. When the two dipoles
is fed 180. out of phase 'with one another), the
radiation pattern becomes that of a full wave antenna,
which is a four lobe pattern with maximum radiation
directions 54' from the line of the dipole wires. Both of

S

T

H

F2

F1

Perspex
7612 twin

feeder.
...... .
To switch in the shack

To operate effectively and provide the low angles of
radiation needed for DX work, the dipoles should be
elevated to at least a half wavelength from the

ground. If
Length Spacing Length
Height
Freq.
possible, the
im)
'VW')
(MHz)
antenna can
4 73
14.75
28.50
5.01
2.6
be higher to be
541
15.87
2.9
24.94
5.73
above the
6.33
19.75
3.4
21.30
8.71
screening
7.45
4.0
18.10
7.90
23.25
effects of
14.25
10.03
9.46
29.52
5.1
nearby
buildings and
trees.
Table 1: Dimensions for the
Double dipole system covering
The dipole
the 14-28MHz bands.
lengths are
Dimensions 'D', V and 'S' critical
calculated from
the well known
for each band, but the height 'H'
143/f (MHz)
is a suggested minimum (but
may be varied).
metres formula
and the
(as shown in Fig. 11 is
separation distance
calculated from the free -space full wavelength 300/f
(MHz) metres multiplied by 0.45,

The optimum lengths of the dipoles and the
spacings for five amateur bands are given in Table
1. Both dipoles must be as near identical as
possible, by using vertical sticks in the ground and
a cord to measure out the half dipole lengths and

allowing a little

Support rope

Tape binding

When such an antenna is designed for one of the
higher frequency h.f. bands, i.e. 14MHz and above,
the total length of the antenna will not be excessive.
Many small or medium sized gardens will
accommodate such a collinear antenna. The total
length needed for 28MHz will be some 14.75m (48ft
4in), with twice this distance needed for the 14MHz
version.

extra to take care
of the bends at the
insulators and at
the dipole centres
-r. This method of
measurement is
easier and more
accurate than
efforts using a
metre rule or tape
running along the
wire.
A strong manmade cord such as
Nylon or
polypropylene,

not wire, must be
52
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eder

used to

F

maintain the
spacing 'S'. The

most critical
measurements,
however, are in
making sure
that the two
feeders Fl and
F2 (Fig. 1) are
Ste -b changes
the phatung of the
antenna pair
To balanced a.tu.

wst

Fig. 2: Switching arrangements
to vary the dipole phasing.
Position 1 gives In -phase'
operation, Position 2 is for out of -phase operation. In position
3, the antenna becomes a
single half wave dipole. 'Left'
and 'Right' on feeders define
the left or right-hand section of
each dipole.

the same

length. If the
feeders are not
of equal length,
proper phasing
cannot be
achieved. The
two feeders, I
find, are best

made with 750
impedance twin
balanced feeder.

This is
lightweight, has
low loss (0.3dB
per 30m at
30MHz)
and is relatively cheap. It's sold as light to
medium duty and is ideal for up to 400W
p.e.p. levels of transmitter power.

Heavy Duty
There is a heavy duty type of this 750 twin
feeder which is advertised as being suitable for
powers levels of several kilowatts to little 'over the -top' in the UK). The 3000 or 4500 'ladder'
line feeders can be used, but these are heavier
and cost about twice as much as the 7511 variety
which is also affected less by rainfall. Suitable
750 feeder can be obtained from W.H. Westlake
of Holsworthy, Devon.

I've found that dipole wires will last longer
and give many years of first class service if 16
s.w.g. hard drawn copper wire is used in
preference to multi -strand wires. I have a
personal dislike of multi -strand plastic
insulated wires used by so many people for
antennas. These wires often have invisible
breaks inside the insulation and capillary action
can lead to the corrosion of the thin internal
wires. I have used the same hard drawn copper
wires for antennas of all types for more than 20
years at my present location which is not far from

right legs of each dipole.
The wires can then be
marked in some way. This
cannot be done once the

antenna is in the air.

c_rD

Final Point
As a final point, I have to
say that as the 'Double
Dipole' system is longer
than a 'normal' dipole, it
isn't always possible to orientate the antenna into
the most favourable position but when you have
enough space available this can he done to give the
greatest operating advantage.

A Great Circle world map will help a lot with this
orientation and really your first consideration is to
arrange the antenna so that the in -phase lobes
which have good gain are directed towards desired
countries or continents. If the antenna is positioned
so that one in -phase lobe fires towards North
America the antenna should give the same gain
towards the South East. The 'out of phase' pattern
of four lobes will then be found to cover much of the
remaining land mass areas.

Unfortunately, there will always be two unavoidable
poor 'directions'. These directions are always in the
line of the wires off the ends of the dipoles. If
possible, make sure that the line of the antenna
wirea is towards a direction where there is little
amateur radio activity. Although each location is
somewhat different, I'd always try to position the
antenna so it runs a little east of north and west of
south. This puts the radiation nulls towards
h'inland and the South Atlantic; two directions that
the surroundings at my QTH doesn't often favour.

3alanced ATU
The feeders. being balanced, must. connect to a
balanced a.t.u. and of course, the impedance
presented to the a.t.u. will be around 37 or 380
half of the 750 nominal feeder impedance).
When the system is switched to operate as a
single dipole then the feed impedance will again

he the 750 of a single dipole. lithe a.t.u. (for
example a transceiver internal a.t.u.) is only
designed to work into an unbalanced feedline
coaxial connector) a simple 1:4 or 1:1 Balun is
needed. If this is the case then the designs for
a suitable balun can be found in many
antenna books.

the sea.

Each feeder must descend vertically I or at right
angle to the dipole elements) for at least a quarter
of a wavelength before it bends to travel towards
the operating position. The feeders must not run
together and I've found that a separation distance
of at least twice the feeder's diameter will prevent
unwanted coupling. At the shack the feeders must
enter through separate and spaced holes.
The two pole three-way switch needed to change the
phasing need not he an expensive item, for the r.f.
voltage along the feeders is low. Often the junk box
will provide a suitable component and I've found
that rotary handswitches rescued from old 'dead'
broadcast receivers are ideal. Before the antenna is
hauled up into position a multi -meter must be used
to identify which feeder wires connect to the left or
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Although a fixed antenna, the Double Dipole is
electrically steerable and is a cheap and easy
way to 'cover the World'. The 3.4dB gain is as
good as the gain available from some multi element beams which, with their shortened
trapped elements have very little gain at
their lowest frequency of operation (which is
often as high as 14MHz).

=/
=I
-0=1
=/
IT

C -p4

Fig. 3: Horizontal
polar diagrams

produced with the
different switch
positions which
show the radiation
nulls off the
antenna ends.
Please note that a
single dipole has a
rather broader
radiation pattern
than the Double
Dipole (see text for
more detail).
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Switching the antenna when listening is
interesting, for often the switch position
giving most signal can he bettered on
receive by switching to a position where,
although the signal is not so strong, there
is much less noise or QRM. If the feeders
are 'strapped' the antenna can be
tuned to operate as a top loaded
wire on the I.f. bands.
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We would like to thank all of our customers for their continued support, which has enabled us to achieve our
goals. We now are able to offer you the
LARGEST AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT SHOWROOM in the UK.
Despite the increase in our overheads, we are still able to offer you GREAT DEALS. We are more accessible
than ever before. The Al is less than half a mile away and the railway station is just down the road. We have
easy access for the disabled.
We look forward to WELCOMING YOU to our NEW PREMISES.
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DAVID BUTLER G4ASR
YEW TREE COTTAGE
LOWER MAESCOED
HEREFORDSHIRE HR2 OHP

TEL: (01873) 860679

(1033i. As is normal for auroral
openings such as this, much of
the UK activity was situated in
northern England and Scotland
with the stations of G4FVP
t1094), G6YIN (1093), G7LXK
(1093), GM1W0111077),
GM4VHU 11087), MMOAMW
(1075) and MM1ATY 11085)
being particularly active.
However, down south,
stations such as G3NVO 11091),
G4HBA (10801, G7RMG (10801.
GOHVQ 110811 and GW7SMV
(1081) were also noted. Jamie
GW7SMV was also active on the
144MHz band and he reported
hearing s.s.b. signals from the

THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
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G4/4511 HAS NEWS OF BAND
PLAN PROPOSALS AND
DETAILS OF AN AUTOMATIC
PACKET REPORTING SYSTEM.

Hopefully the recent lack of
good propagation conditions on
the v.h.f. bands is indicative of
the lull before the storm.
Conditions were reported as
'rather quiet' in the Decemberlanuary period and that in
February was even quieter. lust
two events were worthy of note a Sporadic -f (Sp-Ei opening to
Scandinavia on February 8 and
an auroral back -scatter event on
February 18.

Novice station operator Alex
Gordon 2E1GJK (1093) reports
that he heard the Sp -E opening
on the 50MHz band between
1320-142OUTC. He mentions
that for much of the day he
listens to the band whilst driving
vehicles around a large quarry in
Lincolnshire. Alex uses an
Alinco DX -70 transceiver
running 3W into a ProAm PHF-b
loaded vertical antenna and was
very pleased to make s.s.b.
contacts with the stations of
OH1VR (KP11), OH2VZ (KP20),
OH3MF (KP20) and OH5NE
(KP411.

The auroral opening on
February 18 consisted of a
number of discrete events
commencing around 133OUTC,

waxing and waning until late in
the evening_ Conditions on both
the 50MHz and I44MHz bands
were very similar with contacts
being made from the UK with
stations located in Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Germany

56

So, what are the chances of
hearing anything? According to
Emil Pocock W3EP
columnist in Q57) the chances
of hearing a transatlantic signal
on the I44MHz hand, although
small, may be distinctly possible.
They're certainly much better
when properly equipped
operators on both sides of the
Atlantic Ocean make concerted

you really are missing out on this
exciting propagation mode!
Among the stations reported
on the 50MHz band were
D14AX i1011), DLBYHR (1041).

PACKET RADIO @ GB7MAD

L-LJ

C-=

back -scatter. That's a shame as

LA4LN 10150), PA2TAB (1032),
PA2VST 11022) and PE2ENG

UK DX CLUSTER 6. GB7DXC

O

course a vital part of the system
and the group intend to use an
array of four 16 -element F9FT
Yagis at 20m above ground. To
give the signals a fighting chance
two 2kW amplifiers will be used
(not both at the same time!) with
a solid -stale 600W unit as a

E-MAIL: g4asrebtintemet.com
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and Holland.
Surprisingly, there was a
reasonable amount of activity on
the 50MHz band. I say
surprisingly as, in my opinion,
most operators on this band tend
to miss or perhaps they're just
not interested in working the
short -distance DX via auroral

stations of G6YAY 110801,
GM311) (1068), GM7WLE (10881

and PE IHWO (1022). Other
stations known to be active
during the afternoon included
GMBLFB. MMOBQI (both in
1085) and OZ1LPR.

TRANSATLANTIC ATTEMPT
Later this year, during the luneAugust period, a Belgian contest
group led by ON7WP will be
attempting to make the first
transatlantic contact on the
144MHz amateur band. Their
intention is to win the Brendan
Trophy which will be awarded to
each of the operators of the two
Amateur Radio stations which
first establish two-way
communication between the
continents of Europe and
America (North or South)
without the assistance of
repeaters or satellites.
The proposed equipment
includes a Yaesu FT-225RD
transceiver with MuTek front-end
and a Kenwood TS -690S h.f.
transceiver with an external
transyteter. Antennas are of

spare.

efforts.

Tropospheric ducting
remains the best bet for
sustained and repeated
openings, especially from the
Caribbean to southern Europe.
This is the Bermuda 'high' which
I mentioned in this column last
year. Sporadic -E is a remote
possibility but any openings are
likely to he short-lived and
unpredictable.
With the establishment of
beacons in North America and
Europe, serious consideration
should also be given to a third
possibility - Auroral -E. Single hop auroral -E on the I44MHz
band is common enough in the
auroral zones and it probably
appears during magnetic storms
at the latitudes of these northerly
beacons as well. Whether the
necessary two hops can he put
together is uncertain but it will

certainly be worthwhile to listen
for North American beacon
stations both on the SOMEiz and
144MHz bands during major
storms.

SOLAR ACTIVITY
The increase in solar activity
over the next few years could
therefore make this time an ideal
period in which to attempt a
transatlantic contact via auroral E. Coincidentally, a recent press
release from NASA has provided
details of the solar wind
emanating from the Sun. Like
water gushing through cracks in
a dam, 'fountains' of electrified
gas, called the solar wind, have
been observed by scientists
flowing around magnetic regions

on the Sun to begin their three
million kilometres per hour rush
into space.
Using the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO) spacecraft. scientists
have observed solar wind flows
coming from the edges of
honeycomb -shaped patterns of
magnetic fields at the surface of
the Sun. For over 30 years
scientists have observed highspeed solar wind coming from
regions in the solar atmosphere
with open magnetic field lines,
called corona! holes.
The solar wind comes in two
varieties, high-speed and low speed. The low -speed solar wind
moves at only 1.5 million
kilometres per hour, while Ilw
high-speed wind is even (aster as high as three million

kibiorires per hour.
As the solar wind flows past
Earth, it changes the shape and
structure of the Earth's magnetic
field. In the past, the solar wind
didn't affect us directly, but as
we become increasingly
dependent on advanced
technology we become more
susceptible to its effects.
Researchers are learning that

variations in the solar wind flow
can cause dramatic changes in
the shape of the Earth's magnetic
field which can damage
satellites and disrupt
communications and electrical
power systems.
The solar wind can also lead
to major auroral events but
whether a transatlantic contact is
made via this mode, Sp -E or
troixi it is useful to note what

Andy Nicholls G3VMZ has to
say on the subject. He thinks
that it's very important to make
tape recordings of any signals
heard. Andy mentions that
simple auto -record circuits are
available.
Anyone attempting the
challenge should easily be able
to make a recording of the event.
This scull confirm to you that
your ears are not playing tricks
whilst listening for weak signals
in a noisy environment and it

will provide irrefutable evidence
to those who doubt it is possible.
It will also allow others to post process the signals with digital
signal processing Asp.) units in
case further information can be
extracted. I'll be giving more
details next time how d.s.p. can
he used when listening for
extremely weak signals buried in
the noise.

BAND PLAN CHANGES
You may have recently heard

that NU, owner of many prime,
hill -top communication sites
(mostly ATV transmitting
stations), are planning to charge
site rental rates equating to those
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regular
-1=1
while providing allocations
which are proportionate to the
current and projected use of the
bands. That said, one downside

levied to commercial operators.
They're sympathetic: to the
Amateur Radio community but
Ore under pressure from their
ustomers to impose a more
realistic fee for the space they
firovide to Amateur Radio

to this is that it appears that
Amateur TV (ATV) enthusiasts on
the 430MHz band are slowly
being squeezed out of what is a
shared area of the spectrum.
Fast Scan TV (FSTV) carrier
frequencies already need to be
carefully chosen so as to avoid
interference to other users, in
particular the repeater input
frequenciest434.600434.975MH7) and the amateur
satellite service t435438MHz1.
Bec ause of this, the
International Amateur Radio
Union (IARU) Reguni 1
recommends that video carriers
should he in the range 434.000434.50(1MHz or 438.500440.000MHz. The use of

repeater groups.
Organisations such as the

RNLI, National Trust and other
charitable groups already have
to pay 80% of the commercial
rate. Following discussions with
the Radio Society of Great
Britain IRSGB), NTL have now
agreed that the time scale for
reaching the 50% of the
commercial rate point will be
extended from three to seven
years and also agreed to a 5%
reduction in the year one charge.
Amateur repeater groups
Icovering voice and data links)
will now pay 10% of the
commercial rate from April 1999
with the remaining 40% increase
spread in equal increments over
the six year period ending March
2006. From April 21)06 groups
will be required to pay 50% of
the then current commercial

438.025-438.525MHz and
439.600439.999MHz for digital
communications clearly reduces
the available spectrum for the
FSTV enthusiast.

rate.

In my opinion. I think that
a.p.r.s. should be located on the
430MHz hand hut we are after
all driven not by what is best for
the user hut by what the
manufacturers think we want!
What do you think? Please let
the RSGB know your views.

PACKET REPORT SYSTEM
Never heard of the automatic
Packet Jeweling system (a.p.r.s.l
or unclear about what it does?

Maybe the following will help.
Basically, it's very similar to a
Packet radio set-up but that's
where the similarity ends. It
consists of a transceiver

Fig. 1: 50MHz Band Proposals:

Even at the 10% rate being
charged this April, the fees being
quoted are not inconsiderable.
For example, they range from
many hundreds to many
thousands of pounds. Clearly
this is a tremendous blow to
groups who run key digital
nodes and repeater units from
these sites and it is apparent that
many of these links may be lost
in the near future.
During the forthcoming year,
the RSGB will be working with
both the repeater keeps and NIT
to carry out a full survey of
Amateur Radio equipment
located on NTL transmitter masts
with a view to seek further
reductions in costs. An example
of this is that if equipment can
be re -sited in a lower position on
the masts or be re -located into
buildings on the site then the
charges levied will be
considerably lower than the
commercial rate.
For some months, the RSGB
v.h.f. and data communications
committees have been aware of
this issue and have sought

51.2100MHz:
50.7500MHz:
51.2500MHz:

Emergency communications priority (now deleted)
Emergency communications priority'
Emergency communications priority'

'This channel pair is proposed for emergency communications
talk -through operation.

Fig. 2: 704.411, Hand Prof -x -0.0k

70.3625MHz:
70.3875MHz:
70.4125MHz:
70.4375MHz:

makes this system different is the
a.p.r.s. software - written by Bob
Bruninga WB4APR. It allows for
real-time tactical
communications and also
provides a display system that
shows you where other stations
are located.
The software works by using
specific Packet radio frames to
transmit its data as a broadcast.
By doing this, it's able to keep an
'all -informed' net. In other
words, everyone running a.p.r.s.
on the same frequency receives
everyone else's transmissions.
This is, therefore, an open
network which, by its very
nature, works most efficiently
when all users share a common
frequency. (Hence the reason for

a new allocation within the v.h.f.
and u.h.f. hands).
The real time
communications permits any
number of stations to exchange
data just like voice users would
on a yoke net. Any station that
has information to contribute
simply sends it and all stations
receive and log it. However, the
data information sent isn't simply
restricted to text messages - I've
heard that some stations have
recently been sending fixed
pictures via the system.
You can also interface the
system with a weather station
(there are currently about ten

144.675MHz:

Emergency communications priority.

Digital sai ides

144.800MHz:

Digital Modes. Emergency communications priority.

Digital strwks
Digital modes

145.790MHz:

Proposed point-to-point links. 16kHz maximum
bandwidth.

alternatively to !mg them to
bandplanfirsgb.orgAsk if you

Car,
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Fig. 3: 144MHz Band Proposals:

Digital Ms ks

Because of the clash of
interests affecting both
television, emergency
communication and other
specialist users, the RSGB have
decided that it would be unwise
to proceed without having a
further period of consultation
with everyone affected. If you
have any suggestions regarding
these specific band plan
proposals then you are invited to
send them to RSGB HQ, Lambda
House, Cranbome Road, Potters
Bar, Hertfordshire, EN6 311 or

solutions which would provide
additional spectrum allocations
for digital communications. It's
expected that these proposals to
the v.h.f. and u.h.f. hand plans
will go some way in easing the
provision of replacement
tat ilities for those which are
under threat.
At the same time, work with
the repeater management
committee has enabled certain
frequent. les within the repeater
sub -bands to be prioritised for
emergency communications use.
The proposals. shown in the
tables Figs.14, go some way in
ad hieving the requisite objective

that it's unnecessary to have
both a slow scan TV (S5TV)
calling frequency 1144.500MH71
and a FAX calling frequency
1144.700MHz). It may be
possible to have a combined
calling frequency for both of
these modes, therefore releasing
one for use by a.p.r.s. users.

Fig. 4: 4.10MHz Hand Proposals:

430.000431.990MHz:
430.825MHz:
432.600432.700MHz:
432.725MHz:
432.750MHz:
432.775MHz:
433.600-433.800MHz:
438.025-438.525MHz:
438.425MHz:
439.600-439.999MHz:

Digital Communications
Emergency Communications Priority*
Digital Communications
Emergency Communications Priority
Emergency Communications Priority
Emergency Communications Priority
Digital Communications
Digital Communications
Emergency Communications Priority*
Digital Communications

This channel pair is proposed for emergency communications
duplex digital operation.

have 1 -mail. Background

information behind the
reasoning for these band plan
changes are expected to appear
in the April edition of Radeorn,
the RSGB Society magazine.

Whilst on the subject of
band plans, I've heard that
requests have been received
asking for the provision of an
exclusive frequency within the
144MHz band for use by a new
mode called Automatic Packet
Reporting System (a.p.r.s.). One
of the suggestions being made is
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(nomially liperaiing on the
I44MHz or 430MHz band). a
terminal nude controller (any
standard TNC capable of I .2Kb
or 9.6Kb operation) and a
computer (anything from a 'hug standard' 286 to the latest speed of -light PO.
As with conventional Packet
radio transmissions, messages
sent from the PC are converted
into a suitable audio format
4/1X251 by the TtsIC. and

transmitted by the radio. What

units that are compatible) to
automatically broadcast the
weather al your location. The
information could include
pressure, wind direction.
strength, rainfall and humidity.
The uses of weather
information is almost unlimited,
not only for keeping records, but
also for the prediction of severe
weather effects such as floods.
There's also the possibility of
using the information for
propagation studies. In the
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regular
strength contours. This pemiits
stations with omni-directional
antennas to participate and
provide valuable information. It's
made possible because a.p.r.s.
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has a line -of -sight power -height -

future, a network to remote
unattended land fixed attended)
weather units could be set up to
form a real-time national
weather reporting system.
The display system is
probably one of the major assets
of a.p.r.s. as it can track fixed or
mobiles stations making it ideal
Ire special event or emergency
use For the real-time tracking
rune tion to work, a global
positioning system Ig.p.5.1
receiver needs to be interfaced
into the Packet radio system of
the mobile station. Fixed stations
can, however, still use the
tracking/display system by

inserting their location
information within the
transmitted data frame.
The display viewed on the
PC comprises of a map of your
isekctedt area with different
stations shown as specific icons.
The maps can be generated by
using a variety of methods, for

example: Notepad, gp.s. unit or
a digitiser and it's up to you what

information goes on them. If a
station broadcasts his position it
can be tracked.
So, if you plan to go out
walking on the hills you take
your hand-held, a pico-pac ket
t.n.c. and your g.p.s unit with
you. Every few minutes you
transmit your position and it can
be seen on maps throughout the
area. Alternatively, you have a
tracker fitted in your car so the
XYL knows when you're close to
home or indeed where it is when
someone has stolen it!
Applying this principle is
almost unlimited. For example,
you're watching the news and
there's been a large chemical
spill in a local village, You go to
your a.p.r.s. and put a 'no -entry'
icon on your map and call it
'Chemical Hazard'. Everyone
else using a.p.r.s. can now see
that symbol on their map and
know of the restrit lion.
The system can also be used
for direction finding by
permitting the plotting of signal

gain 09161 reporting and display
formal which it can use to draw
range tittles around each station
showing his relative
communication range and
strength.
Trials have also been made
using the Mir Space Station and
other satellites as 'cligipeaters'.
Using satellites greatly increases

the range and capabilities of
a.p.r.s. This mode is an excellent
way of introducing school
children to Amateur Radio and
satellites communications.
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LOW PROFILE ANTENNA

LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI
33 NANT GWYN
TRELEWIS

MID GLAMORGAN
CF46 608
WALES

A telephone call came in this
month from Ian Cowdrey
G4TNZ of Derby, who's as
pleased as punch with the results
he's achieved from the makeshift
antenna he's erected. Ian tells me
that its a single wire affair, run
around his garden through the
apple trees at a height of just
1.5m. It's about SOm or so in

TEL: (01443) 411459

THIS MONTH LEIGHTON
SMART GWOLBI REPORTS ON

THE HIGHS AND LOWS IN
PROPAGATION CONDITIONS
AND THERE'S ALSO NEWS OF
ONE RADIO AMATEUR'S LOW
PROFILE ANTENNA SUCCESSES.

Following the high in
propagation conditions during
lanuary, the month of February
proved to be a great let down for
many of us! Poor conditions
were reported by all reporters,
although there were a few days
this month where things seemed
to pick up a little.
Nevertheless, all the h.t.
hands have provided some
degree of both long and short
distance propagation despite this
'dip' in conditions generally. AI
limes like this, one really has to
be on the right band al the right
time and it really pays to scan
the bands more carefully for that
elusive DX station!
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length and used in conjunction
with an MFI Versatuner.
On the 21MHz band Ian has
already racked up contacts with

SATELLITE LAUNCH
Following eleven unsuccessful
attempts a new amateur satellite,
Sunsat has recently been
launched. The satellite was
designed and built by
engineering students from
Stellenbosch University, South
Africa and carries an Amateur
Radio package in addition to a
high resolution imager, a
precision attitude control system
and several other payloads.
Islands, Belarus, Russia and
Slovenia in a single afternoon.
The impedance? No idea at all,
probably horrifyingly high is my
guess, but it worked well enough
considering and. as I didn't
already have an antenna for
21MHz, it's now my dedicated
radiator for that band. I'm not
sure what will happen when it
rains heavily though!
Have you used unusual
objects for antennas. or been
forced to use makeshift antennas
in all sorts of places? Write in
and share your experiences with

well as UN7BI) in Kazakhstan,
4ZSLA in Israel and even YBOAZ
in Jakarta. Indonesia! A total of
five continents worked. Not had
for such an antenna eh? He's
tuning it against a single earth
rod, which is not a great earth for
such an antenna and I'm sure
that if he were to add a
counterpoise and/or a few buried
radials it would perform even
better with greater earth return
currents. Still, what Ian's doing
just goes to show what amateurs
can get away with in tern's of
antenna systems! eh?

Ireteed, following Ian's
telephone call. I decided to
reformed the rain guttering of
my house as an antenna and give
the 21 MHz band a try. It tuned
up reasonably well via the a.t.u.
and with 5W of c.w. I managed
to hook up with the USA, Canary

schools) which can receive and
repeat voice messages on
145.825MHz using narrow -band

frequency modulation In.b.f.m.t
with a 3kHz deviation. Telemetry
beacons will operate on
436.251)MHz and 436.100MHz.
The satellite is expected to
remain in orbit for about six
years.

That's it again for another month.
Please forward any news, views,
comments or photographs to the
address and by the date given al
the top of the column.
THANKS FOR YOUR LETTERS

AND GOOD LUCK WITH THE
DX. SEE YOU AGAIN NEXT

MONTH.

73 OaevilltifSie
modest? I don't think so"!
Alan goes on to say: "It's
very strange how we operate our
licensing laws here. Anyone can
pass the RAE, learn the Morse

code and then be allowed to
operate without any practical
experience at all. While the poor
Novice has to undertake a
practical course followed by an
examination before they are
allowed the so called 'privilege'
of 3W and tiny slots in a few of
our hands!" Any more thoughts
on this anyone?

our reacters!

3V8BB in Tunisia, Kan in the
USA, a load of Europeans, as

.Stitisat also has a 'parrot'
repeater system (mainly for

DEADLINES

L.L-J

Hf FAR & WIDE

Sunsar will also contain a
bulletin board ro.b.s.t, a digital
store and forward message file
capability on the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
bands. This digital system will
operate at 1.2Kb or 9.6Kb audio
frequency shift keying (a.f.s.k.l.

ALL AT SEA!

NOVICE LICENCE
RESTRICTIONS
Readers may recall that I raised
the issue of Novice licence
restrictions recently. I mooted the
idea that Novice operators

should be allowed 5 or IOW
output and access to all hand
allocations according to their
class of licence - as a way of
increasing the appeal of amateur
radio and reversing its decline.
A letter has arrived from
Alan Clay MOAX1 of Wirral,
who says: "I totally agree that
these people should get a fairer
deal. I've worked quite a
number of Novice stations on
3.5MHZ and have yet to come
across a bad operator. Would it
really cause a problem to let
Novices use I OW and give them
full access to all the bands land

A note came in from Martin
Lewis MWOBRO/MM, who is
based on the 'Kan -lam 4' oil rig in
the North Sea. (See Fig. 11. Martin
says that he's now had his QSL
cards hack from the printers and
would like to assure everyone
who's waiting for a card that
they'll be receiving one soon.
It seems that since he was

licensed in 1998, Martin has
been really busy operating from
the rig (the oil rig, that is!l, but
further details about his maritime
mobile operation can he found
on his Web site at:
www.artgelfire.com/onficantan4

PROPAGATION REPORT
Now over to Don McLean
G3NOF in Yecwil for his regular
'Propagation Report'. Don says:
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in Kent who has,
yet again,
t racked Australia

on 1.8MHz in the
form of VK6HD,

Islands) at 1845, VPS/K811F
(Turks & Caicos Islands) at 0131,
and even that rare QRP DX
station GWOLBI at 11221JTC!

as well as

working 4N800H
(Yugoslavia)
LY2WR
(Lithuania) and

HAI ZZ
(Hungary), all at
around
2100UTC. Ted
uses 70W of c.w.
and G5RV
dipole/HF6
vertical antennas.
In between
loh-hunting, Eric
Masters GOKRT
of Won ester Park
in Surrey has
been elected

Sri relay of the
Wimbledon &
District Amateur
Radio Society no doubt leaving
him with even
less time for
Fig. 1: Martin Lewis MWOBRO/MM,
operating the
radio!
who is based on the Kan -Tan 4' oil
rig in the North Sea announces that Nevertheless. he
was pleased to
his 051 cards (shown here) are
now back from the printers
work a new
country on the
in my opinion conditions are
1.8MHz hand this month,
not as good as they were a year
hooking up with LIA2F1 in
ago, or even d month ago! On
Kaliningrad at 2212UTC. Also
the 14MHz band the only DX of
worked on I .8MHz was OK) DX
note were west coast Americans
(Czech Republic) at 2100UTC,
who came in between 1500 and
both contacts taking place on
170OUTC and the hand usually
c.w. with a wire antenna of just
26m in length!
dosed by around 1900UTC.
"18MHz was very poor and
Operating with IW of c.w.,
patchy. A few long path signals
GWOLBI hooked up with F9KP
were heard between 0&X) and
(France), 01.2DCM (Germany)
1000UTC from Australia, New
and G3TRU (England), while
Zealand and (apan, with Alaska
0.5W brought in G3RLF/P, while
coming in over the North Pole.
GI213 oersey) and OT9T
US stations came in between
(Belgium) were worked at
1200 and 1700UTC and the
200mW, all contacts taking
band usually closed by
place between 1830 and
I 80OUTC.
2300UTC.
"A few long path openings

on the 2IMHz hand appeared to
Australia and New Zealand
around 0930. with short path
openings to Asia at around
1530UTC. North America came
through between 1300 and
1800UTC and the band usually
closed by 1700UTC.
"Another patchy band this
month was 28MHz. There were
long periods where no signals
were heard. Sonic US stations
appeared in the afternoons and a
few African stations were heard
during the mornings. The hand
was closed by 1700UTC".

YOUR REPORTS
Now over to your monthly
reports, starting with the 1.8MHz
band this lime. First up comes
c.w. operator Ted Trowel'
G2HKU on the Isle of Sheppey
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THE 14MHz BAND
Even 14MHz, tlw most reliable
of our h.l. bands seems to have
taken a bit of a dive this month
as far as conditions are
concerned. On many occasions I
listened here only to find one or
two weak DX stations audible.
Single -hop propagation, twinging
in stations European stations was
a little better though, but the
long-distance traffic certainly has
not been as prominent as it was
a month ago.
However, on the 14MHz
band Ted G2HKU lists all c.w.
contacts with P4/K21E (Aruba
Island) and OY1CT (Faroe
Islands) at 1000, as well as
EA8/G3YXX (Canary Islands) and
K6DC (USA) at 1600UTC, while
operating around 1900 brought
in contacts with VQ9QM
(Chagos Islands). ZSIAAX (South
Africa) and 5B4AGC (Cyprus).
Meanwhile, Scan G4UCI
lists his QRP contacts on the
14MHz hand with FM5BH
(Martinique Island) at I 752,
TL5A (Central African Republic)
at 1600 and SAIA (Libya) at
1400UTC, whilst using 3W into
an indoor wire antenna in the
loft!
Yours truly GWOLBI loaded
up his 60m long wire on the
14MHz hand and used 500mW
of c.w. to work K3LR and KITO
(USA) at 2350 during the UBA
contest, while Eric GOKRT lists a
single QRP contact with
UA4CAM (Russia) at 1548UTC.

THE 18 & 21MHZ BANDS

Leaping ahead now to the 7M1-Iz
band, we find Sean Gilbert
G4UCJ of Milton Keynes, who
agrees that conditions have been
poor - he says 'rather lousy' in
fact! However, using c.w. on the
7MHz hand Sean lists contacts
with the ZL9C1 (Campbell Island
DXpedition) at 0900, PY1HE
(Brazil) at 0137, EL2WW
(Liberia) at 0010, V311Z (Belize)
at 0025, as well as P21DV
(Surinam) and W7CB (west coast
USA) both at around 0700. Not
bad going on a poor hand, eh?
Down in Skewen in West
Glamorgan we find Carl Mason
GWOVSW who used his SW
QRP Plus rig and a G5RV dipole

On to the 111 and 21MHz liands
now and this month Don
McLean G3NOf in Yeovil gave
th higher bands all his attention
and, starting with 18MHz, lists
s.s.b. contacts with EL2WW
(Liberia), a string of Japanese
stations, as well as KL7AC
(Alaska) and TP5OCE (Council of
Europb in Strasbourg), while the
21MHz hand gave him contacts
with 147XCF (Greece) W7RB
(Idaho, USA), YBODX
tlndonesia), 8P9DX (Barbados)
Q5L via VE3ICR and BRIX
(Guyana).
Using 3W and a 'Sandpiper'
vertical antenna, Carl GWOVSW
again 'bashed the key' on the
18MHz band to work
CTI/G3KJX/QRP (Portugal) and
W1KX (USA) at around 1400,
while working at 160OUTC gave
him two-way QRP contacts with
VE2MMD (Canada) and KC3MX

to hook up with the 211.9C1

(USA).

DXpedition, as well as working

Meanwhile Sean G4UCI lists
his 21MHz QRP c.w. contacts

THE 7MHz BAND

EA8/DL6SFG/P/QRP (Canary

with E21E1C (Thailand) at 1340,
FM5BH (Martinique Island) at
1545. FG5EY (Guadeloupe) at
1800 and T260F (Mali) at 1122,
while Eric GOKRT listed a QRP

s.s.b. contact with 5A1A in Libya
at 122BUTC, "A rare one for
me"!, says Eric!

THE 24 & 28MHZ BANDS
The 24MHz band is one that's
often overlooked by many
amateurs who tend to stick to
the much wider 21 and 28M1-lz
bands. however, it certainly has
some characteristics of its own not forgetting the fact that
because its overlooked, its not
overt rowded! If you haven't
tried 12m before. maybe now's
the time to give it a go.
The 24MHz report from Ted
G2HKU lists his impressive c.w,
contacts with VU3VI.M (India) at
1100, while operating at
150OUTC brought in Z.S6DM
(South Africa), VQ9QM (Chagos
Islands), CO2OR (Cuba), EA8TB
(Canary Islands) and PY2IM
(Brazil).
The 24MHz hand was the
main spot for Don G
this
month, his s.s.b. DX here
includes: EL2WW (Liberia),
EPIHR (Iran), FRSHR (Reunion
Island), HK3/GOSHN (Colombia)
QSL via FGAIA, 13/080Y
(Granada Island) QSL to home
call, V47KP (Federation of St.
Kilts and Nevis Islands) and
finally 9G1YR (Ghanal.
Although 28MHz was the
patchiest of all the h.f. bands this
month, John Wheeler GOIUE of
Melksham in Wiltshire worked a
load of stations from his mobile
set-up of 100W into a mobile
whip antenna. Working at
around 1 300-140OUTC, his
s.s.b. contacts included
VE I RMG (Nova Scotia), SVICIB
(Greece), KZ111 (USA), 9HIDE
IMallal, EW2MA (Belarus) and
UT3GX (Ukraine), while
operating later at 1630UTC
brought in LUSCVV (Argentina).
Finally, The 28MHz report
from Sean G4UCI shows 30W
cm. contacts with PR72AI
(Brazil) and CP4BT (Bolivia) al
around midday, while the midafternoon brought in BP9DX
(Barbados! and 912130 (Zambia),
while operating with just 3W
gave him a contact with CP4BT
again, although this lime at
110OUTC.

SIGNING OFF
Well that's about it for this
month folks! Although
conditions took a dive this
month, it seems that our intrepid
reporters have still managed to
dig nut the DX!
Still, it's now apparent that
conditions will continue to
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cut/edit both the
video and audio,
title, lade and
splice it with the
MCI Video Wave
SE+ software that Is

included with the
package.
The software is

improve. so keep your ear to the
speaker! Thanks again to all
correspondents (or their reports.
information and input to the
column.
AS USUAL, REPORTS AND

-3

INFORMATION (AND PHOTOS
AS I'M STILL LOOKING FOR
PHOTOGRAPHS OF OUR
REPORTERS!) BY THE 15TH OF

EACH MONTH. DETAILS AT
THE TOP OF THE COLUMN.

weekends and on way home
from work on 7. 14 and 18MHz
after 1630UTC. tAll operation
dependent on P14/ workload!).
Sean Gilbert G4UCJ operates:
around 0700 to 1100 and 2100
to 0000 seven clays a week on
14MHz and 7MHz using an FT 307 and Alinco DX -70
transceivers at 3/30W output and
a G5RV dipole antenna in the
loft space.

Ze/Atoirlf/o18/

PW Listening & Operating
Watch List. (All limes in UTC).

O
La-

CJ
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Charlie Blake MOAII listens and
operates:

0500-07(X) on 7.06I MHz s.s.b.
with an NRD-525 receiver &
Sloping Wire antenna and is also
busy with his mobile rig.
George Woods G3LPT (Suffolk)
operates:
an open net on 29.630 1.m.
every weekday morning except
Monday at 0930 Itx-al time.

O
L.L.J

Don McLean G3NOF operates:
10.10 Saturdays on 1.68SMHz on
the ISWL Net or 1030 Sundays
on the Yeovil ARC Net on
3.665MHz s.s.b. using a
Kenwood TS -950 & trapped
dipole antenna.

28.6(X) ri.b.f.m. every evening
between 1730 and 2230
regardless of conditions using a
Yaesu FT -920 running 100W and
a 2 -element Lel triband beam
antenna/half-wave vertical
antenna.
Leighton Smart GWOLBI
operates.

on I.949MHz s.s.b. and around
1.820 - 1.836MHz c.w. on
weekday evenings between 1900

1.-LJ

and 2230 using a Yaesu FT -747G
QRP transceiver at SW

maximum and a trOm long wire
Marconi antenna.

L.A.J

CO,

d.

Rob Mannion G3XFD listens
and operates (weekdays &
weekends):

1800-1830 on 3.7MHz 100W
s.s.b., & .1.530 or 3.560MHz and
18.105MHz QRP c.w. using an
Alinco DX -70 transceiver and a
long wire antenna or mobile
whips. Also at 2300 on either

3.560, 7.025MHz (c.w.) or
3.7MHz s.s.b. Now also
operating /P from the car on
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ROGER I. COOKE G3LDI

TEL: (015081570278
E-MAIL: ricooke@FreeNet.co.uk
PACKET:

G3LDIiitB7LD1.135.GBR.EU

John Wheeler GINA monitor,:

La-

DATA SCAPE

ROGER COOKE G3L131 TAKES A

LOOK AT A NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT ASPECTS THIS

MONTH STARTING WITH THE
NEW MOVIESTAR SOFTWARE
AND ENDING WITH A
DISCUSSION ON THE
GROWTH OF PSK31.

Moviestar is an exciting new
development for the video buffs
among us - no matter what video
source you have, be it VCR, TV,
Cable TV. satellite decoders,
laser disk player, all types of
camcorders. etc.. you will be
able to work wonders with this
add-on hoard for your PC.
Applied Technologies
Manufacturing (ATM) have just
released their latest video editor
with a four input video
multiplexer. The whole package,
called Movae9 at, comes as a
standard. high -quality PCI card a four -layer p.c.b. constructed to
UL 94V-0 standard.
The Akwiestar package
enables the user to capture video
from a camcorder. VCR or TV
through the S -video connector,
or any one of lour composite
inputs, into an on -board video
multiplexer. You can then save
the video in AVI format and then

now becoming the
de -facto standard

in entry level video
editing. It's the
interface to the
MovieStar hardware. From
within it, you can access the
MovieSrar drivers and select
different video sources via the
multiplexer as well as change the
capture resolution. MovieStar
drivers also support multi standards in video, such
as the NTSC standard and
the various forms of the

Fig 1: The MovieStar card.
further £99.
When dealing with video on a
PC. the storage space required is

PAL standard.
You can also send the

fully edited video over the
Internet, include it on a
Web page. copy it to CDROM, or put it back onto
video tape. For copying
back to videotape, you
will need (he VGA -2 -PAL Pro
card from ATM. Lots of amateurs
are already using the Motion
Picture card for SSTV and ATM
usually have a stand at the
major Amateur Radio
shows, such has been the
interest in their products.
A full user guide and a

tutorial on how to capture
and edit a movie are
included in the MovieStar
package and I feel sure
that present Motion Picture
users will be interested in
this card and it will
certainly sell well at a very
competitive E69 plus VAT.
Present users of the Motion
Picture product can buy it for
E49 plus VAT.
There is another attraction
for the card. There is an option
called the Security Patch Panel,

which ATM feel will produce a
huge interest. It has four video
inputs, each with its own power
output I 2V @ lA and a trigger
input that is alarm sensor
compatible. When an event
triggers the panel, the software
switches 10 the correct camera
and starts recording a time and
dale stamped AVI movie to disk
for a pre -determined time. This
will be a very useful selling
point.
The operator can look at any
of the four cameras immediately
(selecting from the screen
display) and record a time and
date stamped video. There is also
an auto sequence to go through
the four -camera selection
automatically. The accessory
lead is E10 and the Security
Patch Panel and software is a

Fig2: Pictures of Neil
GOCAS, taken from his
Wob site at:
http://www.gOcas.domon
.co.uk

quite high, so the minimum host
PC requirements are fairly
demanding. However, HO prices
are reducing all the time these
days and it's not uncommon to
find a 6Gb HD as a standard. To
use MovieStar. the minimum
requirements are a P166
processor, a 32Mb memory, a
VGA card (24bit 8(X) x 6(X)). a
Motherboard PCI with a free slot.
a hard drive UDMA IDE as large
as possible, several Gb, a '1 6 -

bit" sound card with line in.
The MovieStar card is fully
compliant with Microsoft's Video
for Windows standard and you
can use any AV1 editor software
with the MovieStar hardware
drivers. The VGA -2 -PAL Pro
should be available by the time
this is read. You can get in
contact with ATM on Tel: 0191414 5929. A picture of the
MovieStar card is shown in Fig.
1. It comes complete with
software, drivers, 20 page handbook and leads.
A very interesting and useful
device to be used in conjunction
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Microsoft is
worried though.

the

Official PSK31 WWW' Page !!!
, u0144:4.114 NI,
yFey tam* .4 rm. okm411m //mil& am me 11 RI 146.4441.114.4144 mole

gar lorr or

ofbemasonr.. ate Wool

1/111 //* 64141ftwo /me.V 444, "rm.'

Home page of the
official PSK31 Web site.
with the Movieslar board is the
Moviestar Security Patch Panel.
i his consists 01 a surface

mounted, all steel, polyester

«ited unit. designed to he
mounted within Iwo metres irt

can you'i
'Microsoft's
success in the
personal desktop
PC market is not
at all matched In
the important,

t ritual Internet and company
server market, where Linos.
other 'tree OSes (Freei3SD, etc.i
and software products, hold a
very significant share_ Indeed,
Microsoft's Hotmail free E-mail
service runs on another FrevBSD
and runs the famous 'free'
Apache web -server software"!
I do take lim's ;mint but my

the PC.. The patch panel has IOW

omment, Axil flippant. was

I flannels plus an output relay.
La( h or the lour channels has a
iiIso nipta, a trigger input that
can be configured as normally
open for sensors like pressure
mats or normally closed for
sensors like the PIR or rioor
«intact switch. Each channel
also has two 12V supply rails
capable of delivering IA in total.
the I 2V supply simplifies smallst ale installation of loss power
animas and powered sensors.
The patch panel is
controlled by supplied software.
which runs under Windows
95/98. This displays four
separate windows on the screen
from tour separate cameras and
a suitable low powei camera can
be obtained ATM directly, or

said with 'tongue-in-cheek',
meaning that if I had L200(1
billion in my hank balance, not

from Maphn. part code MIN I

h. Pentium 60MHz Wiryknies

Using suitable sensors.

98 - TCPIP (Virtual LAN Adapter)
ditto shy and ditto TNC.
Well, apparently (;raham
has had no success with a

video can he recorded tor moire
use, so all sorts of uses can he
thought of for this unit.
( slniously Wt urits' Is its mime
purpose. but fry pulling one of
the cameras inside a nesting box
and see the chicks hatch! Again,
the pat( h panel tomes with
.4 OM are. hi page handbook,
leads alt(1 4111 instructions.

much would worry 1111e at all!

AGW PACKET ENGINE
I received a letter regarding the
,16W Packet Engine software
irons Graham GOFF. My
personal experience has been
positive and I have used it
successfully in the following
environments:
II. Pentium 60MHz. - Windows
95 Winpark 6.4 using
PK232MRX in KISS morle:
21. Pentium 60MHz - Windows
95 - TCPIP (Dial -up) MS Oudook
Express and ditto TNC;

Baycom mdem! I have seen
quite a few bulletins on the BRs
from users with problems,
especially with Bay( om
modems. I have not seen a copy
01 this software, but if anybody
has been successful in getting it
to I lin with a Bawom, please lel
me know!

TAKEN TO TASK
In the January t olumn,
mentioned the Limn operating
system and pass1 a comment

about Mit nnott not being
worried' about another
operating system. I received the
tnnowing comments from Jim
Jackson. Jim talks about the
amateur providing competition
for the commercials.

'Similar motivation drives
iieople in the area of computer
prograninung. And in that held it
has been shown that 'amateurs'
an, in many instances, do better
than their commercial
counterparts. I would expect
fellow amateurs to applaud this
success. Hence I was a little
disappointed to read, what I took
to le, a small sneer in the
lanuary 'Data Scapa' column: 'I
an't wally believe that
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1NTERCENT 98
In the March column, I gave
details of the Intercent 98
programme. This has,
apparently, been upciated and is
.1 min h improved version railed
intercent 99'. The site Is the
same so get the latest version.
This names from Gerald
Bramwell .ieiten, so thanks fur
that Gerald It can save you
money!

COCAS WEB SITE
Neil Clarke GOCAS 'seen in Fig
21. is hit porde( es the RSGB
propagation forecast and also
puts out propagation bulletins on
the BBS, leery useful too, Neill(
has a Web site of his own which

can be tumid at
htlp://www.gOcas.demon.co.uk
It concentrates on propagation,
solar information and astronomy
anti has useful links to likeminded pages. Well worth a visit
- and some useful links too.

PSK31 GROWS!
The interest In PSK31 is
tot reasing. I look a look 4/11

t4

and 21MHz and heard quilt'
lot Ill /11.11VitY. 1-1)114/1A-1111: the

article by Peter Martinez G3PLX
Katkom, the ',Oh% arr. has

lxen downloaded In has of
interested amateurs. Lot ally.
there are several using it already
and these comments come from
Roger Basford G3VKM. "If you
haven't already seen n, I'd
recommend ZL I BPU's Web site.

which is full of excellent stub on
"... human -readable digital
modes ...".
I started taking an interest in
soundcard applications in the
last year or so and have hod
some sin o ess with the WXSA T

migrant and aim; with G3PPrs
piograms.
Hells hreiber
Feld -Hell and MT -Hell, The EVM
module -fused :wok moons
seemed very inIntnsting but
when I saw that Peter hail also
produced a soundt and version of
his PSK31 software I could see
that this was a chance to try out

the mode with minimal outlay
and, in my case, using existing
tabling.
The soundcard version
Isecame available at Christmas
19911 and since then the software
has gone through minor
upgrades and is up to version
I .OS at time of writing. Peter
G3PLX, has been very active on
the mode, helping out
newcomers with setting -up
problems and generally keeping
4111 eye on us!

The main trouble has been
that some new users tend to
ignore the copious warnings in
the Help file to avoid overdriving the s.s.b. transceiver,
which leads to broad hand
signals and QRM.
There are non-English
versions of the Help file
available on the Internet for
overseas amateurs struggling
with the English version and the
mode suppons the full Windows
ANSI character set so allowing
use ot umlauts. accents, tildes
and other non-English characters
in the text. This means that
Russian amateurs, fur instant e,
can communicate in their own

I was decoding PSK3 I

signals within a few hours of
downloading the software on the
January 9 and, after a weekend's
listening, I started off on the
January 11 with a QS() with
EA3VF on 14MHz. Apart from
one minor problem specific to
my rig ithe IC -746 'monitor'
function should be turned oft
when using PSK 111, I had no real
trouble getting started.
I did as the manual
recommends and used the
radio's accessory socket rather
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than the microphone input - not
forgetting to disconnect the
microphone! The waterfall and
tuning wheel displays lake very
little getting used to and there
are tew 'bells and whistle's, just
a set of 'clwkahle' buttons tor
TUNE, CQ and CWID,

c_rD

frequency, etc.
The program supports tile
sending, so a brag tape can Ire
sent and received text can be
saved to a file. I would say that
anyone who has used a
Windows -based TNC program
would hod the PSK31 software a

TI

hem- The availability ot a
good frequency counter to set up
the sofrware accurately would be
Iselptill 'explained clearly in the
manual' hut I suspect nut
everyone bothers with this, but
as I had a counter I used it!
To (we I've had QSOs with
about 16 countries, no DX yet
but I'm impressed with the
number of 'seriph. running 1,?1(1'

on the mode and most stations
seem to be running SOW or less,
as I am, A lot of the contacts
have been rag -c hews, with a lot
of discussion on the new mode
and less 'rubber-stamp' type
QS0s.
I'm very pleased with the
results and think that P51(31 will
bring a lot of new people into
RTTY-type modes who may have
been put off by the datatorwarding type of digital
operation that proliferates on the
hi. bands nowadays. As the
mode is so narrow band it's linen
possible to 'slot -in' between the
tones of other data mode
transmissions and carry on
without mutual QRM.
The weak signal
performance is excellent, often
signals are almost inaudible but
still give legible copy, relying on
the eye to fill in the gaps or
correct the spelling rather than
having an error -correcting
system do it for you! Have a
listen around 14.070MHz, you'll
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hear some at twits there for 51111e.

alphabet. something Ci3P1. X

THAT'S ABOUT IT FOR THIS

believes has not been possible
before on the amateur bands. I
have to say the 'backspace'
feature is my personal favourite
and will appeal to all two fingered typists!

MONTH.

Rayed' 6104.
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will be a mix of contemporary
music on weekdays and

O

specialist music programmes at
weekends including, for
example, jazz.
If you want to know the
transmission sc heclute of Radio
Free Asia (RFA) and play a
guessing game
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with the location of
individual

at

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

Mtp://www.rfa.org

TO ME PLEASE.

One site is on the
US -owned

PETER SHORE

C/O PW EDITORIAL OFFICES
ARROWSMITH COURT
STATION APPROACH
BROADSTONE
DORSET
101111 8PW

Voice Of America (VOA
QSL card

E-MAIL:

petershoretepwpublishing.ltd.uk
THIS MONTH PETER SHORE
BRINGS YOU NEWS OF MORE
SHUFFLING OF PROGRAMMES
FROM THE THE BBC WORLD
SERVICE, PLUS MORE NEWS OF
PROGRAMMES TO KEEP AN EAR
OPEN FOR AND WHERE TO
FIND THEM.

Almost before the ink was dry on
the pages of last month's edition
of PW, the long awaited news
about the BBC World Service's
plans for its European language
services were announced.
German. the List western
European service, was to close
tits final transmission was on
Friday 26 March at 163OUTC)
and Hungarian and Czech were
to have their budgets reduced.
English -language broadcasts
are also affected - in positive and
negative ways. Two distinct
streams of programmes will be
[smack ast. One is a 24 hour
news and a urgent Maus service.
the other is World Service Plus.

with the existing 'rich -mix' ot
news, current affairs, features,
magazine and sports
programmes. The aim is to make
World Service mow appealing to
local f.m. and a.m. stations
around the world as a source of
quality programmes for rebroadcasting.

At the same time the

64

transmitters, check
out RFA's Web site

BROADCAST

number of short wave
frequencies will be cut. Listeners
living in parts of the world
where there is J lot of local re broad( amine, or where the BBC
has its own f.m. transmitters. will
have less choice ot short wave
channels to tune to. This is also
true for parts of Europe which
the World Service considers
'over -served' by short wave
transmissions.

More money is being
poured into the BBC's Online
Internet service. The BBC's Web
site is one of the most visited
news sites in Europe. More
language services from Bush
House will be available via
Internet audio and via Internet
text, both live and 'on -demand'.
World Service is embracing the
1,Veb in a big way,

OTHER STATION NEWS

The third generation of
international music radio
services from the Voice of
America will be on the air by the
beginning of this month. 'VOA
Music Mix', a 24 hour English language channel, will he
broadcast world-wide via
satellite - but only cable systems
and local radio stations will be
allowed to downlink the service
for local re -broadcast. 'VOA
Music Mix' succeeds 'VOA
Express' and 'VOA Europe' and

Northern Mariana
Islands in the
Pacific - the
transmitters there
carry Vietnamese
.rod Chinese programmes and
there has been jamming of these
signals in recent months.
The US -funded radio
service, based in the old
National Public Radio

frequencies are only really
useable for about three out of
the 11 year solar cycle!
Trans World Radio is adding
a filth 100kW transmitter on
Guam to reach China and southeast Asia. The new equipment
should he operational by early
May.
Korean programmes will Ise
beamed from Radio Taipei

International again this year. The
Voice of Free China's Korean
service ended in 1994.

Radio Korea International is on
the air with English at:
0200-0300UTC on 7.275.
11.725. I1.81 and 15.575MHz:
0800-0900UTC on 9.57 and
I I.67MHz;
1130-123OUTC on 9.65MHz:
1230-13300TC on 6.055 tto
1300) 9.57. 9.64 (from 13001

building in downtown
Washington DC, has
incurred the wrath of
governments across
Asia who protest
that the station's
programmes
interfere with their
domestic issues.
The Web site also
allows you to listen
to programmes in
MPEG3-quality
Internet audio using
AudioActive software (the
player can he downloaded
free -or -c ha mei.

Radio Free Europe (RFE)
ended shun wave transmissions
in Estonian at the beginning of

Voice Of Free China QSL
card end sticker.

February. RFE now
relies on
transmission via

local stations in the
country.
As !reported last
month. Radio
Australia has been
testing frequencies in
the 21MHz (or 13m
bandl. Nigel
Holmes, Radio
Australia's
transmission
manager, has been
pleasantly surprised
with the response.
with good reception reported
across lapan and North Asia,
plus Europe.
Nigel Holmes intends to use
21MHz channels in the schedule
period now underway - so keep
your ears close to the receiver to
see if you can hear Radio
Australia coming in loud and
clear, particularly between 0900
and 140OUTC. Let me know
what you discover as it's rare
that broadcasters use this hand.
In fact, 21 and 25MHz

and 13,67MHz:
1600-17000TC on 5.975, 9.515
and 9,87MHz:
1900.200OUTC on 5.975 and
7.275MHz;
2100-213OUTC on 6.48MHz:
2100-2200UTC on 15.57 5MH1:
2100-2200UTC on 3.98MHz via
Skelton in the UK:
2200-2300UTC on 3.98MHz.,
also via Skelton.

Pete/. Sivie
Practical Wireless, May 1999
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"nos 67717.4 INME1A5136 A Of10177WAVE lNAf7AZliVE4I7Viellgra771117,17V1J

(11,11114:d 1481 There es plenty of free public
car parking w1111111 11'10 MIMIC, walking

distance There will he trade stands, Hong
& Buy. and 1011.,a1lIk911h, V14. I hkIr....r.efi
1100. with J lalk.111 on 522 (here are
heautitul uiess met' IkAftl11101.1. Ideal NM

picnics. so w by not take the 'anal'. Ron
G71.1.G4.111011(2211152586

sac. FAX enquiries hil015251.41.38914 ut

May 23: Ile Three "tunics Radio
Computer Rally is to talc place al the
Pcidiswell Leasure Centre. Bilfonl
1.V41Ceaer. full restaurant seru-sco !tom
117110. licensed liar from 11(11. All traders

GOWVE I. mail
41111 their itch sae. w11leh will he updakd

June 6: Spalding K District AKS are
holding then annual rally at the
Springfield. Eshihition Centre. Spalding.
Lincolnshire. Opening lime: IMO This
Rahn. Ha -ornate. arid Computer Rally
and Mc ha., a 'Car Hoot' area. Ample
parking available on, site. Talkin station

ILy Han\ Ilididay klanday. [Nato. open

in two adjoining halls, easy access h. the
halls 'ground knell and convenient
parking kit traders. There will also he free
parking lot !NMI cars and coaches. Heine

April IN: the lamella:me Arnateut Radio

111111 fie &Nikita! . oak's. 1100 others

ckhc tit the ('its

('huh will he holding their 111th tally at
Killy hevlin lintel. Enniskillen !Northern
IreLinth at 12 noon. Antractions Include the
usual interesting ...arid) of Waders and the

Admission CI. large Bring & Buy stall
Full catering with hat sers cr. ample

no charge Iinng & Huy Kieran GI7NET

Ainaieur Rauh.. Society. Tel Ted
Bannister (016061592207 or Thiu
Bevan 11116061 777117 I -.nail

Mu) 3: Allijanll Rada, & Complier Rally
at the Co le Hall Vs instionl Cheshire. May

041101365 3416063 day or 1111365 327133
evenings.

parking.Talk in 2n/70.m, 144(4 iiraillii
(eneral Inquires to Slid (*hc,Iiire

gotta nt thannisler.frreservramaik
April 111: The 13th Ratithain Radio Rally
has turned to a new date. hut. still at Ow
sane
which is The Rainhant School

for Girl.. Derwent Way, Rainkun, Kent

16.1)t on Manor Radio &
Stay 9:
Computer Rally is to
held at Drayton
Manor Park.

MEIN MIX (Naas open Baal 019341 lot

die A4091 'Ile main traders will lk in

disabled s 151118\ and Bring & Ku) P.
Ad11111MINI is (2 'under 14s go free' Them

lour imam/ets with a large outside trader s
flea market There will also he a Bong &
Buy stall. kwal chiles and spozial raciest
stands. Open from lout oil% aids. 'Inset

Mill he all tow regular trailer,. plus a few
new ones. Many special inteles( group.
V, ill also he represented Plenty of off MAI
parking and hat and cull snack will also
he Mailable Slurtin .m10163463659811
any b:asimahle tam.

April 18: the Canthrtdgestare Repealer
Group ate holding their annual rill) at
Bottishaiii
which is sou mule. east of Cambridge.

Access us ski Al4 and Atli 13 There is a
large hall with a car hoot silk. Bing &
Buy and the Graup's whoa ned auction of
radii, and electronic miumnisem Maas
open 11110 and admission is rust

Relreshmenis will he mailable Talkan nn
52.2 Paul Dyke (;01.1:11:

1014621

68_4574

April 18: 11w Yeovil Ainaleur Ratio Cluh
are holding their 15th QRP C'ons cation at
Dighy Hall, Hound Street. Sherburne.

June 13: The Eh asIon Caqic Nauunal
1114111.7 Radio Rally are holding their salts
al E.Ivasion (*.tuna.) Park. inn the II

CADRIS on 0121-443 118'9 es ening.

toiling on demand. 11w se llllll is large and
spacious with ample free car parking. The
display halls have plenty lit room lot
t num!: Iii !mew k and browse. There us
also it large canteen sen mg freshly
etstked light meals and snacks, at
teasonahle prices Plymouth (.1iy ('mire.
the Ilia and many maps muractions

please.

dose by lit the family Signpoding will

iiihimialion from N411r1111011 on 0121.422
97117. other Hlit.1111.1111.11 I141111 Peter

May 16: 11w Ripon & 1/ARS are pease,
to announce Owl the Northern Mohile
12311y will take place to the (heal Turkshue
Show gr undo There will he all the usual
Malls, talk -in, Bring & Buy, tree :al" 11.11k.
disabled access. etc Deialls in 1017651

640229 or kmail grraldialmineuximik
May 16: 110.7 Slid t.Isier Amateur Radio
Club Rally will be held at the Siluenutvid
Hotel. Lamm. Co. Armagh. Diets open
from to the public Irani 12 noon Trader,
will hioe access ltou, 0900 Jim Lappin
G1OOND .m10176211451179

he from 11w Nlanadon lareiton on the
A.38 1Nrcon Espressway and them will
also he a talk. in .on S22 More
anoint:akin on 1017521 662051 'hiring
oldie IN Mrs.
Slay 30: 2 Ird "'man Sullolk Wireless
Revisal. ihe Ipsw lc+ Antaieur Radii. Ral Is
will he taking place at the Hoke, Sports
and Social Club, Boekleshant Road.
Ipmaicit Diem -lions to gel Mere are as
111110MN: From the Juni:tam tat the ,114 and

All east of Ip'wieh. follow the Al I% lot
lust under I mile. turn right at the LSWR

sign Slap telerentx Ns...151223422. Rally
opens Intm 111001(1(930 for disabled
%lollies) until I WI. Vehicles bur the large

111111Ile 1 1014731 644520 1M Hi. I. F. -titian

Talk -in on 522 Fir a hooking harm to he

irMr110. htinternricunt

cat hoot sale w ill he admatual trontiailar
'talk -in on 522 For runlet details comaci
Sam Jewell G4DDK Tel 1013941 4414495

sent please wine a, 111/RC. Pit/ Ho% 41153.

Idunstuhle. De& 1.1'5 51.1 enclosing

%lay 3: 11w ffanimair Radio Ralls s to he
hekt

P.2111114:1 Markel. Tas ishiels, I ey on

This new 1.44:41111411

1012831 537778

Jun. 211:

I
ac District
Amateur Rauh,' Middy will he holding
their I Ith Annual Amateur Radio C'ar
H1,1,1 Sale at Cold Ash playing felt. tea.
New hury Sellers/Tha ler. should anise by
11800 Sale open from Mott till 15(111 Ian
Trussiin. Seculars. on 11116351 826019
Email e3r1mfa eumposerse.com

Juste 20: The Haitian & D,hutct Amato,.
R.billil Rally will he held al the
('Iandeboyel.odge Hotel i hinted)
known as The George I psi outside
Bangor Donn open
eeTI noon and
161 81. de.rbled mixes. Inn, 11111. All the
usual radio and compuier dealers us ill he
in attendance as well as the: portable

station (it IX RQCP should you wish h. in
helots: s. at buy Full restaurant Inlay Ica
wise to hus.l.
11", PAM'S D.is r, Bar and
liar snack hasiliales will he mailable and
there is ample cat parking. Talk -in will I.
on 522 and doors open at noon. huller
details mailable Prom Keith Skis mum oil
4012-1711014635. I. -null gifkaaar asi.nei
June 211: Alanstreld ARS base their
.1111111.11

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally. it could be worth 'phoning the
contact number to check all is well, before setting off
The Editorial Staff of PW cannot be bold responsible for information on
Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as e
service to readers. If you have any guerilla about a particular event, please

111W:1111101C spice

lot trudets and %rotors. it Ills

five miles oulh cash of Derby Fur
details brim Brian on 401332i 751412,
ciintad Stuart hoe oiler emannes on

June 6::A Radio Rally is to he held al the

will 110 held at Ile National V. treks,
Sluseinn. oti the Isle of Wight Open from

Douala,

111111775i 711953.

will he the usual kakis. phis Morse

Bedfurdshite. INsus open 119110 all 15410

(I3KPO .P1140191131 567665

IDSP. refreshments as itilahle

.nniian C 1511. osernighl camping it
required Contact Ray Napalm CNIEIS

till 14311and MI111'00041 is puss C 1. There

Innu Mike G751/1/ on 10193511,11-1612

parking MOIL' Malls f

I mesh intimation,

hltp://w uw.a0m)1.frresersc.co.uk

May 30: 11w Plymouth Amateur Radio
Society are holding Ilea rally ai the usual
senile. which is at the Plymouth College
id Funher Education. Kings R0411.
Ian import. Plymouth. Door. open 1030

S22 karmic,: fee is C2 Further ,Iciails

111111 until 17110 with tree anti and

K 11(1 aris

Moon,: Worcester siehtweing, shopping,
G4K17.011
etc William
(01905i 773181. lot FAX please ring lira

intemsting lectures. trade skalds. a Bring as
Bill .,old refreshtnents
will he on

April 24: A Marini

ehrlskr llw,Lrnrsenaeo.uk ur cheek

%Nes .Ind
children can spend a pleasann day in

Slay 16: The Dunstable Doan. Radio
(Ill, will he hold their 16th Annual
National Radio Czar Hoot Sak
Siockw mai Country, Park, laatin.

'W.:, I flint (Min to 1700. There will he

Aledoewl Village Hall, near Alton.
Hampshire Doors omen 1000 and
admission oats* CI Retreshments sill he
available and there will ilk.. he .1 tiring .1
Buy More anoint:mon limn Derek
GIMPS On 1014201 220111 or Chris

baud ddrcitimatv4ripr.ileiiniiiaii.1111

contact the onamiwils ditect.

TROUBLE
FINDING PW EACH MONTH?
We need to know if any of you are having pcOblems obtaining Practical
Wireless If you can't find a regular out15,-th'en let us know. Please contact
Distribution Complaints by telephone (012021 659910,
FAX: (01202) 659950, Email. dist-compRpwpublishing.ltd uk or by letter to:
Distribution Complaints, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach, Broadstone. Dorset Elf118 SPW.

-

Editor

( 101111111er and ['lel UMW,.

Can Boot Sale al Dehdale Late Sports and

Social Club. lehdale Line. MallSrleld
W4-1CkihOUse. NO11, I )1401 111.111 001 1,141 11 1.
bar and 11:11W411111:111,..11111114.. /1.1111111:

111141C dCl/111, l0111.44.1 Angela un 1111623i

429218, kituil a6culs.foree9.en.uk.
latest inik111.1l1011 there .1 Web site:

lill pain.w n.g6cuk.foree9.eo.uk

Dear Newsagent,

nIstribute d by Saymoili

please reserve/deliver my monthly copy of Practical Wireless
Name

Address

Postcode
WE CAN HELP YOU, IF YOU KEEP US INFORMED.

You can always place a regular order with your local newsagent. To help
make this easier, please fill in and cut out the coupon on this page.
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Signed
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..artithouk,

bun,

MiCrO1/41Lioe.

good condition. (795

SEND YOUR ADVERT TO PRACTICAL WIRELESS, BARGAIN BASEMENT, ARROWSMITH
COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH 1 8 8PW

Tel

very

1016061

862175.

Softwood TS-940SAT, boxed, with
manual. L'675. Kenwood TS-850SAT,
excellent condition. boxed, £745.

kom IC 706 Mkl, boxed, (495 `fees,'

I It 11110,111
J

559702

Low pass Mar Kenwood IF 30A
1kW, collect or pay carriage. v.g.c.,

in,: all 'shrine. is ill cwt he published
are now
at 11111, ifixereflien JnJ
rrtetraelik.
ix. ...old...4.
1.111 41.1,01
111.114'1s I al.IT,111
cirati
Up It, a 111,111111.11,1 at ,(I wwd.. pits.
our 101.1.i
Meat II,

C28. Contact T Chapman GOMKA 17
Trevor Rd, Swinton. Manchester M27
OYH1oo'phonel.

Lowe HF-125, excellent condition.

&rimer' 1J

iii. irik'r term rein

keypad. a c adapter, manual, boxed.
(170 plus carriage. Tel. Peter on East
Hens 401992) 465428

Lows 11F-22$ receiver with remote
key pad. excellent condition with

will not he accepted. Nu responsibility will be taken for errors.

supply, £450. Timewave DSF599Z1l,

£200 SG 230 smartuner. (200 MFJ
401C keyer. £25. CAHFV1 vertical

1932,

£1750

Electric Railway Engineering, first
edition. Ferguson, 1955, (15
Handbook
For
Steam
loco

fix

Tel' Stuart 1014271611160.

felines for

than 200 OSOs. lot for (650 Tel Jack

Bush Radio, 1947 model. 1 wn.w..

G3MEY on Wiltshire /012491461641.

Bakelite case, slight damage on top.
mains only. still m g w o . sensible
offers please Tel Bridlington 101262)

HD,
floppy,
colour monitor, Yaesu FT:203 hi.
transceiver with psi u.. 2m 1144MHz1

Swindon 1017931740786

Galvanised steel

lattice lower,
two sections,

Engineers??. (15, all good condition

3.5.. (50 Cushcraft AR6, £25 less

Amstrad PC -1640

franker. miner mount antenna, £375

2

Global 1000 a.t.u., (40

whip antenna, 2m 8.element GOSS
beam antenna with rotator, Electret
microphone kit, reasonable offers

Coranwol model Com305 small

Outside
antenna. 500kHz 1500MHz. stainless
steel and fibreglass. slick type,
unused, 135. lAll includes P&PI. Tel

digital world radio receiver (no b tot.

1016081662188.

please
Tel.
Elaine
G6NU
Chelmsford 101245i 359910.

multiple presets. clock and wrist
snap.
as
new.
boxed
with
instructions, £20, no offers Tel

on

678553.

plus

5klet-3061 Hz

118 000-

entry, £390 Tel 1016801662488.

AOR ARS000+3 frequency range
10kliz 2 6GHz, all mode. us bats bi
a.m aw.l.mx.w.-1.m. ten months leh
041 warranty, cost C1549 will sell for
C1225 plus P&P, no offers. Tel. John
on Kirkcaldy 1015921 203279. anytime

AOR AR8000 hardly used, boxed.
5064cHz 1900MHz. no
ia.m.1

'nodes
u

channels, full manuals, (220. Tel:
John on Hornchurch, Essex 1017081
445961. evenings after 8pm

AOR AR11200 scanner,

as

new.

R1J8200 digital recorder. 058200 lead
and level converter. (320 Trio TS -

Deem

Radiogram
stereo
w. twin speakers
built-in, teak cabinet. 54 inches long,
33/78 tp.m.. g.w o., prototype, C60
o.v.n.o_ buyer to inspect and collect.
Tel' G7TDL
664926.

East

Sussex

2kV

1.4A 2kV, 1A, three very big LDF 450
75A4
plus
connectors.
Collins

1018921

Conks 4A 011011iVel With matching
sneaker T -4X transmitter arid power
unit. MN.4 200W antenna matching
unit. Shute 444 desk microphone, 6
items C395, will split. all as new Tel

lcom IC -2060H dual hand. mobile
radio, excellent receiver, still under
warranty, as new, C380 o.n.o Also
Kenwood 79E with 6V pack, £180 Tel.
Bob on North Wales 1017451 730148
or mobile 1078031054448

learn

2m
1144MHrt
IC -271E
transceiver mulls ode. 5125W, no

microphone, good condemn, £250.
Kenwood TH-25E 2m hand-held. £80
Trio R2000
receiver
with 2m
converter fined
AKD 4001 4m

shelf

for

magazines.

used mobile. nonsmoker. E275 o

Philips model AE3650 pocket-size

Tel

k .01226,742971

band

mobile, complete with microphone
and manuals, mint condition, C275

(no

o.n.o. Or swap for Kenwood TS -811E
70cm1430MHrt mull -mode Wanted;
RC 600 control box Tel: Mike 2E1FCG

(30, no offers Tel. Norwich 1016031

101226/ 742971 01111093GM??

Private

Kenwood TR-751E 114MHz multiboxed with user menus!.
never used mobile. lade used as base
media,

station, plus Kellwood MC -60 desk

665927,

collection 50 domestic
radios for sale r1930s 1960s1, please
send large s.a.e. for fists llaleS CI for
illustrated catalogue. if requrredl Tel:
Chris
Moreton
1012911
673849'
650499, 10 Castle Parade Usk, Gwent

Realistic desktop scanner PRO 2024 by Radio Shack. covers 66-

v.h.f.v.h.f.
transceiver. £900. nu offers. horn

512MHz with some gaps, in g
boned with manual. E65, buyer to

IC -706 Mkl, £700, no offers Two large
air spaced variable capacitors for
atm , C20 Tel Tony GOCZV on East
Yorkshire 014301 422657

collect

IC-2061611ill

hI

6m2ni

microphone.
power
lead. SM 6 desk microphone, MB -62

mobile mounting bracket, OPC-587

Eddystone

115-590S

transceiver,

TS -790E

1650,
top
class
condition, (995, inspect and collect or

5m

pay P&P Grundig 700 Satellite, like
new. excellent first class radio for

voice synthesiser unit, no box hence

Kenwood TS -830, TS 130, DFC-230
filters, boxed. as new. also some TV

(675 o.n.o. Tel. Mick 1012261742971

test gear, all going cheap, retired

short wave, E200. JRC NRD.525, first
class radio, like new, £500. Tel
Middlesex 0181-813 9193

separation

cable.

OPC-589

microphone adapter cable, 10.102

Icons IC.RIOE scanner, 500kHz
1300MHz Inn gaps). all mode, as new,

complete with case and manual in
for pie Ten-Tec Omni.D transceiver,
1 8-30MHz.

filters,

all

bands.

matching power pack, e.t.a, desk
microphone, manual. (425, buyer
collects. Tel S lints i 014061 540934

782871, evenings.

mulemode. £195. BNOS 2m. 100W
amplifier, C90. Tel: 101803) 665772.

would swap for 2m 1144MHz1
equipment.
WHY?
Tel:
1017521
h.f.
Kenwood
TS -870
lisp
transceiver, 100W output, as new,

Surrey 1019321883483. evenings

boxed, manuals, (1100. horn IC-T7E

kw

manual, 195 or swap
RA17L
for RA117 Eddystone 7304, g.w.o .
730006.

Tel:

Accrington

1012541

381557.

music
centre
Schaub -Lorenz
5001, unusual tuMnur rad.alape
player in original box. instruction

book with English translation and
circuit diagram,. size - 31 by 11 by 13
inches high. Tel. Dean 0181 948
3430.

700255, evenings.

original box, new project forces sale.
£185 including carriage Tel Mike on

70crnam (430144MHt) hand-held.

Shack cleerout
receivers

Racal

all in g.w.o., h.f.
RA.1217, Racal

RA -217D in military transit case with
f.s.k unit. Plessey PR -I55. also
German 1.F30MHz field strength

C120. Service manual for
T5.4501390, C10. Tel: Terry G40X0 on
Hitchin 101467 435248, after 6pm.

meter with complete set of antenna
loops, interested? Offers please Tel

Kentwood 15-9305 ht. transceiver

Shack delimit Yaesu FT 4808 2m

ken IC -U101 12 channel 430MHz

with a.a 1.u., handbook, boxed, nice
condition. £495. Yaesu FT-757GX

4144MHzi multi -mode, Icon 1C -04E
70cm 1430MHz1 handheld, BNOS
50W 70cm linear amplifier. Weitz SP.
300 1.8-500MHz s.w.r.ipower meter.
venous antennas mobile and base,
power supplies, oscilloscopes, etc.

IC -1271E

receiver, v g.c

communications

bargain at (350 FT

2m
1144MHz1
portable
transceiver, all modes. (190 ATU,
£30. Tel 1012491653735.
29011

f m rig not ex p m r 1, boxed with

Armstrong

g.c.,

127 valve tuner
amplifier in working order, £20 one.

FT -290R PAM? muth mode, 2m

microphone and user manual, can he

transceiver,
handbook,
nice
condition, £395 Tel: 101606) 862175

Tel: Woking 1014831723563

1144MHz!

including
transceiver,
battery pack, charger and boxed FL
2025 lineal, boxed, mobile mount

easily

re programmed by kern if
necessary. lOW output. £100 ant)

Kenwood TS -9405 h.f transceiver

Tel: Cohn 101475! 786831, anytime

with

68

receiver

Kenwood

monobander, excellent performer.
E150. Yaesu FT 48091 2m (144MHz)

One,

radio

15 wave bands with stereo

multiple presets and clock.
pocket-size with soft pooch, as now,
boxed with instructions. quality set.
f m.,

1016241801592.

position Console. finished in grey
gloss. genuine bargain. Tel: (012431

Volume

John

Tel

loom IC7084, immaculate condition.
£535 o.nt o. Alinco DJ G5 dual band

Force 12, 5 -element 10m 178MHz)

Telephony,

parr

Eddystone 940 receiver with base

Mounted on ball bearing castors,
heavy duty metal drop handle, to

Books:

world

digital
dual

the

1013671638142

p,a. valves. £450 Tel: 1018921660045.

150 1 14MH21,

speaker.

RBO, C10 for

manual, £75, no offers, buyers collect
Tel Neil G8LIU on Uxbridge 1018951

Icon'

hinged rear door, space for extra

Pair of crystals for Pye M796 on

new, (670, includes delivery. Datong
FL3 filter, (60. Thudby true ems
digital muheneter. C45 Tel Colyn

Racal Morse keyboard and
reader. C75 Tel Brian 101285i 656069

with heavy duty maroon vynide with
metal trim, Interior storage to wiring,

2m:70cm

Kenwood

C25

Racal equipment, top of console
slopes back for
easy readout
frequencies, writing desk -top covered

front,

50:10535103W.
microphone, mobile bracket, power
lead manual, boxed, mint, not been

(100 Tel. Ken GOKWS CITHR. Whitley
Bay 0191 252 7141

matching external v.f.o. and p.s.u., all
in excellent condition with new spare

lti STB??. (50. 4.250 power valve,

eqii+pinerit A 'console', built to take

detachable
1144430MHzi.

170MHz) transceiver with antenna,

Drake TR4011 transceiver, 300W
p.e.p. out, a mis.s.b.t.w modes.

Loughborough 101509i 550420.

of rare

Handbook. £75
Timestep
PC
board, as
WXSat receiver,
programme.
pre -amplifier
C125
E mail
Tel:
633060,
(01984i
kenn@mistrafico iik

NPS 1A.&

channel oscilloscope. 05 seconds to

Arm Chair Copy, piece

Mobile redo 230R car radio
in wis.w 16/90m?? complete with

microphone, both in v.g.c., 0350
o n.o Tel: Colin 1014751 786831,
anytime.

101872/ 862291

carriage at cost. Tel. Alan GOPHT on

1019331

T

bolo 1

Mike 0181.423 0576.

Brian

W

Tel.

Johnston on Bournemouth 1012021

Kenwood TM -733E

receiver, (70 Advance 05250 dual

Tel.

receiver

1016231478985.

speaker £100 Sornmerkartth FR10013

offers please
27391'

interesting

speaker and sores, C75 R107. offers_
Tel. Chris Moreton on Gwent 1012911
673849550499

Kenwood TM -733 f in dual -bander,

1016081662488.

HV Transformers 3,8kV IA,

SP120
1205. 100W, PS1130 p.s.0
speaker, DFC230, C310, collect or

500
radio
megatines Practical Wireless. RSGB
Redcap. etc 1970s, 1980s. 1990s.

Manna Pacific, (20 Also AR88 with
Kenwood 11-5000 receiver. little
used, in min! condition iwith dust
covert), boxed with manual and
ready to listen to the world, £560.
might part exchange for a different,

leads,

handheld with spare battery case.
microphone, etc., r160 o.no. Tel

Approximately

Marconi CR100.
(50 CR300, C65. Marine Sentinel. C60

Packet modem MFJ 1274. h.I.N.h.f,

receiver, many microwave bits and
bobs, 'phone for lists. Tel: Mansfield

Tel Glasgow 0141-562 4571

memory

100

NIMaryMarins

held,
speaker.
microphones.
antennas, leads, charger, spare
battery. CTCSS fitted, £140 o.n o. Tel:
Cambridge 101223) 242427

type.

stick

receiver, with extra 108 170MHz v.h.f.
fitted, £390, includes carriage Tel

170.0Xeilltr, rotary tuner plus keypad

1015541

Kenwood TH-75E dual -band hand-

25.1300MHz.

two batteries, eliminator, spate
valves, manual, (60. Pye 6V car radio,
six etches square internal vibrator,
£35. MNIB?? accepted unit, £25.
Eddystone 688.ASP speaker?? (40

DDS.

Tei:

775790 or .m601039059

loutsidel

Coster 234 melody maker cw.,

AOR
AR3030 receiver,
mint
condition, all modes and FAX. 100
memories. two v fo s. Collins filters,

condition and ov.n.o

Global e.t.a. 110(0), (40. Antenna

108.000 170 000MHz. 100 memories,

!016081662488

Lowe PR -150 preselector, (75. JRC
NRD-535 boxed. C625 All in good

packaging??, collectors item, best
offers. Tel. Savage 0151.9215547

s.s b. am. a m.n., f.m., c.w.. FAX,

condition, 30kHz30MHz, plus v.h.f
Collins filters feted. gift at 0400. Tel'

m. whip
antenna and keypad option fitted
with manual and power unit, (235.
LOW,. HF-225 with a.m

430043

Norwich (01603i 665927

mint

in

101706/

14 wave bands with stereo f m.,
stainless steel and fibreglasa, new,
(35. AOR AR3030. mint condition

AOR AR3030 receiver,

Kenwood AT200 a to.. 200W max
size 9' x 9- x
approx. collect or
pay carriage. v.g.c., C85 Contact T
Chat/Irian. 17 Trevor Rd, Swinton,
Manchester. Lance M27 OVH too

co not required,
inch mast attached,

buyer to collect. 0120 o.n.o. Tel: Gerry
G7VFV101296i 432234

Tel-

878596

You should state clearly in vow advert whether the equipment is professionally built. home -brewed or modified.
The Publishers of Practical Wireless also wish to point out that it is the resrxmsibilty of the buyer to ascertain the suitability
of punts offered for purchase.
Herbert & Proctor.

(200 ovno

manual,

Advertisements from traders or for equipment that is illegal to possess. use or which cannot he licensed in the

Mince OX -70 with Zurich power

boxed,

Zetago
82002 lkW linear
amplifier. 0375. Tel Gary 1012031
C475

ith/.4.1:111111 ul ',it,' equipment la eixid
de.. if it's wall)
unitsual. io
when ['tea... Sore

For Sale

excellent condition,

FT -840,

SP -940

speaker

and

desk

1012931985701

Tel: Boston 1012051351603.

Practical Wireless, May 1999

Shun desk microphone model

Edition, by Westing House, £10. Tel

2m 1144MHz) mobile. E100. All in

4440 in v g c.. £35 One vintage
Varfey Ni-choke 45011 2014 Henries
One Ferranti RD125 transformer ratio

John 1013341650040. evenings.

pristine condition_
boxed
with
manuals, prefer buyer to collect.

Trio TS -ISO h f. transceiver with
matching ate. vf a and p.s.u.

Tel: G4E0T 4019421 241385

115 with screw contacts Both for
C10 plus postage. Tel: Peter 1017711

P5-30,

Tel:

Yam FT-101EE 1.8-30MHz with

621654

GWOPO1 on North Wales 1014921

10.18.24MHz h I Yaesu FT -902 hi.
1 8.30MHz. Yaesu FC-902 a.l.u.. 1.8-

v.g.c.,

manuals,

£400

623672

Versatowet. EBP45,
Strumech
motorised litung three sections. two

430MHz f m., g.w.o., 10. 1W output,
E125 (non-smokerl. Tel. Temwonh

rigs, manual and boxed,
£1400 Tel Bill DIGO on Cork (001
evenings
or
353.21 546371
Yaesu

lone WM, damaged so cheap for

Yams FT -101Z hi. transceiver plus

spares or repair dim to circumstances
here, C25 each or both for C40. Prefer
you inspect and collect. Tel: 0161-177

WARC

5303, evenings only answer phone
messages to end in Marchl or write

weekends

to GOOZK OTHR.

Swan 1001101X transceiver in g.w.o
but
needs
some
attention

Yaesu

hind -held paging

f.m.

25W mobile rig for

Yaesu FT -726R transceiver. you Ai

.rtr SVV. 12,5/25kHz, aim airbend plus

not find one in boner condition
Circumstances result in reluctant

two memory banks. sell for E150

sale. 'as is' ldual band), £525, or with
optional extra h.f module. E595
Please collect Tel: 0161477 5303.
evenings only 'answer phone

TWo Akai 40000$ tape decks

amplifier, fully automatic with most

101827l 58004

.

3014.1Hr Tel 1013021859451

arid a half years old. E1000. delivery
arranged Also. Yaesu FL -7000 h f

Exchange

-

2 55'w

hand-

iiiterested7 Arden PCS-6000,

exchange for Yaesu FT76R with FTS-

17A tone squelch, no alternatives!
0161477 5303, evenings only
lanswer phone messages to end in
Tel

Marchl or write to GOOZK OTHR

messages to end in Marchl or write

roods,
100W,
excellent
condition. £250 o.n.o. Yaesu FV 101Z
v.l.o for above. £65 o.n.o, Yaesu
FT747GX h 1 transceiver. 100W plus

to GOOZK OTHR

AOR ARS000, later model with

Yaesu FT -73R 430MHz hand-held

2000 memories, mint and boxed also
de -scrambler option fined. Exchange
for corn ICR-8500 re late model

f -m. board. little used, g.c. receive.
condition plus
excellent
Yaesu
(America) detachable Iron! panel kit
and cable for the FT-747GX. 050.
carnage extra Tel John G3SGR

transceiver only C70. Yaesu FT -23R
14.411a1lir
hand held, boxed with
charger and NoCacl packs. C100
Yaesu FRG -8800 with v h I module,

1014351830516.

G7CUF 0171-336 0622

Racal RA1792 in same condition.
Tel South Wales 1015541 775790 or
108501039059.

0011 13.8V 3A ps.u., C10 Tel Greg

immaculate condition, original box

2m 1144MHz/ FT -4166
with soft cover, unwanted gift boxed,

and manual. 00 Yaesu UDI344 base

as

microphone. £25 Tel -401745/ 890646.

antenna. 1130. Tel: Tina Hodges on

Yaesu

excellent

Yam FT-747GX in good condition,

Aberdare1016851883823.

condition, fan and f.m. board plus

100W all bands. 150kHt 30MHz with
microphone, plus cw. fitter. £295 CB
transceiver, 28MHz, Fidelity Ilegali
1000. £15, Realistic Pro -50 scanner.

HW-100 c,w p.su m v.g.c

boxed. good condition. (35. Latest
tom ICR2 micro wide band scanner,

channel

bought Feb 99. 09. Tel. Russ on

amplifier and leather case. Want
Canadian 52 set 1155 or 19 set,

transceiver,

new. magmounted 5.5 whip

Target HF3 receiver. boxed and in

aher 6pm.

Double

Yaesu FR -101 short wave. mint
condition record only', 1970s, with

1544

a.Lu.. Datong filler and antenna preamplifier. 0100 for the lot. Tel. David
Gibbs 1017061 311942 far more

Yaesu
FT -200 h 1
transceiver,
good
handbook. spare valves,
beginners rig, £100
Microwave
modules transverters, 28-141MHz
and 28-432MHz. bah multimode. C40
each, buyer collects or carriage extra.

Beam
10MHz 'scope_ excellent condition,

details.

E85. Mulled valve tester, E30. Box of
US magazines and ARRL Handbook.
etc., E10 Boxes of valves and
components. C15 the lot Lab 10 way 13A distribution?? strip with trip,
012. Aemec at. signal generator, C18
Army Morse key, C5 Flight 600(1

Yam FRG -7700 receiver, excellent
condition. E190 o v.n.a. also Yupitere
MV15000, boxed, mint, (90. Tel:

headphones, 0. Tel G4FZG OTHR

pays carnage Also, wanted D100X
DXTV converter with auto bandwidth
and vision gain Tel 0181 549 2612.

relequipment

Tel.

Dave G3OXG OTHR

South London 0181-308 1704.

Wow Fr -7570X' h.f
multi -mode

IBieds1

antenna

Warm FRG -8800 with vhf

unit
budf m, v.g.c. £295. buyer collects or

1012424 256295.

Rocks
Exporbnornor's
The
Handbook by P R Coursey. 1922.
Swap for Yaesu Y0.301 Monitor
Scope. Malang Wireless Simple by

after 6pm or on weekends

F Murphy, 1931, E10. AC To DC 13th

driver valves. 0250. Also, corn IC 28E

Teem FT -101E. FV-1016. G3LU..
n.b.1 nt lined, spare new p.o and

Wanted

transceiver

receive.

wide

FC-757

please.

Tel Notts 0115 9308096

Exchange Realistic PRO -26 200
covers

000

cost

25-1300N1112.

with

reason for exchange old age arid I
am an s.w.l. Tel: Coventry .012031
440637.

matching auto tuner with remote

1017671260462

10148rn 315396 or (017414892773.

-

original microphone and
bracket, Swap for Heathke SB.101 or
v.g c.,

FT -1012D,

spares, C250 Tel: NIIDON 0161 864

mint
condition.
p.s.u.
and
instructions are included. E100 o.n.o
Tel Paul 1017331 770236. evenings

Relearn LS102 all mode mobile in

Yaesu Fr -200 transceiverireceiver,
FP:200 p.s.0 1100. Want 15 band
h.f. vertical antenna. Trio 11C-8015

switching.

all

in

good

condition, boxed with manuals. 025
or might split. Tel Ted GOVVYU on
Cornwall 101209! 211689

433MHz p m.r mobile. 45W, six
PROMS. E50. Tel:
channels.
Ian MOBZP on Cumoria (012294
582867. 10THR as G7BZH. 'B' call).

I have a Taegu FRD-X400. I need a
Yaesu speaker for the 400 - an SP 400 or similar have a Sony !CF.
2001 will swap for the speaker. I also
I

three BBC computers. cW
moimors. disk drives, keyboards,
have

Yawn FT -250061 144MHz f m., 50,
25 5W output, as new, Posed, never
used mobile, 1225 Yaesu FT -730

Y841141 FTV-901R 50MHz convener,
2' mast couplers
aluminium
interconnect 2` tubes 4CX250 valves

printers, BBCs need reprogramming
take them away for 12V p eu to run

and bases Variable capacitors wide

my 2m 1144MHz1 receiver, also need

space, I:1V transformer, many items of

an atm. Please help,

gear tot sale Send SAE for lists or

700162

Tel.

1014931

Tel Mansfield 101623) 478965.

Copy of book: BBC Encaneenng 1922-1971

TF.2303 modulation meter Tel Alan 1019421

Tel Adrian Soane MOABY 1015821 813451

496573. most tomes

FTV-107R 70cm 1430MHz1
transverter
modules wanted 1FTV-901R or FIV707
modules also suitable/, also need memory unit
for FT.107M h I rig, your prices paid twofer

Mobile multi -band Antenna. like the SG

VIdtm 1709 0063 4Arnpwexl or PE1100
1Phillips)
exequipment OK as long as
working. Tel: Neil 6811U on 06i:4011018951

Sin ISOM Hit s.s.b. 100W transceiver, prefer
with h r
to include 10m 178M1421. Tel: lain
Morrison ZL1TF:G3IWU 1078011416200

19 -element 432MHz Tonnes to finish
array, or four 70cm yagis MIS! be 19

6pm

elements). plus Iwo 144MHz Yagis wanted for
array D.E. etc. 23cm long Yagi also needed.

Good price paid for unmodified BC342 Tel

top bearing required for mast. Tel- 1018031

4017451570538.

o I Tel' Andy G7PSO 1014531886466, alter

303

Tel

1019841

633060,

kenrOmistralcouk
Chiginel
Handbook

Wanted Eddystone 1837;2 receiver. must be
in mint condition, carriage paid, Tel- Dublin

or photocopy of

construction
for Sony CRF 320 radio Tel

Loan or purchme service manual for Racal

urgently Tel: Duncan G4DFV 1016231651954

RA1792.

AM early wireless gear wanted, crystal

all

costs

reimbursed.

Also.

Eddystone ECIO Mklt receiver to buy your
price paid Tel: Peter 0141.6492328, anytime

sets. horn speakers. early valves, Morse keys.

control knob and aluminium valve shield.
WHY7 Tel: Chaster t 012441 677332.

423120,

Racal RA63 RA121. RA218. MA176. MA177,
MA350, MA1360. Manual for Racal F145 to.e.

Tama Fr -090,

RA153E. PU153E) under 132-2465. Eddystone
850 and 880 receivers. Tel. Rob 1016361

Yaesu SFS extension speaker, p.s.0 25-45A
both must be in good condition Tel. Andy on

TR2500 2m ;144MHz) hand-held, please help
me repair this radio to gat a new Amateur on
the air Tel: 101603) 744197 and leave
message on answer phone.

0190417916E10, most times.

Middlesborough 4016421278955

on some

Marconi senses 11111111.11111, 0010111 or good
Photocopies required for TF-2015 signal

505 0638, 40 Latchen Rd, London (18 1DJ

generator.

swaps

Possible

1012021 698147. alter 6orn

Tired or scrap FT-902DM for spares Tel:

duplicate items. Tel W J MacDonald 0181

keys,

mode. 6m (508.4111),

Manual or circuit criegram for Kentwood

good price paid Also want old or unusual
Morse

all

portable ORP transceiver in good condition
and full working order. Ter Geoff 2E0AMW

686392.

soy sets, keen collector pays well Tel' Jim

French,
Polish.
Russian spy sins wanted by private collector

Street.

Tel: 0181-868 7684.

Portable manpack h.1 transceiver, required

British,

Davis

Wanted for 8216 receiver and p.s 11 metal
panel covers and headphones, any parts for
W527. Tel Andrew Humphriss 4019261

R11115 required for sperm or volume

loom R-70 ,ecower, offers to John GIU8B

A dip -en battery unit for Yaesu HT -70G

American,

17
Thomas
Inchicore, Dublin, Ireland

01-4536452,

101275/845351

565772

Taylor G4ERU TeVFAX: 1012021 510400. No.5
Luther Rd. Winton. Bournemouth BHg 1LH

230006.

E-mail

TF 2171 synchroniser for TF 2015.

Tri-band

hi.

beam

20:1510m
11421.28MHzi, h.l. vertical 4010m i 7-28MHH,
h f linear amplifier, non-WARC is OK. 6m
150MHz1 linear or S8200 to modify, can travel

Zenrth speech processor. or Orator speech
processor, or any AND?? operator bo,ti
Cosset oscilloscope, model 1039m
N86/2 Tel:4019054 451361

to oilseed and collect TeL Jim MMOBOI 0131
661 4686

B1111;111 BIM:11E1T 11111111 FOKII
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

J FOR SALE

J WANTED

J EXCHANGE

Name

please
Address

write
in

block

capitals

(30)

Telephone Number

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT. C> CZ>
Please only write in the contact wads you wish to be published with your
advert.

le. do you want your name F. ,11(.,s,

.r...

(12)

Your advert, you decide!
Practical Wireless, May 1999
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For Sale

Miscellaneous

Valves

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100. 8210,

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other

HRO C5 each. Circuits C1.50. Hundreds available.

parts at attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geof

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157

SAE list Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford,
Essex IG1 3E8. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage
Service data. circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 1970s. Free brochure from Tudor GwilliamRees. Savoy Hill Publications. 50 Meddon St.
Bideford, The Little White Town, North Devon.
EX39 2E0. Tel: 01237 424280,

E mail: tudorgwilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted.

WE BUY & SELL HAM GEAR New and used
amateur equipment bought and sold, PX
welcome. Ring Dave G3RCO the gentleman
dealer on; showroom (01708) 374043 or office
0956 854947,

Open 7 days 9am-10pm. 9 Troopers Drive, Harold
Hill, Romford. Essex RM3 9DE.

THE Rf-KIT CATALOGUE. send 2x 2nd class
stamps or browse www.rf-kits.demon.co.uk
Hands Electronics, Tegryn, Llanfyrnach,
Pembs SA35 OBI. Tel 01239 698427.

ICOM COMMUNICATION RECEIVER IC-R71E
VGC. Bargain at £350.00. FT -290R portable 2m
transceiver C195.00. ATU 130.00. Tel: 01249

Davies (Radio). Tel: (01788) 574774.

HEATHKIT UK DISTRIBUTOR Heathkit spare.
service and educational products. Cedar
Electronics, 12 Isbourne Way. Broadway Road.
Winchcombo, Cheltenham. Glos GLS4 5NS. Tel:
1012421 602402.

VALVES: OVER 50000 STOCKED Hem,

monitor reception in the target area
Government agencies you can control MF/F-IF
receivers or transceivers worldwide from your

Wilson Valves. Jim Fish G4MHI, 28 Banks Ave.,
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.

tone phone using Radphone 200DX from
wslow.pert.ee
Tel: -61.2-98889777 Fax: 61-2-98050253.
BROKEN TNC? Guaranteed repairs
attractive prices.
Ring Andy on 0151,677 4448 (eves).

Mansfield, Notts NG18 5GR.

01234 357089 after 6pm.

KENWOOD TS -5305 1.8-30MHz. General
coverage. Leak "trough line stereo". 80 100MHz.
Rx matching leak "stereo 30' audio amplifier,
Creed 444 G4XOS closing down. Tel: 01885
482980

PRACTICAL WIRELESS magazine 1964-74. 87
copies. Also Practical Electronics (491. Similar
period. Offers? Tel: 01276 21993.

TS -430S matching AT -250 auto tuner plus
Datong filter FL -3. (400. Tel: 01354 658186.

at

AR5000 OWNERS for fast ergonomic control
of the AR5000 on Win95/98/NT please visit
www.ar5.com
RAE PAY -AS -YOU -LEARN correspondence C3
per lesson includes tuition. Ken Green, C.Eng..
M.I.E.E. Chylean, Penpethy, Tintagel, Cornwall
Tel: 01840 212262.

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS -

CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 C10. ECC33135 £6.
ECC83.EF86 L3.50. KT66 C35. KT88 C55. EL34

C.20 EL37 £18. PX4 70. PX25 £130. G234 £8.
GZ32 f8. DA100 C150 4212E C150. PT15 C10.

Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, Unit 5, Huffwood
Trading Estate, Bookers Road. Billinghurst, W.
Sussex RH14 9RZ.
Tel: 01403 786559. Fax: 01403 786560.

Tel, Fax: 01606 871082.

communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of

TOP PRICES PAID

Government surplus wireless equipment and

for all your valves, tubes,

obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless arid

audio components and accessories. Pre 1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most

valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and
boxed. CBS. 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool.
FY1 2EU. Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: 101253)
302979. E-mail: chevet@globalnet.co.uk

WANTED ARSE CRYSTAL FREQUENCY

semi -conductors and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CR0 2QP.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

CALIBRATOR

type C.T. 432 made by
Aeronautical Radio in reasonable condition.
O Electronic Design. Tel: 0181-391 0545 Fax:

Computer Software
& Hardware

-

bunkhouse camping. Elevated rural site, two
mites from beach, use of shack and antennas.
open all year. Tynrhos. Mynytho. Pwllheli Tel:
7407/2.
01758
Packet
GW4VAGOGB7BAY0t55.GBR EU

E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state

Crystal sets/QRP kits
Caravan

Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.

VALVES
FOR
SALE, swap, wanted.
Thompson. 83 School Lane. Hartford, Cheshire.

0181 391 5258.

Holidays

Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:

E-mail: giacomelli@colomor.ciemon.co.uk

Wanted

GLS COMPONENTS in stock now. Amiga

TS -450S GWO. Boxed. Manual mic for sale.
£600 ono. Buyer collects or will post. Tel Ted

E-mail: chevet@olobalnet.cotik

SHORT WAVE BROADCASTERS you can

653735.

50416001200 spares. We can source almost any
component. Call for details 01623 641122. E-mail:
gls12@hotmail.com 4 Worsbrough Close.

Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: (01253) 302979

address:

BUILD A CRYSTAL SET and other protects.
No soldering required. Full comps. PCB, inst
booklet supplied. £8.95. Free brochure from
ORP, 27 Arnberley Street. Bradford West.

PC-AMIGA SSTV-PACKET Tx/Rx interfaces from
C28.50. SAE leaflets. demodisk Cl. Peter Lockwood

Yorkshire 8D3 BOZ.

hnp:Pwww angelfire.comlokig8sIb

G8SLB, 36 Davington Road, Dagenham, RM8 2LR.
Tel: 0181-595 0823

Please photocopy this fo

if you prefer

ORDER
FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting f 13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: 101202) 659920, Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
available issue of PW) for
insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.0. for £

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
142p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name:

Address'

Telephone No

Box Number's 70p: Tick if appropriate
Category heading.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Alue

ilstid stockist

SI

ISO 9007 RS33906

We supply

HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY

Siemens franchised distributor

Diodes & rectifiers

Capacitors
Resistors
Thermistors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
Varistors
Potentiometers

Books
Boxes & Cases
Breadboards
Connectors
Cable

Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Semiconductors
Lamps & LEDs
Power supplies
Regulators
Thyristors
Sensors
Crystals
Panel meters
Test gear
Valves
Flash tubes

Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses

Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

T

Member

Fans

Switches

1 KENFIELD PLACE, ABERDEEN AB15 7UW

TEL/FAX:(01224) 316004

GM3HAT

INTERNET WEB PAGES ON CFA

J on the following web pages.- ntiverwiwanlennex.corn
Tnere were introductory snicks on the theory from October 98 on those pages and after becoming
an Antenntx subscriber one will be able to tee Made of how to make en 80rn version of Ground Plane
CFA which is providing such success in Egypt and usually audible in the middle of the night on 8611dix.

Relays

Transformers
Hardware
Headphones
Soldering eguipt
PCB materials
Service aids

-mume is recitation m Arabic by male spoolvirs1 GP CFA 3% lambda tan only 22kW
ter those eager to use the advantages of the Crossed Feld Antenna g small we, mete bandwidth.
mast, multi -band operation etc than there are tire HAT manufechned versions with money
.inteed operation

ba

LOOPS
-

L 1 9* sized 90cm C110; CFL 3 6' sited 69cm f80 Inc 18m feeder: at.. 7 sized 40cm 065: CFL
3cm £50: CR. 18 sired 18cm EQ. CFL 21 wed 18cm £45: CFL 28'27* sired 12cm f45: CFL 50'

E MDR t and PADA 2 the placid Lay on the root' or 'pull round the wells' devices lot those J

Electrovalue Ltd. See us at web site www electroyalue.com

These cover all HE hands NOR 1 8 5m £230 EMDP 2 15m 0750

Shop: --e! 0161 432 4915 Fax 0161-432 4127 E-mail: saleWelectrovalue Corn

680 &imago Lane, Manchester MI9 INA
Mad order: Tel 01784 413604 Fa. 01784 433605 E marl saleselectrovalue co uk
Unit 5. Beta Way, Thorpe Industrial Park. Egham, Surrey TW20 BRE

J. BIRKETT

25 The Strait

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Lincoln 1.142 IJF
Tel 01522 520767

I NIGH POWER TRANSISTORS !
.
USO
r
STUD MOUNTING DIODES AV P: 49 am; C 30;
MINIATURE POITESTER CAPACITOR:1117010100v*, Mabee 0 1pt 250vw
2

iiti

f

ICIN

'

63 POWER TRANSISTORS 11171'i 125 sideband Type 501481venti data O E1295.£22 pair

OLD TRANSISTORS UNUSED '1.25 0C35 oc28. AC138 SO M. Stair, AC1528, ACI53L ACt Its. ACIVX,
-

PIN 010DES

30c VHF 15 tor Thp, STUD MOUNTING 0 S for LI

SURPLUS DIE CAST BOXES r.lirr.rottr ers11Z0C195. Taft211(49).
ARAM Detect& Dodos Ma 1,123050e, SIM2

It4-.rl:C45

50o 1501E d

TEN-TEC

2m and EM FM mobile transceivers
40m 30m and 20m ORP CW transceivers short wave receivers
20M - 6m 2m - 6m 10m - 2m all -mode transverters. SWR bridge
and RF wattmeter, RF ground counterpoise. transmatch tuning
bridge, electronic Never smart squelch, universal BFO. active

PLUS!

Repair service for all Ten-Tec kits

EC Can ',a,

50

ELECTROtYTIC CAPAUTORS 1E410010 Nas it SELMA NOsav Oil te

35p Paill3 a 35e 10E102 0 4Ip, J3010 Ay MO 0 201
ACCESS 514rru 840CL4YCARD 8 AMERCAN EXPRESS cards accepted
r

T -Kit

Modules

antenna receive convertor speech processor

)3p,1250 O 50t

FAN TRIMMERS

FET S

-nor

.1 L Birken

ER MOO I f MULTIMETER hoe 47IC. it to 1500fAltz complete with test leads. 50 and 75 ohm props and
type D batteries Sold as n with serviceabie label CI f201P8P £101

'

America's Best!

Partners J It Bicker

AIR SPACED vitiMAIIII CAPACITORS 15.1W O 050.10.10.84F 4 £293 150450-2048.200 4E391 ISII1`..
-I E3 50 20:1003pF31350.300.410oF O 1:350. ClOttyost 10oF O C350 7Sek 1351

"

Complete
Projects

100ferf1. 004710E03s* 6100tot ft

011AUTT SWITCHES Pus button snare polo rube single pok break by Singer Controls USA OD SO, Wale ;:.
cis. t, hl ;Inman Freeporit USA 4 E7

X BAND GUNN 01301S
GS'A'

Proprietor- Maurice C Hately, M ScRE- licenced since 1950 now GM3HAT.

liven Free worse ()thews gated

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

Adur Communications
Tel: (131903) 879526

ttairskraourcornmr, corn

Belmont Buildings, The street, Bramber, West Sussex BN44 3WE

Best seller.,. the bargain priced

Adapt -A -Mast

UR RADIO SHOW COMMITTEE PRESENTS

Lifts to 25ft ill moi,: Ming

h LEICESTE
TEUR RADI
SHOW

Complete with all brackets, cable and winch
Accepts 2in stub mast Adaptable to tilt -over
Available hot dip galvanised BS729
Simple four bolt installation
MANY OTHER MASTS AVAILABLE
ISO

Call (01505) 503824
Mobile (03741 951660

9001

of write to

TENNAMAST SCOTLAND LTD

at a new venue

81 MAINS ROAD, BEITH, AYRSHIRE KA15 2HT
Email: nbrownertennamast corn Web site. www.tennamast.com
For sales in Benelux countries contact
Doeven Elektronika Tel- 31 101 5282 69879

El=

E

Can't get hold of you copy of Practical
Wireless from your local stockist?
Then let us know about it on

ASTLE DONINGTON
INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION CENTS

,

near juction 23A M 1 motorway
on

24th & 25th
SEPTEMBER, 1999

(01202) 659910

All the usual features but even bigger than ever.

OR WRITE TO

For further details contact Geoff Dover,

Distribution Complaints Dept.
PW Publishing Ltd.,
Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH 18 8PW
Practical Wireless, May 1999

G4AFJ. Tel: 01455 823344 or

Fax: 01455 828273
For stand and table bookings contact
John Theodorson, G4MTP.

Tel/Fax: 01604 790966
E-mail Gam -maws erg uk Web site. http //www lars org uk
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Solid State Design For The Radio Amateur

This month's Rook Of The Month comes from the American Radio Relay
League IARRLI and is written by none other than Wes Hayward W7Z011
Lind Doug DeMew W1FB!
Solid State Design For The Radio Amateur claims to be
chock full of good. basic
inhumation - circuit designs and their applications and descriptions of receivers. transmitters, power
linutined in this book
supplies and test equipment-. Not only this, but it also claims that some of the informal'
cannot be found in any other publications! The circuits in this book are very clear and it also contains other diagrams
and pictures to illustrate the various chapters.
The usual price of Sold Slate Design Fur The Radio Amateur is £11.50 plus P&P. however. our special price this
month is £10 including P&P (plus £2 P&P for overseas orders). Order your copy today!

So. don't waste any time! Offer closes 31st May 1999!
To order please either use the form on page 74 or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW5.
Pages

Price
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C995
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0695
19 99
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UNDERSTANDING ACARS
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(995
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300

(1600

2nd Edition Robert E Evan.
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L1995
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580

C11 50
C30.00
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RADIO DA/A CODE MANUAL 1611. Edition Joe.g Ktingenniee...
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CIO 00

CT 50

DXTV
OXTV FOP BEGINNERS Simon Hamer
GUIDE TO DX TV Keith Homer & Garry Snidh
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS.
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THIS IS BBC TV FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS Keith Heron F. Garry Smith
THE FIRST 30 YEARS OF BBC 1 Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
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(4 95
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SHORTWAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY GUIDE
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WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1999
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.'5 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BPI25. E M Noll.
.5 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP1303 E.M. Noll
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AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO New Edition. Ian Poole G3Y6SIX
-'ASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY Ian Poole G3YWX
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GETTING ON TRACK WITH APRS. Stan NOMMa WA1LOU
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6M + 2M + 70CM + 23CM All -in-

,

one compact radio.

'Joy -stick' multi -control for intuitive
operation.

Multibans) receiver with FM, WfM
and A M modes.

Tone squelch. compatible.

Automatic squelch mode.

RIT fic VXO for 23cm.

lip to 5 watts on 6m, 2m and
70cm, withl watt on 23cm.
0,1°

0

Water-resistant, commercial grade construction for

reliability and durability.

Loci

N©

Su Street Herne Osy Kent CT6 SIP.
Telephone 01227 741741

Fsx 01227 741742.
111-

UK!. http / www rtontuk to kJ(
sconuales a icoutuk co uk
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Over 40 years of experience in HF transceiver design has lirmly established Yaesu as the choice of
the world's top DX'crs. The knowledge that produced unequaled RF technology and design that is
found In the State of the Art FT-I000MP can also be found in the miniature FT -1(10. The FT -I00
while small In size 6.3" x 2.1" x 8.1"(160 W x.54 Hx2OS D mm :w/o knob) is large in features and
performance. This is accomplished by using the most advanced manufacturing techniques and
component mounting technology. High Dynamic range RF front-end technology and Advanced

Digital technology such as DSP sets a new standard of receiver performance for miniature HF
transceivers. The single piece die cast frame, dual cooling fan system and revolutionary RF high
power design technique keeps the FT -100 running cool and smooth In the most adverse operating
environments. (TX Power output=IOOW liF. SOW VHF/20W UHF) The TX Equalizer oilers crisp.

clear and clean TX audio reproduction that until now was only found in top of the line HF base
stations. The optional ATAS-100 (active tuning antenna system) ushers in a new age of mobile and
field day operation (from fir to UHF Irequencies). Add the optional ATBK-100 base kit (Good for
Lii ,:d space. simple setup.) and you've gla Er
I, in the world.
t

Features

IF Shift

Built-in Electronic Memory Keyer
Speech Processor
Built-in CTCSS and DCS for FM operation
Automatic Repeater Shift and Auto -Range
Transponder System
Smart SearchTM Automatic Memory
Channel Loading System
300 memory Channels
Quick Memory Bank

SSB. CW. AM. FM. AFSK, Packet
(1200/9600 bps) operation
Detachable Front Panel
Two Antenna Jacks (HF/50 and 144/430)

Bright LCD with multifunction display
Optional FC-20 External

Frequency coverage.
RX- 100 kHz -970 MHz
IX 160-6 m/144-146 MHz/430-440 MHz

output : 100 W (160-6 m).
140 Power
50 W (144 MHz). 20 W (430 MHz)
i DSP Bandpass Filter, Notch Filter. Noise
Reduction, and Equalizer

IF Noise Blanker

VOX
Dual VFOs
Available IF bandwidths of 6 kHz, 2.4 kHz,

(OMB)

Antenna Tuner

Compatible with ATAS-100
Active -Tuning Antenna

500 Hz, and 300 Hz (6 kHz, 500 Hz, 300 Hz

System Add the optional

filters optional)

ATBK-100 base kit

IFIEL.101

iif2SVA kVA s-11

agti,

FT -100

Ultra -Compact HFNHF/UHF Transceiver

YAE SU
Cluiece rti the {Vortdr. top &I 'd'',

For the latest news. hottest products:
Visit us on the Internet' http://www.yaesu.co.uk
Spookat.ons
guaranteed only within Amateur bands Some accessorel
ar4or whorls are standard rn cenam areas Check with VO.'
local Yaesu denier for speak deals
SpeaticaliOns subjoct to Mange without not.

YAESU UK LTD. Unit 12, Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Trading Estate Winchester, Hampshire, 5023 OLB, U.K. 0196-286-6667

